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The i mpor tance of marine algae, often referred to 
as seaweeds, has been felt over a long time and is 
appreciated more and more in modern times. The economic 
value of marine algae is understood both indirectly and 
directly. The indirect benefit is due to the role of ma rine 
phytoplankton as well as the benthic mac rophyte biomass 
along the shore and in the continental shelf, in primary 
production of the sea. Direct benefit includes the use of 
ma rine algae as food, feed, fertilizer and as source of 
various products of commercial importance such as agar and 
alginic acid. 
Along the coastal line of India, the littoral and 
sublittoral rocky area support the good growth of different 
seaweeds (agarophytes, alginophytes and other seaweeds). 
There is a luxuriant growth of seaweeds along the south east 
coast of India, Gujarat coast, Lakshadweep Island and the 
Andaman and Nicoba r group of islands. Fairly rich seaweed 
beds are present in the vicinity of Bombay, Rathnagiri, Goa, 
Karwar, Varkala, Kovalam, Vizhinj am, Visakhapatnam and few 
other places such as Chilka and Pulicat lakes, (Chennubhotla 
et !l., 1987). 
Today there is a greater awa reness in many 
countries to cultivate the seaweeds in large scale to mee t 
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the demand for food and industry. In recent years many 
industries which are producing agar and algin from the 
seaweeds have come up in our country . Owing to the limited 
natural resources and increasing demand for them, it has now 
become necessary for us to cultivate them on large scale. 
The assess ment of available seaweed resources in 
India has been necessitated by more and more algin and agar 
industries coming up in recent years. Survey of the seaweed 
resources on the coastal area of Tamil Nadu, Maharastra, 
Gujarat, Lakshadweep and Andhrapradesh has been done 
recently (Krishnamurthy, 1985) . 
Except for the st r ay records of marine algae by 
different authors, Hills (1959), Srinivasan (1965, 1969, 
1973), Taylor (1966) very little is known of the marine 
algae of the Andaman and Nicobar group of islands . 
No detailed survey of seaweed resources except for 
a few preliminary investigations, more pertinent to quality 
only are available from Andaman and Nicobar group of 
islands. No report is available on the resource potential of 
agar yielding algae (agarophytes) and algin yielding algae 
(alginophytes) from these islands. 







and duration of 
co mmercially important 
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resources in these islands. Infor ma tion is totally lacking 
on the interrelationship of environmental paramete r on these 
resources. 
Hence to understand the potential resources of 
seaweeds, their distribution, density, standing crop and 
interrelated envi ronmental para me ters, a detailed study 
(su rvey and ecological work) was carried out for a period of 
20 months from August 1988 to March 1990 in South Andaman, 
North Andaman, Middle Andaman, Havelock, Neil, Car 
Te rassa, Chowr a and Bumpoka islands. However 
Andaman, data were collected fro m five fixed 
fortnightly during this period for the purpose of 





From these data, esti ma tion of economically 
i mportant seaweed resources of these islands were carried 
out in detail . Seasonal variation in distribution and 
abundance of seaweed species have been studied . 
Envi ronmental factors such as rain, relative humidity, 
atmospheric temperature and water temperature, tide, wave, 
light, dissolved oxygen, salinity and chemical parameter 
such as nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, silicate dissolved in 
wa ter influencing the occurrence and distribution of these 
resources were studied in detail. 
Compute r modelling is having profound effect on 
sc ientific research . Many scientific phenomenon are now 
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investigated by complex computer models . (Jerome Sacks et 
al., 1989) 
A model is a formulation that mimics real world 
phenomenon, and by means of which predictions can be made . 
In simplest for m, models may be verbal or graphic ie. 
(informal). Ultimately, however models must be statistical 
and mathematical ( ie. Formal) if quantitative predictions 
are to be reasonably good (Odum, 1971) . 
The application of system analysis procedures to 
ecology has come to be known as system ecology . In ecology, 
many of the modern conceptual models are inherently complex 
and difficult . Mathematical modelling may prove to be useful 
in several ways. 
Based on the models described by Lassiter and 
Hayne (1971), Seip e t al . (1979) and Seip (1 980) a new model 
has been developed to carryon the following objectives with 
the help of FORTRAN V language . 
Ob jectives 
1 . The species that grow at a particular place to form a 
commun ity, their abundance, density and 
different seasons. 
coverage in 
2. Dispersal of different species in space in diffe rent 
seasons . 
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3. Identification and observation of se ral 
communities and economically i mpo rtant species in 
seasons to know the availability and position 




4. The identification of seaweed species which have 
strongest control over energy flow and the environment in 
the form of ecological dominance . 
5. Finding out the i mportant value indices with the help 
of relative frequency, relative density and relative 
coverage to understand the overall picture of the community 
structure and also to draw phytographs with the help of 
polygraphic methods to show the sociological characters of 
seaweed species in different seasons. 
6. To study the total diversity of seaweed species, 
diversity of seral and climax communities in different 
seasons and diversity of economically important seaweed 
groups in different seasons. 
7. To make possible comparison of the different systems to 
see the similarity between them in different seasons. 
8. Study of interrelationship and effec ts of environmental 
parameters in the seaweed ecosystem and 
9. To explore the possibility of seaweed ma riculture in 
this a r ea . 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2 . 1 SURVEY 
A wealth of information has been published on the 
ma rine algae of the Indian coasts. Yet, we cannot claim to 
have sufficiently covered the entire coast to be in a 
position to compile a comprehensive report on the marine 
algal flora of this region. Our current knowledge of the 
Indian ma rine algae stems from the publication of Boergesen 
(1933a, 1933b, 1934a, 1934b, 1935, 1937a, 1937b, 1938) who 
carried out the pioneering work on the marine algae of South 
India, Bombay and Gujarat coasts. However, there are 
available in literature various records of the Indian marine 
algae dating back to even Pre-Linnear year. Except for stray 
records of marine algae by different authors, Hills (1959), 
Srinivasan (1965, 1969, 1973) Taylor (1966), very little is 
known of the marine algae of the Andaman and Nicobar group 
of islands. Krishnamurthy ( 1985) covered most of the islands 
in Andamans for the project on the marine algal flora of 
India. 
Jagtap (1983) surveyed the ma rine algae, in his 
studies on littoral flora of Andaman islands, among these 26 
species were coming under Rhodophyta, 21 species under 
Chlo rophyta and 14 under Phaeophyta. 
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A review of the seaweed resources of the world has 
been made by Michanek (1975) . Some information is available 
on the seaweed resources of Indian waters such as Chilka 
lake (Mitra, 1946), certain areas of Tamil Nadu (Chacko and 
Malu Pil lai, 1958; Thivy, 1960; Varma and Krishna Rao, 1962; 
Desai, 1967; Umamaheswara Rao, 1972 a, 1973; Kannan and 
Krishnamurthy, 1978 and Subbaramaiah et al ., 1979a), Kerala 
Coast (Koshy and John, 1948) Gujarat coast (Sreenivasa Rao 
et ~., 1964; Desai, 1967; Chauhan and Krishnamurthy, 1968; 
Bhanderi and Trivedi, 1975; Chauhan and Mairh, 1978 and 
Ragothaman, 1979), Maharashtra Coast (Chauhan, 1978 and 
Untawale . et al., 1979), Goa Coast (Un tawale and Dhargalkar, 
1975), Andra Pradesh Coast (Umamaheshwara Rao, 1978) and 
Lakshadweep (Subbaramaiah et al., 1979b). 
A detailed survey of red algae were conducted by 
Desai (1967) in the Gulf of Mannar in ten miles area North 
and South of Kilakarai. The estimates of dry Gelidium and 
Gracilaria were 300 and 3000 tonnes per annum respectively. 
Thivy (1964) reported that the total Indian algin 
potential to be 500 me tric tonnes ( refined) annually and 
the agar potential to be 13 metric tonnes (Bacteriological 
grade) annually, based on the possible yield of 19% (range 
7-30%) of algin and 28% (range 12-43%) of agar by dry 
weigh t. 
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Sample surveys were conducted by Umamaheshwara Rao 
(1973) in a 3.58 Sq.Km . area between Pamban bridge and 
Theedai during the calm seasons of 1965 and 1966. The 
quantitative data obtained on the standing crop of different 
seaweeds were mentioned as follows in fresh weight in metric 
tonnes, agarophytes 233.15 (1965) and 47.92 (1966), 
alginophytes 161 . 83 (1965), and 173 . 43 (1966), edible algae 
188.84 (1964), and 245.91 (1966) and other algae 457.87 
(1965) and 398.51 (1966) . Except in agarophytes there was no 
significant variation in the standing crop of different 
types of seaweeds. 
The survey conducted along Gujarat coast by 
Sreenivasa Rao ~ al. (1964) estimated fresh Sargassum at 
60 metric tonnes in 0.015 sq.km. area of the Adatra reef 
near Okha. Central Salt and Marine Chemical Research 
Institute estimated the resources of the agarophytes along 
Gujarat coast as 12 tonnes (fresh weight) . In the Gulf of 
Kutch 10,000 tonnes of brown algae by dry weight,S tonnes 
of we t Gelidiella and 20 tonnes of Gracilaria by dry weight 
could be harvested (Desai, 1967). 
Chauhan and Krishnamurthy (1968) surveyed Dera, 
Goos, Na rara, Sika, Karumbhar and Baide a reas of Gulf of 
Kutch and estimated the fresh seaweeds at 18765.5 met ric 
tonnes in 10.65 sq .km . of coas t al water. In this, Sargassum 
9 
spp. formed 12010S.00 tonnes of which about 4000 metric 
tonnes were harvestable each year. 
The survey of seaweed from Okha to Mahuva in 
Saurastra coast was carried out jointly by the Central Salt 
and Marine Chemical Research Institute and Department of 
Fisheries, Government of Gujarat (Chauhan and Mairh, 1978 ) . 
The brown seaweed Sargassum constituted three-fourth of the 
algal biomass. It was followed by the green alga Ulva. 
Gracilaria and Gelidiella were forming minor quantities. 
Bhanderi and Raval (197S) conducted surveys on the 




at 1000 me tric t onnes. 
about one ton of fresh 
fresh Gracilaria could be 
According to their 
Gelidiella and 10 
harvested from the 
coastline. These findings coincide with that of Central Salt 
and Marine Chemical Research Institute, Bhavanagar. 
The seaweed resources of Andra Pradesh were dealt 
with in detail by Umamaheswara Rao (1978) . In general 
agarophytic resources were less while Sargassum species were 
more abundant in different localities of the coastline. 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute of 
India carried out for 





of marine algae 
(1971-1976) in 
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collaboration with Central Salt and Ha rine Chemical Research 
Institute and Department of Fisheries, Government of Tamil 
Nadu (Subbaramaiah et al., 1979 a). The are a covered was 
from Athankarai to Rameshwaram in the Palk Bay (45 km 
distance) and from Mandapam to Colachel, Kanyakumari 
district (413 km distance) and the adjoining islands in t he 
Gulf of Mannar to a depth of 4m. The standing crop in the 
coastal area of 17125 hectares was estimated at 22044 
tonnes , consisting of 1709 tonnes of aga rophytes, 10266 
tonnes of alginophytes and 10069 tonnes of other seaweeds. 
The seaweed resources survey of the Goa coast was 
conducted by Untawale and Dhargalkar (1975). The total 
standing crop of the coast from Dona Paula to Chapora (0 .150 
sq .km. area) was about 256 . 6 metric tonnes fresh weight per 
year. 
Subbaramaiah et al. (19 79 b) studied the marine 
--
algal resources of Lakshadweep. Among the 9 islands 
surveyed, Kavaratti, Agathi, Kada ma t, Chetlat, Kiltan, 
Androth and Kalpeni supported marine algal growth while 
Bengaram was barren. Out of the total area of 2555 hectares 
surveyed, 785 hectares were found t o be productive . Total 
standing crop of the ma rine algae estimated was 3645-7598 
tonnes (wet weight ). The groupwise biomass and their 
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percentage of standing crop of the population were 
agarophytes 961-2074 tonnes (27%) , alginiophytes 9-15 tonnes 
(0 .2%) and other algae 2675- 5509 tonnes (72 . 8%) . 
The marine algal resources of Maharashtra coast 
was sur veyed by Chauhan (1978) . The total harvestable 
standing crop estimated we re Sargassum 238.417 to 310.097 
me tric tonnes fresh weight and Ulva 3 . 483 to 4 .516 metric 
tonnes fresh weight. 
2 . 2 ECOLOGICAL STUDY 
Ecological studies have been carried out on the 
marine algal vegetation of the Mahabalipuram coast 
(Sriniva san, 1946), Chilka lake ( Parija and Parija, 1946 ), 
Saltmarshes at Madras (Krisnna murthy, 1954). The 
colonization of marine algae on a fresh substratum was 
studied by Varma (1959) by suspending a concrete block in 
the Palk Bay and data were collected on settlement of spores 
and furthe r development in several algal species . 
Ecological studies had been car ried out on the 
ma rine algal vegetation of Okha, Porebandar, Ver ava l and 
Bombay areas (Mis ra, 1959), Vishakhapatnam Coast 
(Umamaheswa ra Rao and Sreer amulu, 1964) . Kr ishnamurthy 
(1 967) postulated a new set of principles gove rning zonation 
of ma rine algae on the Indian coasts and reported that 
12 
marine algae in these coasts were essentially subtidal and 
ma ny form a subtidal fringe at the lower intertidal. 
Recolonization of studies were also made by Umamaheswara Rao 
and Sreeramulu (1968) on Vishakhapatnam coast by clearing 
2 
areas of 0 . 5m in the Gracilaria corticata belt. The 
sequence of colonization was followed for a period of five 
months. Ulva and Enteromorpha were seen as first colonizers 
and fresh germlings of Gracilaria corticata reappeared in 
the denuded areas after a few months. Marine algal studies 
of Okha area have been conducted by Gopalakrishnan (1970). 
The role of critical tide factor in the 
vertical distribution of Hypnea musciformis was studied by 
Rama Rao (1972). Umamaheswara Rao ( 1972 c ) made observations 
on zonation and seasonal changes of some intertidal algae 
growing in the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay for a period of 
two and a half years and the data were given together with 
the changes observed in the tidal behaviour and other 
environmental conditions. The relationship between the 
variations in the periods of submergence and emergence 
caused by tides and seasonal changes in the algal growth 
were reported, in addition to the influence of local 
environmental conditions on the g rowth cycles of algae to a 
l a rge extent . Ce rtain variations were noticed in the 
max i mum growth periods of Enteromoq:>ha and Sargassum in the 
Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay . 
liBfI 'fir. REbE~fi ' Cf > 
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distribution pattern of ma rine algae on " ~he 
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The 
shore of Pamban was studied by Subbaramaiah et a1. (1977), 
Krishnamurthy and Balasundaram (1990) on Tiruchendur Coast, 
Balakrishnan Nair et al. (1990) on Kerala Coast and 
Rajendran et al . (1991) on Northern part of the Tamil Nadu 
Coast. 
2.3 MODEL 
According to Krebs (1972) an attempt should be 
made to drive unifying ideas in terms of models and axioms 
from the vast body of biologica l knowledge presently 
available. He defined the concept of a model as a 
simplified system which represents some of the essential 
features of . reality and which provides explanations of 
experi mental observations and insights which are starting 
points for a full exploration of r eali ty. In principle , the 
building of model or working on hypothesis is one and the 
sa me, as each attempt to derive from nature some significant 
aspects of each . 
Kalmax (1968) held that a model is the summary of 
experimental data and accordingly should yield the same 
experimental data tha t we re used in its constructions. 
Since modelling refers to de ter mination of a 
quan titative picture of the i mpo rtant system 
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cha racteristics, Van Dyne (1966) considered modelling as 
mathematical abstraction of real world situations which are 
thus subjected to mathematical arguments in order to derive 
mathematical conclusions. 
The parameters used in mode l constructions should 
be truely representative and confirm the properties of real 
world situation . Beck (1981) explained that variations and 
values backed by strong logical arguments only can help to 
match the structure of the model, and also helped to 
unde rstand the observed pattern of behaviour . The strength 
of a model, therefore, lies in its ma the ma tical arguments 
arising out of which are the theorems and their 
interpretations worthy of giving new insight ' into the real 
world . Thus model built on the true properties of the real 
world allows an empirical determination of the 'best 
ope rating conditions in the system. 
According to Odum (1971), a model is a formulation 
that mi mics re al world phenomenon and by means of which 
prediction can be made. In simplest form models may be 
verbal or graphical ( ie. informal). Ul tima tely however , 
models must be sta tistical and mathematical (ie. formal) if 
quanti tative prediction ought to be r easonably good . 
Lassi ter and Hayne (1971) considered that models 
a re obs tructions of a real world phenomenon. They used 
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frame concepts and organised knowledge to the end that the 
right questions may be asked. Some models are mathematical, 
they do not differ in any basic way from non-mathematic al 
models . They are expressed in formal notation, tend to be 
mo re explicit and proceed in natural sequence from the 
conceptual to the quantative form. 
A mode l on the behaviour of a compartment (or 
reservoir) including any part of nature which have clearly 
defined boundaries and which encom passes a group of objects 
of similar nature is called compartment (also box) model 
(E rikson, 1971). He also opined that the model of averaged 
properties in defined spaces may be integrated to have a 
detailed view of the process in that space. The 
first model of this type was reported by Erikson and 
Welandor (1956) for carbon circulation and by Craige (1957) 
for carbon circulation in a nature. They attempted to 
quantify the relations between amounts and fluxes of 
properties in such compartmental model system. 
Differential equations have been mos t used in the 
development of ecological models and computers have been 
employed (Ga rfinkel, 1962, 1967; Garfinkel and Sack, 1964; 
Pattern, 1965; Wangersky and Gunningham, 1957b; King and 
Paulik, 1967 . The charac t eristics of the me thod have been 
discussed in detail by Watt (1966, 1968). 
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A model described by Lassiter and Hayne (1971) has 
been used as a base mode l for this study. But since this 
study is totally concentrating on the population parameters 
like frequency, density, coverage, abundance, population 
size, distribution and dominance and for community level 
diversity and similarity, it has subsequently been modified 
and developed during this work. 
A ma thematical model developed by Seip et al . 
(1979) to study the distribution and abundance of benthic 
algae species in a Norwegian fjord and a model constructed 
by Seip (1980) to study the competition and colonization in 
a community of ma rine benthic algae on the rocky shores of 
a Norwegian fjord were also refined for this study. 
In ecology many of the mode rn conceptual models 
are inherently complex and difficult. Mathematical 
modelling may prove to be useful in seve ral ways. First, it 
provides a means of systematic organisation which hitherto 
has been ignored. If a model can be adequate ly quantified, 
then a test of the validity of genera l ideas may be 
possible . System analysis provides the basic ideas that may 
make possible the attack upon so complex an entity as an 
ecosystem . This is that the whole complex can be studied by 
modelling in separate parts and then combining these sub-
systems into the whole. (Lassiter and Hayne 1971) . 
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2.4 THE SYSTEM 
A system is a part of reality that contain 
interrelated elements (De wit and Rabbinge, 1979) of various 
specifications, some of which have close links with observed 
behaviour, and therefore a system ought to be most useful in 
giving insight into true biological mechanism (Mesarovic, 
1968). In the light of Mesarovic's thinking that the 
behaviour of a system is input-dependent i.e. its input-
output relation depends upon the type of stimulus and 
amplitude. Interestingly the operational definition advanced 
by Watt (1968) holds promise. He viewed the system as being 
an interlocking complex of processes characterised by many 
reciprocal cause effect path ways. Further more, a system 
is not merely an interaction. Anokhin (1968), thought it 
also to be the integration of the activity of all its 
components in order to provide an effective response 
appropriate to the input at a given moment. 
Ongoing system is repetitive in nature and can be 
recreated in a relatively short span of time. Modelling on 
these systems is simple and easy because these systems can 
alway s be utilized experimentally for verifying the validity 
of the constructed model. On the basis of life it can be 
classi fied into biotic system, comprising the seaweeds and 
the abiotic system which are considered here as forcing 
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factors such as rain, relative humidity, wave, tide and 
depth which are known as common forcing factors and 
te mperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, nutrients are 
considered as specific forcing factors. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 MATERIALS 
The Andaman and Nicobar islands enjoy the status 
of an archipelago with over 550 islands, islets and rocky 
outcrops with Bay of Bengal, lying between 60 45'N Nand 
130 41'N latitude and between 920 12'E and 930 57'E longitude 
with a land area of only 8293 sq. km. It has a total coastal 
line of 1962 km which is about one fourth of the total 
coastal line of India (Fig .1) where the present studies were 
made in following islands at depth upto 5 metres from the 
coast and an extensive study on ecosystem modelling was 
carried out in South Andaman island. 
3.1.1 South Andaman 
In South Andaman the study area was between 110 4'N 
latitude, 920 46'E long to 110 31'N latitude 920 42'E long 
(Fig 2). The shore line is mingled with r ocky and marshy 
substratum. Apart from the mangrove vegetation, the seaweeds 
also have dense population in this area. During the study 
period an area of around 40 .10 sq km with a shore length of 
around 212 km were covered with fixation of 18 stations. 
For the ecological modelling study totall y 5 
st a tion were fi xed and the sampling were made fortnightly. 
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3 .1.2 Mayabunder (Middle Andaman ) 
Mayabunder is situated in 120 SS'N latitude , 92° 
S4'E long with rocky terrain. The je tty a rea has limited 
sandy beach, otherwise the shore is muddy with luxuri ant 
ma ngrove vegetation. There were dense gr owth of seaweeds in 
the subtidal part of the nearby i slands . During the study 
period totally 17 s t at ions were fixed (Fig. 3) fo r the 
survey . An a rea of around 22.4 sq. km . with a length of 
around 72.9 km. along the shoreline was cove r ed. 
3 .1 .3 Digilipur (North Andaman ) 
Digilipur which comes under No rth Andaman island is 
si tua ted in 30°16' to 170 17'N latitude and 93° 7' to 
eleva tion of 76 m. The bay area i s shallow, the Northern 
stretch and the Southern stretch are free of mangroves with 
dense al ga l vege tation . During the pe ri od of study totally 
13 sta t ions we re fixed for the survey and an area of ar ound 
24.78 sq . km. were covered in which the shore line length was 
around 52.25 km. (Fig. 4) 
3.1.4 Neil: 
The island is si tuated in Ritchie's archipelago 
wi th 11°49' to 110 51 ' N latitude and 93°01' to 930 04'E. long. 
Sho r e line is covered wi th mangroves and seaweeds. The 
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survey the observation were made from 10 stations in an area 
of around 26.90 km (Fig 5). 
3 . 1 . 5 Havelock 
This also comes under Ritchie's archipelago 
between 11° 53 to 120 03'N. latitude and 92°55' to 930 04'E. 
long . It is one among the largest hilly islands nearly 65 
sq.km. area, with maximum elevation of around 168m. Except 
Kalapathar creek, rest of the shore area witnessed dense 
algal vegetation . During the period of survey totally 13 
stations were fixed for observation . The covered area was 
around 42.44 km . (Fig.S). 
3 . 1 . 6 Car Nicobar 
The island is situated in between 9°8' to 90 15'N 
latitude and 930 S0 ' E. long . It is terrain with maximum 
elevation of 73m . Most of the area of shore line has rocky 
substratum with vast intertidal area and devoid of mang rove 
vegetation. The seaweeds grow luxuriantly all along the 
intertidal area. The observations were made for 12 stations 
from an area of around 33.487 sq.km . (F ig .6) . 
3 . 1 . 7 Terassa 
The island is situated in between 8°05 ' to 80 22'N 
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in natu re. The shore line has rocky substratum with broad 
intertidal area in mos t of the places . But the seaweed shows 
normal distribution even though the a r ea is devoid of 
mangrove veget ation. An area of 60 . 03 sq.km. wi th 8 stations 
was studied during the survey (Fig.7) . 
3 . 1. 8 Chowra 
This island is situated in between 80 Z7' to 
80 Z9'N. latitude and 930 03'E. l ong . with terrain and hilly 
i n the South Co rner. The shore line is r ocky and sandy in 
most of the area. Seasonal depositi on of sand and erosion 
play ma jor role in the algal distribution. An area of 9 . 91 
sq.km . was studied and surveyed (Fig .7 ) . 
3.1.9 Bumpbka 
The island is situated in between 8°13' to 80 16'N. 
latitude; and 93° 13' to 930 15'E. long. The intertidal area 
is entirely of rocky substratum . The seaweeds have dense 
vegetation in the Eastern part of the island . During the 
survey an area of 6.5 54 sq .km. with 4 sta tions was 
(Fig . 7) . 
3.1 . 10 Computer Apalysis 
• surveyed 
The data collected from these islands were 
an alysed statistically with the help of WI PRO PC/XT 
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used to estimate the density, standing crop and area 
calculations from the survey data of the above said 9 
islands. For the ecologica l modelling and sys te m analysis, a 
Softwa re Package with SPSS with respect to the objectives 
hierarchical mentioned 
cluste r 
above was applied and analysed. The 
analysis was made by dendrogram using average 
the intertidal linkage me thod between seaweed species for 
and subtidal parts of five systems . 
3 . 2 METHODS 
The survey comprised fou r steps. 
1 . Fixing of stations and area calculation . 
2. Sampling. 
3. Identification of species and 
4 . Biomass estimation. 
3.2.1 Fixing of stations and area calculation: 
The compass survey was adopted with prismatic 
compass and tape to orient the shore and to fix the station 
(Fig . B). The transect perpendicular to the shore through the 
sta tion was called central transect at 100 me tres apart at 
each station in both side which were called lateral 
transect, were fixed and the perpendicular offset with 
respect to the orientation of the line were constructed. 
With the help of hand level and level staff, the levels from 
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the station and transects to water point were observed and 
with the help of t ape the slope distance were recorded. From 
the water point to the various depths the subtended sangle 
were noted . From plotting the values of the range lines and 
transects corresponding angles intersecting points were 
indentified and measured. The corresponding depth corrected 
to the tide variation were computed to arrive at the 
relative depths . The length at each depth wa s taken as over 
the water surface and computed to the slope length with 
respect to mid depths . A check was also i mpl emented to find 
out the slope length at mid depth. 
With the help of sextant the distance was 
calculated . To calculate the area, mid pOint from the 
station in both side were fixed and with the help of sextant 
the distance between two mid points we re calculated and was 
called length. The breadth was calculated at the limit of 
the vegetat ion and it was calculated from rearranging the 
three ( lateral, central and lateral ) transects length in its 
re spec tive vege tation limit. Then the area was calculated by 
multiplying the length and the breadth. (Fig 8) 
3 .2.2 Sampling 
It has two steps . 
(a) Sampling unit 
S 1 
b, + b, 
2 
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Quad r at method was used as sampling unit in which 
three gene r al consideration were involved in the choice of 
the size and shape for sampling units. 
The first consideration was practically in linking 
plot boundaries and taking measure ments . The most practical 
size howeve r depended on the type of vegetation being 
measured . So a 0 . 25 sq. m (0.5 m x 0.5 m) quadrat was us ed 
for seaweed sampling. 
The edge was also taken into consideration to 
avoid error. 
The balance of effort between measuring a few 
large area or many s mall area were taken into consideration 
and was avoided by increasing or decreasing the number of 
sampling . 
(b) Sampling method 
Sys te matic and simple random sampling methods were 
used in all sampling programmes. 
In systematic sampling only first unit was 
se lected at r ando m and the re maining got selected 
aut om atically, according to the predetermined pattern. He r e, 
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the area of 0, 0 . 5, 1, 1.5, upto 5 me ters in depth in 
transec t s were predeterm i ned for sampling along with simple 
random sampl ing i n r elated ar ea were a lso carried out . 
3 . 2.3 Identification of species ( Plate 2, 3, 4) 
The avai l able s pecies in all nine islands were 
collected and thei r morphologi cal characters were carefully 
analysed fo r species identification with the aid of pioneer 
reference on taxonomy of seaweeds published by various 
authors. (Bhande r i and Trivedi, 1975; Chennubhotla et a1 . , 
1987; Gopinathan and Panig r ahy, 1983; Jag t ap, 
Krishna murthy, 1985; Kr ishnamur thy and Ba1asundaram, 
Micha nek, 1975; Subba r amaiah et a1., 1977, 
Umamahes hwara Rao, 1972a , 1973) . 




The seaweeds, inside the 0.25 sq.m quadra t in each 
sampling were subjected for individual biomass estimation 
(drained wet we i ght ) afte r sepa r ati ng the species . Dr ained 
we i ght was meas ur ed f r om the seaweed samples col lected fr om 
each quadrat and were recorded separately by using a Kitchen 
(Yamato) balance . 
The population mea n was considered as density in 
biomass pe r square metre . The population dispersion 
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quantity in density. These representative density value of 
each species per square me tre was multiplied with the area 
and was taken as the biomass of the species and was 
expressed in Kg/ton. 
3.3 ECOSYSTEM MODELLING 
This study had three steps they were the 
following. 
1 . Collec tion of seaweed samples. 
2. Hydrological s tudy ' and 
3 . Collection of Meteorological data 
3.3 . 1 Collection of seaweed samples 
The seaweeds were collected by the above said 
quadrat me thod from the intertidal and subtidal parts of 
each station . (He reafter it will be called as 5 system s) 
During each sampling period 10 quadrats study were made for 
each part ( Intertidal and sUbtidal) in all systems . The 
collected seaweed species were separated individually. The 
number of individual species and biomass in dry weight were 
reco rded and the occurrence of species in each quadr a t 
sampling were a lso noted . 
A line transec t with six metre length (marked in 
every 10 cm) was used. During the study a g r aduated 5 cm 
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scale also was used for the measurement. In each sampling 
six observations were randomly made in each part of the 
system and the intersected vegetation length on the transect 
were recorded. 
3.3.2 Hydrological study 
The hydrological study consisted of estimation of 
salinity, oxygen and nutrients viz. nitrate, 
phosphate and silicate from water samples. 
nitrite, 
The collection of water sample for the analysis 
was carried out during the sampling . The wa ter samples were 
collected in polythene bottles for nutrients and salinity 
analysis and in incubation bottles for oxygen analysis. At 
the same time the atmospheric and water surface and bottom 
temperatures were recorded in each system. 
Analysis: 
a. Hydrological Data 
Analysed according to the modified Winkler method 
as described by FAD (1975) 
b. Salinity: 
Est i mated by Mohr's titration method . 
c. Ni t rate: 
Determined by the method of Morris & Riley (1963) 
as described by Parson et al. (1984) 
d . Ni t rite: 
According to the method of Benedeschenider and 
Robinson (1952) as described by Parson et al . (1984) 
e . Silicate: 
Determined by the method described by Mullin & 
Riley (1955). 
f. Phospate: 
Determined by the method described by Parson et 
al. ( 1984) . 
g . Temperature: 
Measured using a 00 to 500 C high precision 
thermometer . 
3 .3 . 3 Meteorological data 
a. Tide 
Data relating to tides were recorded from tide t able . 
3D 
b. Light 
Water transparency and subsurface day light were 
recorded by using Secchi Disc which was a 30 em diameter 
standard white circle. It was used to determine the 
extinction co-efficient (k) from the following equation. 
K = 1 . 7 / D. where. 
D is the depth at which the disc was just visible. 
For rain, relative humidity and wave the data were 
collected from meteorological depart ment in Port Blair. 
3 . 4 Mode l : 
A model described by Lassiter and Hayne (1971) had 
been used as a base model for this study . But since the 
study was totally concentrating on population parameters 
like frequency, density, coverage, abundance, population 
size, community level diversity and similarity, it had 
subsequently been modif i ed and developed in a simple way 
suitable for the present study. A mathematical model 
developed by Seip et al . (1979) to study the distribution 
and abudance of benthic algal species in a Norwegian Fjord 
and a model constructed by Seip (1980) to study the 
com petition and colonisation in a community of ma rine 
benthic algae on the rocky shore of No r wegian Fjord we r e 
also referred for this mode l . 
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Objectives: 
The present model was developed with the following 
three broad objectives. 
1. To obtain population level information in different 
seasons. 
2 . To know the details at the community level in different 
seasons and 
3 . To know the effect of forcing factors on the systems 
and their interaction in different seasons. 
3.4.1 Input: 
The following are the inputs of the syste ms in 
which the system variables are as follows. 
1 . The number of individuals of all species in different 
seasons = SIN. 
2. Biomass of all individuals in different seasons = SIB. 
3. Number of quadrats in which the species occurs in 
different seasons = OQN. 
4. Total coverage of the species in the transect in 
different seasons = SCOV . 
5. The other constant inputs are as follows. 
a • Num ber of systems (x) 
b. I ntertidal Part (IT) 
5 (Xl to X5) 










Subtidal Part (ST) 
Total number of species 
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Other algae group species (OA) 
Alginophyte group species (AL) 
Agarophytes group species (AG) 
Total Climax species (CS) 
Total Seral species (55) 
Quadrat area 
k . Total no . of Quadrats in a part 
during sampling 
1. Total quadrat area in each part 
during sampling 
m. Line transect length 
n. Total no. of line transects studied 
during sampling in a part 
o . Total line transect length in 








0.25 sq . m2 (QA) 
10 (TQN) 
2.50 sq . m2 (TQA) 
6 m (LTL) . 
6 Nos . (TLTN) 
6 m (TLTL) 
6 . The forcing factors specific to the system are as 
follows: 
I. Intertidal Part : 
a. Atmospheric temperature 
b. Water temperature 
c. Salinity 








f. Nitra te N03 
g . Ni trite No2 
h . Silica te SI 
II. Subtidal Part 
a . Water temperature WT 
b. Li ght = light 
c. Salinity SAL 
d. Dissolved oxygen D02 
e. Phosphate P04 
f. Nitrate N03 
g. Nitrite No2 
h. Silicate SI 
7. The common forcing factors to the systems are as 
follows: 
A. Intertidal part : 
a . Tide TID 
b . Rain RN 
c . Relative humidity RH 
d. Wave WA 
B . Subtidal part: 
a . Tide TID 
b . Wave WA 
c . Depth DEP 
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3.4.2 Transfer functions: 
A. Population level: 
1- Frequency 
FRE = OSIQ/TQN x 100 






3a . Relative Density 
RDEN SIN/TNOIN x 100 
4. Cove r 
7. Cov LCBS/TLTL x 100 
5. Index of Dominance 
C E (Ni/N)2 E = Sigma 
6. Dispersion pattern (Morista 's Index) 
IS N(EX2 :. EX) 
(EX)2 - EX 
6a. Statistical distribution (Poisson distribution) 
1. OSIQ 
/ N 
N - 1 
Number of quadrats in which the 
species occurs . 
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la . TNOAS Total number of Individuals of all 
species. 
la & 2 SIN Total number of individuals of 
single species. 
3a. TNOIN Total number of individuals of all 
species. 
4. LCBS Length covered by a species in all 
transects. 
4. TLT Total length of the transect 
5 . Ni = Total number of individuals of a 
single species 
5. N Total numbe r of individuals of all 
species. 
6. N Total number of samples 
6. x Number of individuals per sa mple 
6a . S2 Variance 
6a . f frequency of x 
6a. N Total number of samples . 
6a. x Number of individuals per sample. 
B. Communi t y Level 
a. Community composition. 
1 Simpson's diversity 
D 
s 2 
l-E (ni/N ) 
i=l 
2. Shannon - Weaver diversity 
H 
s 






Number of species 
ni Important value for each species 
N Total of important value 
2 . H = Shannon Index 
b. Community comparison 
1. Index of similarity 
Is J ( a bl - J 
2. Quotient of similarity 
Qs = 2J 
a + b 
J Number of Common species 
a Numbe r of species in habitat x 
b Numbe r of species in habitat y 
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1,. RESULTS 
A dia gra ma tic illustration about the approach of 
results has been given in Figure 9. 
4.1 QUALITATIVE ASPECTS (Species Composition) 
4 . 1 . 1 Seaweed Species in different islands (Annexure I) 
A total number of 79 species of seaweeds were 
recorded from 9 islands of Anda man and Nicobar group of 
isl ands during the study. 
1 . SOUTH ANDAMAN 
In South Andaman the seaweeds contribute 55 
species. The major algal divisions such as Chlorophyta, 
Phaeophyta and Rhododphyta are represented by 29, 15 and 11 
species respectively . Out of the 55 sp'ecies only 35 
are quantitatively studied in detail because 




From North Point upto Chatham (Fig . 2) the bottom is muddy, 
in which the area from North Point to Mini Bay, the 
intertidal part is full of mangrove vegetation and the 
seaweed vegetation is very poor in distribution. In Chatham, 
which is a small island connected to Port Blair by a bridge, 
due to the ti mber factory located in this region is polluted 
with saw dust and timber was tes along the coast and devoid 
of normal algal vege t ation . From Blair reef to Wandoor the 
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intertidal a re a is mingled with rocky, sandy and muddy 
substratum . From Cheriadapu to Wandoor the area is of 
luxuriant mangrove vegetation . The coral distribution was 
also observed in most of the stations in good condition . The 
Sargassum spp . are growing in the Burmanala and Cheri adapu 
of conside r able quantity . The eastern area of South Andaman 
is highly affected by strong wave and heavy breakers on flat 
rocks at low tide . In intertidal part, the area without 
mangroves has normal seaweed vegetation but in general 
intertidal vegetation was very poor. Here the othe r algae 
group dominates than agarophytes and alg inophytes . Polluted 
shoreline neBr Cha tham, over humidity, muddy bottom and 
presence of mangrove vege tation may be the factors for less 
seaweed vegetation in this region. No rmal seaweed vegetation 
is observed in the subtidal part except in some backwater 
side . Here the limiting fact ors are healthy coral 






g rowth in som e of the stations (Burmanala, 
Wandoor, and No rth Point ) . But in general the 
were completely supressed in distribution . The 
alginophytes with bette r dist ribution are listed 
1 . Padina gymnos pora 
2 . Sargassum wightii 
3 . Sa r gassum my riosystem 
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4. Sargassum ilicifolium 
5. Sargassum duplicatum 
6. Turbinaria ornata 
7 . Turbinaria conoides 
8 . Turbinaria turbinata 
The agarophytes were observed in considerable 
quantity in some of the stations. They are listed below. 
1. Gelidiella acerosa 
2 . Gelidium heteroplatus 
3. Gracilaria edulis 
4. Gracilaria crassa 
s. Gracilaria folifera 
In the other group of algae, the Hali meda sp~, 
Acetabularia, Chae tomorpha and Amphi r oa spp. were the 
important species with better vegetation. 
2. MAYABUNDER (Middle Andamanl 
The topography of Mayabunder area is hilly and the 
maxim um elevation is 67m . The Jetty area has a limited sandy 
beach, otherwise, shore is muddy with abundan t mangrove 
vegetation . Only the Eastern side of the i s land was studied, 
as the weather condition prevailing in the Western side was 
not congenial for su rvey . In most of the intertidal part the 
sho re line with fully covered mang rove vegetation was 
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noticed and corresponding poor seaweed vegetation was 
observed ie. only limited vegetation was observed. The 
subtidal part has healthy live coral assemblages and the 
seaweed vegetation was ve ry limited, however comparing with 
intertidal part, the vege tation in subtidal part was more. 
Among the seaweed vegetation, the alginophytes were the 
dominating species. 
The i mportant species are listed below. 
1. Padina gymnospora 
2. Sargassum wightii 
3 . Sargassum ilicifolium 
4. Turbinaria ornata 
5. Turbinaria conoides 
These species were observed only in the subtidal 
part in mos t of the stations . The distribution of 
agarophytes was spa rse and also the plants were in poor 
condition when compared to alginophytes. Gelidium sp. and 
Gracilaria sp. were noticed in growing stages. They were in 
negligible quantity for quantitative analysis. Among the 
other gr oup of algae, Amphiroa sp. and Halimeda sp. were in 
better distribution. 
3 . DIGLIPUR (NORTH ANDAMAN) 
The topography of Diglipur area is hilly and 
maxi mum elevation of 76m. The Western shallow Bay area is 
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lined by mangroves and muddy with coral stones. Southern 
stretch is free of mangroves. Bottom of the sea is a mixture 
of sand and mud mingled with coral patches. During the 
period of study only the Eastern side of the island was 
surveyed as the weather condition prevailing in the Western 
side was not congenial for survey. The intertidal part, due 
to muddy, sandy substratum and luxurious mangrove 
vegetation, the seaweed vegetation was completely supressed 
in this area. The mangrove less Southern side of the 
shoreline with rocky substratum (Fig.4) also was observed 
with poor seaweed vegetation. For this area, further study 
in different seasons will give more details, since most of 
the suitable places for seaweed growth are of limited or 
very poor in vegetation. The subtidal part also have the mud 
mingled with coral patches. In this area water is not clear, 
since the silt is too much and there by seaweed vegetation 
is poor in distribution . Among the seaweed vegetation, the 
alginophytes were the dominating species. The important 
species are listed below. 
1. Dictyota dichotoma 
2. Padina gymnos2ora 
3. Sargassum wightii 
4 . Sargassum ilicifolium 
S. Turbinaria ornata 
6. Turbinaria conoides 
7. Turbinaria turbinata 
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The agarophytes had a sparse distribution in thi s 
area and the plants were also found to be in poor condition 
when compared to alginophytes . Gelidium s~ and Gracilaria s~ 
were noticed in poor quantities and a re negligible for 
quantitative analysis. Among othe r group of algae, Amphiroa 
sp and Halimeda s~ we re in better distribution. 
4. NEIL ISLAND 
In Neil the seaweeds contributed 24 species. In 
the economical point of view the aga r ophytes, alginophytes 
and other algae are represented by 3, 7, and 14 species 
respectively. The intertidal part is covered by mangrove 
vegetation in most of the area . The seaweeds also have 
normal vegetation in most of this a r ea . From the subtidal 
part luxurious algal growth is reco rded. The important 
alginophytes with dense population a r e, 
1. Padina gymnospo ra 
2 . Sargassum wightH 
3 . Sargassum ilicifolium 
4 . Turbinaria ornata 
5. Tu rbinaria conoides 
6 . Turbinaria deccurrence 
7 . Turbinaria turbinata 
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and agarophytes species are, 
1. Gracilaria edulis 
2. Gracilaria crassa 
3 . Gracila ria folifera 
Apart from this the other algae like Enteromorpha 
compressa, Hali meda s~ and Laurencia sp . showed good 
vegetation . 
5 . HAVELOCK ISLAND 
A total number of 22 seaweed species are recorded 
from Havelock. Agarophytes, alginophytes and other algae are 
represented by 2, 7 and 13 species respectively. Except 
Kalapathar creek, rest of the intertidal part supported 
dense algal vegetation. Domination of alginophytes were 
noticed in the subtital part. Here dense vegetation of the 
same was observed. In this island al most all alginophytes 
were observed with dense vegetation in the intertidal part. 
They are, 
1. Padina gymnospora 
2. Padina tetrastomatica 
3. Sargassum wightii 
4 . Sa rgassum ilicifolium 
5. Turbinaria ornata 
6. Turbinaria conoides 
7. Tu rbinaria turbinata 
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Among agarophytes Gracilaria crassa and G. 
folifera were noticed and among o ther algae the species of 
Chaetomorpha, Enteromorpha and Laurencia were the important 
ones. 
6 . CAR NICOBAR ISLAND 
The topography of Car Nicobar area is terrain, 
with a maximum elevation of 72 m. Most of the intertidal 
area are rocky and some of them are sandy and devoid of 
ma ngrove vegetation . In most of the area the dead reef will 
be exposed to about 50-250 m. fro m the shore at low tide. 
Strong wave action with heavy breakers on flat rocks at low 
tide is noticed and also here the depth of the sea abruptly 
increases with heavy cur rents. This is observed in some of 
the areas especially from Thammalee to Jayanthy village. Due 
to the rocky substratum most of the intertidal area are with 
excellent seaweed vegetation. A large variety of seaweed 
specie s are competing here to grow in this area . Different 
species of aga rophytes and some members of alginophy tes grow 
only in intertidal area. In additi on to this many other 
algae groups we re also observed . This sort of vege tation of 
high qUaAtity we re found upto the de ad coral reef area . 
The subtidal a rea is distri buted with live corals 
and sand with dead coral parts also . Hence the seaweed 
vege t at ion was very poor in distribution. A total number of 
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31 species were studied in detail during this survey. Among 
these agarophytes, alginophytes and other algae were 
re presented by 6, 6 and 19 species respectively. Among the 
seaweed vegetation afte r other algae gr oup, the agarophytes 
were dominating with luxurious vegetative distribution but 
their representation wa s only in the intertidal part and 
which is exposed to about 50 to 300 m. from shore at low 
tide. The i mportant species are listed below. 
1. Gelidiella acerosa 
2 . Gracilaria edulis 
3 . Gracilaria crassa 
4. Gracilaria folifera 
5. Gracilaria corticata 
6. Gracilaria indica 
7. HYEnea valentiae 
The alginophytes were observed only from Arong to 
kimos shore line area . In Arong region Sa rgassum sp. was 
found to be luxuriant in vegetation, Padina sp showed normal 
distribution while Turbinaria spp. we re very sparse in 
distribution. Among the other group of algae the Hali meda 
and AmEhi roa sp were dominant in inshore a rea and in 
intertidal part the EnteromorEha sp., Ulva sp., and Acantho 
Ehora s~ were dominant in distribution. 
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7. TERASSA ISLAND 
The topography of the Teressa area is hilly. Most 
of the intertidal parts are rocky and some of them are 
sandy. Near the Bengali station mang roves vegetation were 
observed and the other stations were devoid of mangroves. 
Strong waves with heavy breakers were observed on flat rocks 
at lowtide in Western side . Distribution of seaweeds were 
good in intertidal region only in few areas and rest of the 
a rea we re with better subtidal vegetation . It was observed 
that mos t of the rocky intertidal part with poor vegetation, 
where as in subtidal part the corals were in healthy 
distribution and seaweeds were observed only in the dead 
coral rocks . And here no seaweed g roup was obser ved with 
dominant vegetation . Alginophytes were observed but not in 
considerable quantity . The agarophytes are listed below. 
1. Gracilaria edulis 
2 . Gracilaria crassa 
and the alginophytes are 
1. Pad ina gymnospora 
2. Turbinaria turbinata 
3 . Turbinaria conoides 
4. Sargassum ilicifolium 
Among the other group of algae the Halimeda sp . , 
Amphiroa sp ., and Laurencia sp . , were obse rved in better 
distribution . 
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8. CHOWRA ISLAND 
The topography of the i sland is plane and hilly in 
the South corner. The intertidal part is sandy in the 
windward side . Sand deposition and erosion in different 
seasons are no ticed. The island is devoid of ma ngroves, but 
the coral distribution is healthy and the seaweed vegetation 
is normal . The intertidal part is covered with rock and 
sand, the seaweeds are even in distribution in rocky 
substrated area . The subtidal area is full of corals and the 
seaweed vegetation is completely supressed . The agarophytes 
and the alginophytes are equally distributed in the 
intertidal pa rt. The important alginophytes a re, 
1. Padina gymnosEora 
2 . Padina tetrastomatica 
3. Sargassum ilicifolium 
4 . Sargassum wightii 
5 . Turbinaria ornata 
6. Turbinaria turbinata 
7 . Turbinaria dentata 
and the agarophytes are 
1 . Gracilaria edulis 
2 . Gracilaria corticata 
3. Gelidiella ace rosa 
4. Gelidium regidum 
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Among other group of algae Lithophyllum sp. , 
Acanthophora sp., Hali meda sp. & Laurencia sp. were dominant 
in distribution. 
9. BUMPOKA ISLAND 
The topography is hill y , mos t of the intertidal 
part is rocky while Eastern part is s andy . Here less seaweed 
vegetation is noticed and corals are healthy in 
distribution . A total number of 20 s pecies f rom agarophytes , 
a lginophytes and other algae were r epre sented by 2, 6 and 12 
species respectively. 
The i mpor t ant species of al ginophytes are 
1 . Padina tetrastomatica 
2 . Padina gymnospo ra 
3. Turbinaria turbinata 
4 . Turbinaria conoides 
5 . Sargassum ilicifolium 
6. Sargassum wightii 
and agarophytes are 
1 . Gelidiella acerosa 
2 . Gracilaria corticata 
Among the o ther group of algae Halimeda s p , 
Am phiroa sp , Acanthophora sp . and Chae t om orpha sp. a r e 




4 . 1 . 2 Seaweeds of South Andaman for the Model Study 
A total number of 55 seaweed species were recorded 
fr om the five different stations of South Anda man . Table s 
(13, a,b & c) show the seaweed species collected from the 
different stations during the present s tudy . The stations 1 
to 5 are observed with 24, 27, 33, 36 and 33 seaweed species 
respectively. The species which are available in all seasons 
are grouped into climax com munities. Regarding this a total 
number of eight species were considered as cli max community 
species . Since the model study de als with quantitative 
aspects of the seaweeds, after leaving the seaweeds of 
negligible quantities only 35 species were considered for 
the model study, in which the agarophytes, alginophytes and 
other algae represent 6, 10 and 19 species respectively. The 
availability of seaweeds in the intertidal and subtidal part 
of all 5 stations during the 3 seasons (premonsoon, monsoon, 
postmonsoon ) are presented in table 13a, 13b, and 13c in 
which the stations 3, 4, and 5 show mo re number of species 
in all seasons . 
The i mportant species of al ginophytes are 
1. Pad ina gymnospora 
2 . Padina tetrastomatica 
3. Sargassum ilicifolium 
4 . Sargassum wightii 
5 . Sargassum myriosystem 
SO 
6. Turbinaria ornata 
7. Tu r binaria t urbinata 
8 . Turbinaria den t a ta 
and the aga r ophytes a r e 
1. Gracilaria edulis 
2 . Gracilaria corticata 
3. Gelidiella ace r osa 
4. Gelidium regidum 
4 . 2 QUANTITATIVE ASPECT 
4 . 2.1 Survey 
A. Density and standing crop biomass of seaweeds 
The results obtained from the su rvey data of 9 
islands have been r epr esented in the form of density and 
standing crop biomass in fresh weight for the different 
gr oups like aga r ophytes, alginophytes, and other a l gae to 
know the individual g r oup r epr esentation (Table 1 to 11) and 
to get the percentage of total standing crop (f resh weight) 
of 3 major gr oups and individual species composi tion within 
each majo r gr oups are exp r essed in the fo rm of divided 
r ectangle picutres. (Fig . 10 to 18) 
(i) South Andaman 
The overall density of seaweeds in South Andaman 
i s 619 .67 ~ 247 . 07 g/ m2 comprising 35 species. Among these, 
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agarophytes constitute 32.35 ~ 16.27 g/m 2 with 6 species; 
alginophytes 365.57 + 145.15 g/m 2 withl0 species and the 
other algae 221.75 + 85.65 g/m 2 with 19 species. While the 
biomass of seaweeds in tonnes represent 19110.68 + 8146 . 60, 
the individual va lues for agarophytes are being 2266 . 39 + 
778.67; alginophytes 10458.97 ~ 4191.90 and for othe r algae 
6385 . 32 + 3176.03 for a total area of 401.00 hectares. The 
density and standing crop biomass of the South Andaman 
seaweeds are shown in the t able 1 and shows that in South 
Andaman alginophytes gr ow abundantly . The mos t important 
alginophytes in biomass of this island are Sargassum wightii 
with 47.23 + 19.49 g/m 2 , ~ myriosystem with 66.54 ~ 21.34 
g/m 2 ; ~ . ilicifolium with 58.52 ~ 23 . 12 g/m 2 and Turbinaria 
turbinata with 48.23 ~ 15 . 38 g/m 2 • 
The percentage of total standing crop (fresh 
weight) by 3 major groups (agarophytes, alginophy tes , and 
other algae) and individual species composition in each 
majo r group are represented in the form of divided 
rectangles (Fig.10). The horizontal portion shows the 
groupwise r ela t ive pe r cen t age and the ve rtical portion 
expresses the relative percentage of species in its own 
group . In South Andaman, the most important category of the 
seaweed group is the alginophytes (54.05%) . Their high 
percentage is especially remarkable whe n compa r ed to that of 
other algae g roup (34 . 23%) and agarophytes (11 .7 2%) . Here 
TABLE - 1 
Dens I ty and Standing Crop Dloma,s of Seaweeds 
SOUTII IINDIIMIIN 
No SPECIES DENSITY . 1 nI STANDINGCROP BIOIASS IN TONHES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
IIGAROPHYTES 
I CelidielJ" 4ceros4 1 1 • 09 6 • 3 1 541'76 352'18 
2 Celidiul neterop/,,(os 2 • 08 1 • 0 4 173'88 41 • 6 8 
3 Cr4cil.Jri" enu/is 4 • 4 5 1 • 3 9 1009·94 8 9 • 2 8 
4 C. corlic4t4 4 • 8 1 2 • 7 1 169'35 9 6 • 3 8 
5 C. CT4SS4 6 • 6 2 3 • 1 9 263'93 132'77 
6 C. fa/fIer" 3 • 3 0 1 • 6 3 107'53 6 6 • 3 8 
Total 32. 35 16. 27 2266. 39 778. 67 
IILGINOPHYTES 
1 P"dJ04 1)',Dospor" 3 0 • 3 9 1 5 • 4 3 944'43 315·43 
2 P. tetr4stol4tic4 37 • 87 1 7 • 3 3 1260'96 529'04 
3 S"rI4ssv, ,iKnlii 4 7 • 2 3 1 9 • 4 9 1 3 1 2 • 8 0 510·97 
4 S. Iyriosyste. 6 6 • 54 2 1 • 3 4 1694'50 646'47 
5 S. il leiIof iVI 5 8 • 5 2 2 3 • 1 2 1347'11 478 • 2 0 
6 S. dup/ic4tV' 2 4 • 9 4 1 2 • 1 4 740 ·51 442 • 3 3 
7 rur/Jin4ril arOIl!4 2 2 • 0 2 9 • 8 3 849'21 311·33 
8 r. conoides 2 9 • 8 3 1 1 • 0 9 754·37 311'63 
9 r. (oroil1414 4 8 • 2 3 1 5 • 3 8 1555'08 646'50 
Total 365.57 W . 15 10458. 97 4191. 90 
OTHER ALGIIE 
1 £ntero.orpo4 co.preSS4 1 1 • 1 7 9 • 4 1 600'34 223 • 9 6 
2 UJI''' helva 5 • 5 1 2 • 6 9 235'55 110'39 
3 U. retieu/"t" 6 • 5 3 3 • 1 9 154'61 130·89 
4 Ch8efolOrp/18 .tnlennin" 8 • 5 7 4 • 8 3 226'45 9 7 • 9 2 
5 Ctulerp peltoftof 4 • 8 8 1 • 4 1 107'76 102'11 
6 c: r4ct!'OS4 5 • 8 9 2 • 3 2 114'47 129'16 
7 C. t.rrifolI8 6 • 4 4 3 • 1 4 136'98 7 3 • 0 5 
8 Cot/iul (Oleo laso. 3 • 6 4 1 • 0 3 145'30 6 8 • 3 1 
9 14/Jlet/.r il1Cr4ss4t4 5 B • 5 3 1 9 • 7 3 1786'03 671'61 
10 1.~/t4t4. 6 8 • 7 2 2 1 • 8 7 1552'93 910'14 
11 Die/yot4 t/iello/c." 2 5 • 7 2 9 • 4 1 579'21 300'12 
12 P. b4rlfressi4114 3 • 0 0 1 • 0 4 8 8 • 6 9 4 1 • 4 3 
13 J'ydrocJ"tArus c/"I1Ir4Iv$ 2 • 4 1 1 • 1 2 119'56 3 4 • 7 1 
14 ",phir04 fr.~riI14ssiI4 1 • 2 0 o • 9 2 64 • 8 8 2 2 • 2 1 
15 C"/4r4ur4 c%aK" /4 o • 8 1 o • 3 4 5 6 • 3 0 2 6 • 8 3 
16 Centroceros C/4yu/4Iu. 1 • 1 8 o • 4 3 108'66 3 9 • 7 6 
17 Cer4.iu. 4Y4/0n4 1 • 1 3 o • 3 3 153·38 4 2 • 1 2 
18 L4urenci4 JUpi//OS4 1 • 7 8 o • 9 4 154'22 3 2 • 1 8 
19 Acet4bu/4ri8 sps 4 • 6 4 1 • 4 1 238'31 101'32 
Total 221. 75 85. 65 6385.32 3176. 03 
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FIGURE - 10 
DIVIOED RECTAt-GlE SHOOING PERCENTAGE OF TO TAL STAN() NG CROP 
(WEIGHT) BY MAJOR GROUP AND SPECIES COMPOSITION WITH IN EACH 
M>JOR GROUP 
Ag - AgC"'P>vI" AI - Alginopt?ttH Oa - 01 t"rJ c1'i=~ 
I Gl:lidietlo oc\!roso 1& Ulva m iculato 
2 G~idium h~l eropiOIOS 19 Cheri omorpo a1e-.ninu 
3 Grocilorio C'dulis 20 Caulerpo pelt OIO 
, Grocilor io CrtlSSO 21 Couterpo racemes:: 
5 Grocilorio toliteto II Caul erpo (oJ-iloilo 
6 Grocilor io conicQlo II C,c>dium lomertos:Jm 
7 Pod ina gyl'mosporo 2' Hol.medc in::rC5S!Jto 
letro!1rOlT1ltca >e 9 Sorgosst.m wtghlii 25 Holimed:l petiole 
'0 So'gossum myriosyster.l 26 Oictyola doChoto-o 
" 
Sargossum illicifohum 27 Oidyoto borlyleSISKTO 
' 2 SorqasslA'n duphcOI um lS Hydrocla:hru5 clo!hrOlus 
Il Turbll"Qrio OfrlQlO 2g Amp~'llroQ I rog illcs.srmo 
" 
Turbinorio c.onoides 30 Galo.:couro oblc:-.;oto 
IS Turbl"'Qrio lurbjl'l ato 31 C~ntrocnc.s ctovulctum 
16 EnlerOfrO"Pha carpreuo 32 Cer amium c""= 
'7 Ulva loduc.c. 33 lou( ~nc io pop~\csc 
3' Au~to ~u\ot.o 
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the alginophy tes are the principal component, contributing 
54.05% with economically i mpor tant species like Sargassum sp 
and Turbinaria sp, the relative percentage are shown in the 
figure. 
(ii) Mayabunde r nliddle Andaman) 
In Mayabunder the overall density of seaweeds is 
151 06 66 11 / 2 .. 15 . • + • g m compr1s1ng spec1es. 





species and othe r algae group constitutes 37.88 + 15.21 
with seven species, since the agarophytes are less in 
quantity during the period of study they are not included. 
While the t ota l standing crop biomass of seaweeds represent 
3384.78 ~ 1480.71.t, with alginophytes 2536.18 ~ 1140.25 t 
and othe r algae 848 .60 + 340.46t for a total a rea of 224.06 
ha. The density and standing crop biomass of Mayabunder a r e 
presented in Table 2, and illustrate that here seaweeds are 
very less in vegetation, the reason may be the one which are 
discussed in the qualitative aspects of Mayabunder. 
The divided rectangle shows 74.93% of alginophytes 
and 25 .07% of other algae . (Fig . 11) Even in this low 
vegetation the alginophytes show very good concentration in 
these areas, and since the Middle Andaman area (Mayabunder ) 
have a lot of culture sites, with the help of further 
TABLE - 2 
Dens ty and Standing Crop Biomass of Seaweed s 
MAY A 8 UNO E R (Middl e And ••• nl 
DENSITY g / ni STANDING CROP BIOMASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
l eager and negligible --- --- --- ---
for quant i tati,e study 
ALGINOPHYTES 
I Dic/yotof t/iC/Jot014 7 - 1 6 3 - 9 3 160-48 88 - 0 1 
2 Pat/in" IY'l1Ospor8 1 2 - 8 7 5 - 5 5 288 - 27 124-20 
3 lor.ophys4 triquetr4 1 9 - 7 9 1 4 - 9 8 443 - 5 0 335-59 
4 S4r6'4SSul IlIAtif 20 - 1 0 8 - 7 2 450 - 38 9 5 - 2 9 
5 S. il/cIEo/iu, 15- 2 9 5 - 5 6 342-66 124-53 
6 TurDl0arJ6 ornl l., 1 4 - 4 4 4 - 7 9 323-63 107 - 3 0 
1 T. conoid~s 16- 5 7 4 - 8 8 371 - 24 109 - 5 2 
8 T. (uroin4/" 6 - 9 3 2 - 4 9 156 - 02 5 5 - 8 1 
Total 113. 18 50.90 2536. 18 1140. 25 
OTHER ALGA E 
I £ntero. orph" COIpreSS4 2 - 0 0 1 - 1 4 4 4 - 7 4 2 5 - 5 2 
2 t6u/~rphl pe/tltl 2 - 3 7 1 - 2 8 5 3 - 1 5 28 - 6 9 
3 C. 18.rifo/i" 2 - 5 7 1 - 3 3 5 7 - 5 9 2 9 - 7 7 
4 14111"4 jncr4ss8 t4 1 3 - 0 2 4 - 3 0 291-67 9 6 - 2 0 
5 tI.phinM fr4ri/ I issi." 1 4 - 8 5 5 - 0 3 332-69 112-62 
6 Centroceros C/4YV/4tV' 1 - 6 5 1 - 2 3 3 4 - 9 9 2 7 - 4 5 
1 uurenci8 P4pilJoS8 1 - 5 1 o - 9 0 3 3 - 7 7 2 0 - 2 1 
Total 31.88 15. 21 848.60 340. 46 












FIGURE - II 
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research in these area, there is a possibility to increase 
the alginophytes vegetation by means of artificial culture 
or natural culture. Here all alginophytes show good 
representation. 
( iii) Diglipur (North Andaman) 
In Diglipur which comes under the North Anda man 
islands a total number of 12 species are considered for 
studying the density and standing crop biomass. Here also 
since the agarophytes are less in quantity, they are not 
included (Table-3) . In a total area of 247 . 77 ha, the total 
density and s tanding crop biomass are 138.53 + 28.75 2 glm 
and 3432 . 31 ~ 1607.60t. In comparison with Mayabunder here 
also eventhough the seaweed vegetation is poor, the 
alginophytes show good response with density and biomass of 
110 . 65 ~ 17.11 g/ m2 and 2741.43 ~ 1188 .15t than the other 
algae group with density and biomass of 
g/m2 and 690.88 + 419.45t. 
27.88 + 11.64 
From divided rectangle results, it is ve r y clear 
tha t the Mayabunder of Middle Anda man and Diglipur of No rth 
Anda man have similar type of vegetation (Fig. 11 and 12). 
The alginophytes show significantly hi gh percentage of 79 . 87 
when compared to the other algal groups (20. 13%) . Here also 
almos t all alginophytes show good representation. 
TABLE - 3 
Densi ly and Standing Crop BJomass of Seaweeds 
DIGLIPUR (North Andaman) 
DENSITY ,/o! STANDINGCiOP BIOIASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
Jeager and negligible --- --- - - - ---
for quantitative stud, 
ALGINOPHYTES 
I Pic/yo!" lIicnotol" 8 • 6 2 o • 7 4 213·49 148·32 
2 Pat/in" rpnospor4 1 3 • 8 9 1 • 1 0 344·20 129·31 
3 SarK8ssuI 'JIIl/ii 2 9 • 4 7 3 • 0 9 730·20 210·14 
4 S. ilicifo/iul 2 6 ·42 2 • 5 5 654 ·58 343·03 
5 Turbin"ri4 orn"t" 1 7 • 2 4 2 • 8 9 427·19 179·31 
6 1: conoitles 6 • 5 0 3 • 8 9 161·01 8 4 • 3 2 
1 l turbinoft4 8 • 5 1 2 • 8 5 210 · 76 93·72 
Total 110.65 11.11 2141. 43 1188. 15 
OTHER ALGAE 
I £nterolOrph4 eOlpress" 1 • 4 5 1 • 0 0 3 6 • 0 5 1 2 • 4 3 
2 c..ulerP8 pelt4t4 3 • 9 1 1 • 2 1 9 6 • 8 1 3 4 • 4 9 
3 J'"IJ'etl" illcrISS4!" 9 • 2 4 3 • 4 3 229·02 1 1 9 • 6 3 
4 J.pnir06 rr8Ki/lissil4 6 • 3 4 3 • 3 1 157·00 121·47 
5 Centroceros el""u/Ilv. 6 • 9 4 2 • 6 9 172·00 131·43 
Total 21.88 11. 64 690.88 419. 45 
GRAND TOTAL J 3 8 • 5 3 2 8 • 7 5 3432 · 31 1607·60 
9 
80 
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00- Other algat 
I Oictyoto di<.hotomo 7 Turbinoric turbro lo 
I Pod no gyrm05potO 8 EntcromOtJ1'o Ccmp't50SQ 
1 So~gossum wightii 1 Couler~ retlolo 
4 S~rgos.slJT\ iUi<:i ldium 10 Halimeda incross.::. lo 
5 . TI.I'~i no6a . ornota II Amph iroa trcgillcssimo 
6 Turbmorio conoides II Cr:ntu OCtfCS c:lovulc.tum 
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(iv) Neil 
In Neil Isl and, the t otal density and standing 
crop biomass calculated for the 24 species are 582 .14 + 
213.54 2 glm and 15712.93 + 5462.13t in a total area of 
269 .91 ha. (Ta ble 4) Here the alginophytes are represented 
with excellent density and biomass of 270 . 41 + 98.75 2 glm 
and 7298 . 91 ~ 2364.99t, when compared to agarophytes with a 
low density and bioma ss of 29.99 ~ 20.15 g/m 2 and 809 .56 + 
543.67t. The individual representation of each species are 
given in the table No.4. The divided rectangle 
r ep resentation of Neil Island exhibits some what equal 
representation of percentage for agarophytes and other algae 
of 46 . 45 and 48 . 40 but the aga rophytes occupies very s mall 
portion with 5.15%. (Fig. 13) Anyhow compa r ed to Mayabunder 
and Diglipur islands, he re at leas t the aga rophytes have 
thei r own represent a tion . Sargassum wightii of alginophyte 
and Hal i meda opuntia of other algae appear with dominant 
representation. But the other algae group also 
notable density and 
7604.46 + 2553 . 47t. 
(v) Havelock 
biomass of 281.73 + 94 . 64 2 glm 
shows 
and 
Over all density and biomass of 420 .70 + 140.71 
2 gl m and 18849.71 ~ 5970 . 29 t are exhibited by 22 seaweed 
specie s in an a rea of 424 .42 ha, in which the alginophytes 
TABLE - ~ 
Density and Standi ng Crop Bimas5 of Seawe e d s 
NE IL ISLAND 
DENSITY 8 / 01 STANDING CiOP BIO'ASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
AGAROPHYT ES 
I Craci/ofTi .. Mulis 1 5 • 9 5 1 4 • 3 0 430·46 386 · 01 
2 C. cr8SS8 5 • 4 5 2 • 2 3 147 ·1 7 6 0 • 1 5 
3 r;. foJifer8 8 ·59 3 • 6 2 231 · 93 9 7 • 5 1 
Total 29. 99 20. 15 809.56 5~3. 61 
ALGINOPHYTES 
I Padinl I",oospora 3 6 • 0 2 8 • 2 5 972 · 23 2 2 2 • 5 7 
2 P. tetraslol8tic8 1 9 • 1 4 7 • 1 0 516 · 64 191·49 
3 S4rrassul nlDlij 5 7 • 3 8 1 5 • 1 7 1548·84 409 • 3 7 
~ S. il/lei/ol ivl 3 6 • 0 5 1 3 • 9 6 972·04 376 • 6 5 
5 TvrblbarJ4 ornata 48 ·81 3 0 • 1 2 1317 · 42 513 • 0 2 
6 T. conoitles 3 7 ·81 10·29 1020·54 277 • 7 3 
1 T.tlecurrence 3 5 • 2 4 1 3·86 951·20 374 • 1 6 
Tota l 210. 41 98. 15 1298. 91 2364. 99 
OTHER ALGAE 
I EnterolOrp!J" co.preSS8 1 2 • 9 9 6 • 0 3 350 · 69 162 • 8 0 
2 Ulr" lac/va 8 • 3 3 4 • 2 1 224 ·7 8 1 1 3 • 6 3 
3 C!Jaetolorp!J8 an tennina 6 • 3 3 3 • 2 7 170·93 8 8 • 0 8 
4 Cladophora u/ricu/ala 1 0 • 5 7 3 • 7 1 285 · 32 100 • 6 7 
5 uu/erPd ~lt8t8 3 • 0 8 o • 9 9 8 3 • 1 9 2 6 • 7 6 
6 C. r8ce.OS4 5 • 6 7 1 • 7 7 152·93 4 7 • 8 2 
1 C. 18Il/oli8 4 · 49 2 • 1 9 121·26 5 8 • 9 3 
8 C. sertu/aroides 5 • 5 0 3 • 2 9 148·47 8 8 • 8 6 
9 Cotiiul tOlen/asu, 2 • 6 3 1 • 4 7 7 1 • 1 0 39 • 54 
10 18111cda o~ntJ4 8 6 • 1 7 1 9 • 7 6 2325·73 533 ·05 
II 8. incr8ss8t8 5 8 • 2 9 1 9 • 2 7 1573·33 520·01 
12 8. disco/de,,/! 43·72 17·54 1180·06 473 • 3 7 
13 Lturenci8 PofpilloS8 23·18 6 • 1 8 625·73 1 66 • 7 3 
14 l. 00/US8 1 0 • 7 8 4 • 9 6 290 · 94 133·92 
Total 281. 13 94. 64 1604.46 2553.41 
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FIGURE - 13 
OIVIO£O RECTANGLE SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL STt.NDING CROP 
(WEIGHT) BY MAJOR GRO...P AND SPECIES COMPOSITION WITHIN EACH 
MAJOR GROUP 
Ag-AgaroptyttS AI - Alginophylcs Co - Other olgo!! 
I Grocilorio edulis 13 Charlomapho ontcmino 
2 Groe ilorio crossa 
" 
Cladophora ulriculo!.o 
3 Grocilorio fcl~ro 15 Cauterpo pd Iota 
• Po~ ino g )m~o " 
Coulcrpo racemoso 
5 Podino I f:~~astromol ico 11 (outerpo toltital io 
6 Sorgoss.:..n'l w;ghl ii 18 (outerpe 5Crtul or :oi ~ r:s 
7 Sor9Q5!.U1T. illiciloliurn 19 (od ium t o~.mlosun 
8 Turbinot ic ornala 20 Hal imcdo cpunlio 
9 Turbinoric cono idcs 21 Halimeda incrouolo 
10 Turbnoric: dec. .. Hrcncc 21 Hahnedo d iscoi~c o f' 
11 EnlcfO'TlortT.c cOTlpr~ssa 21 lQJrencia poPt ll~o 
12 Ulvo loc.I.JCC 2' laur~ncio obtuso 
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show a remarkable domination against other groups with the 
density and biomass of 361.60 + 94 . 79 g/ m2 and 15347.37 + 
4021.99t . The density and biomass of othe r algae groups 
being 59.10 + 29.04 g/m 2 . and 2508.32 + 1232.14 t and for 
agarophytes 23 . 48 + 16 . 88g/m2 and 994.02 + 716 .16 t 
(Table 5). In the divided rectangle .(F ig . 14) the 
alginophytes, which is the most important category among the 
three groups show noticeable percentage of 81.42 when 
compared to other groups, percentage of aga rophytes and 
other algae being 5.27 and 13 . 31 respectively. Moreover, 
Turbinaria conoides, Turbinaria ornata and Sargassum 
ilicifolium of alginophytes represent with relative 
percentage of 20 20 and 15 respectively which is highly 
useful as raw material for culture. Since the Havelock shows 
good alginophytic vegetation , it can be utilized for culture 
practices . 
(vi) Car Nicoba r 
In an a r ea of 334 . 87 ha, a total density 
biomass of 409 . 40 + 169.95 g/m 2 and 13710.26 + 5689 . 14t 
and 
are 
derived from the survey data of 31 species . Among these, the 
other algae, alginophytes and agariophytes represent the 
density and biomass of 290 . 00 ~ 111.51 g/m 2 and 9711.32 + 
3732 . 47t; 70 . 58 2 ~ 31.64g/m and 2363 . 93 + 1059 . 30 t and 
48 . 82 + 26 . 80 g/m 2 and 1635 . 01 + 89 7. 37 t respectively. The 
highlight of this island is that the aga r ophytes show 
TABLE - 5 
Den sty and S t 8 n din g C r 0 p U i om ass 0 f Sea wee d s 
HAVELOCK ISLAN D 
DENSITY g / n! STNANDING CROP BIOMASS IN TONNE~ 
No SPECIES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
1 Crlef/lrJl crlSS4 1 3 • 0 9 7 • 1 0 553·06 414·80 
2 C. foliferl 1 0 • 3 9 9 • 7 8 440·96 301·36 
Total 23. 48 16. 88 994.02 716. 16 
ALGINOPHYTES 
I Padill8 1J',nospor.r 3 5 • 4 6 1 4 • 1 8 1504·94 601 · 61 
2 P. tetr4stollltiC4 37·10 6 • 9 1 1574·78 293·08 
3 S4rI4ssu. 1I111lii 4 5 ·20 9 • 7 2 1918·42 412·36 
4 .s: jJicifolill' 6 2 ·06 1 4 • 5 6 2634·06 617·88 
5 Turbinlri. ornl/I 7 6 · 98 1 5 • 2 0 3 2 6 7 • 3 6 645·0 2 
6 T. cOl/aides 7 5 • 24 2 6 • 2 5 3193·28 1 1 1 3 • 8 1 
7 T. turbinatl 2 9 • 5 6 7 • 9 7 1 254 • 5 3 338 · 23 
Total 361. 60 94. 79 15347. 37 4021. 99 
OTHER ALGAE 
1 I'nterolOrpn.r COIpresS4 5 • 22 2 • 3 6 221 · 48 100 · 25 
2 Ply", Ilc/uc8 5 • 1 9 3 • 5 0 220 · 10 148·44 
3 C/8doPbor8 utriculos8 2 • 3 7 1 ·29 100·60 5 4 • 5 8 
4 ~8eto.orpn8 Intel/lbl 8 • 7 7 4 • 1 5 372 · 34 176·06 
5 C4ulerp.r cupressoides 4 · 06 1 • 7 3 172·41 7 3 • 2 9 
6 C. r8celOS4 4 • 9 5 2 ·00 210·24 8 4 • 8 7 
7 C. t8r.i fo1i8 2 • 7 2 1 • 5 0 115·61 6 3 • 6 5 
8 CtxIiul 100eniosuI 3 • 1 1 1 · 63 131 · 92 6 9 • 1 8 
9 Pic/YO!I diebolo." 2 • 6 5 1 • 6 2 112·27 6 8 • 8 6 
10 lytlroc/8thrlls c/.,llmftvs 5 • 5 5 2 • 2 5 235·58 9 5 • 5 0 
11 .I.phirol riria" 2 • 9 3 1 • 6 6 124·30 7 0 • 5 2 
12 C.,/.rI8url olJlot1Klft" 3 • 3 1 1 • 3 8 140·54 5 8 • 5 5 
13 uurenci4 /NIpillos8 8 • 2 7 3 • 9 7 350·93 168·48 
Total 59. 10 29.04 2508. 32 1232. 14 
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DIVIDED RECTANGLE SHONING PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL STANDING CROP 
(WEIGH'!) BY MAJOO GROUP A.ND SP£CIES COMPOSITION WITHIN EACti 
t-I A..IOR CRO..P 
... g _ Agorophytes AI - AlginoptT;tt'S 00 - "Oth er o lgoe 
, Groc:ilori o crosse 11 Clodophora \J rituto5Q 
2 GrocHatiQ rdil e; rQ 13 CtvJetomorpt'io o nlmiru 
3 Pod ina gyrnna:poro 14 (eulerpcl (lJppr~d es 
4 Padino lelrQslromol ica ,5 Coulerpa roc.crnoso 
, SOtgoss.un wi9htii ,6 Coulu po tcuilolio 
6 ~(9aS5u.rn inicitOlium 17 Codlum lommlc.sun 
1 Turbinario 0"_ '8 Dictyoto dithotana 
• Turbnoria conoidu 
" 
Hydrodoh\6 ckJ1hrolUS 
, Turbinar lQ hJ,b1nola 20 l mphiroa rigido 
10 Enleromorpna C O~(tSSO 21 Golo.cura 
\I Ulvo loc. tU(Q 22 lou-tnclCl popillo50 
• 
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significant quantity, unlike the Mayabunder, Diglipur and 
Neil is lands (Table 6). According to divided rectangle 
representation (Fig 15 ) , which depict s that Car Nicobar has 
healthy vegetation with lot of species, which is of 
economica l i mport ance. Eventhough Car Nicobar is poor in 
population of agarophytes and alginophytes, considerable 
number of species of agarophytes (6 Nos. ) and alginophytes 
(6 Nos . ) are noti ced and also show that these species a re 
sup r essed by the othe r algae group. Since the availability 
of the aga rophyte and alginophyte species is good it can be 
i mp r oved by doing further research. Here in Ca r Nicobar, the 
intertidal area is vast and it is always exposed during the 
low tide which may affect the growth of alginophytes and 
aga r ophytes, because of their sensitiveness against light. 
Mo reover , the subtidal part which is important for 
aga r ophy tes and alginophytes g rowth seems r educed in most of 
the s t a tions due to sudden depth and currents. 
Since the intertidal part has rocky and dead coral 
subst r a tum, it al l ows many seaweeds to grow. From the 
divided rectangle (Fig 15 ) it is understood that the 
spec ies of o the r algae group have a lmost equal 
r epr esen t a tion . Thi s suggests that Car Nicobar is idea l for 
seaweeds to g row wi t hout competition except the vast exposed 
lowtide part. 
TABLE - 6 
Den 6 i t y 8 n d S t 8 n din g C r 0 p U i om a 6 0 ( Sea wee d s 
CARN IC OBAR SLAND 
DENSITY g/ni STANDING CROP BIOMASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
1 Celit/iell" IceTOS4 6 • I 2 3 • 2 5 205 • 0 1 108·81 
2 Crcil.tn6 Millis 8 • 0 4 4 • 8 8 269 · 20 163·34 
3 C. crIss" 1 3 • 3 0 6 • 6 6 445·39 222 ·88 
4 C. faJ/fer" 1 1 • 7 8 6 • 1 7 394·59 206·69 
5 C. corlfcltl 6 • 3 6 3 • 1 3 213·05 104 ·83 
6 C. india 3 • 2 2 2 • 7 1 107·77 90·82 
Total 48.82 26. 80 1635. 01 897.37 
ALGINOPHYTES 
1 PacinI IY' DOspor4 1 5 • 8 4 4 · 87 530·53 162 • 9 0 
2 TurD/nIT}'" orn"t" 1 7 • 2 9 7 • 9 3 579 · 14 265 · 59 
3 r. dentltB 1 0 • 00 5 • 2 5 334 · 97 175·64 
4 T. conoitles 5 • 0 8 2 • 1 5 170·21 7 2 • 0 2 
5 S4rK4ssul illici/ollul 1 4 • 9 5 7 • 2 2 500 · 76 241 · 76 
6 S. tll/pllcl /VI 7 • 4 2 4 · 22 ·248·32 141·3 9 
Tota l 70.58 31. 64 2363. 93 1059. 30 
OTHER ALGAE 
I Scluzo.eris Icioleinij 2 • 6 4 1 • 7 6 8 8 • 2 5 5 8 • 9 1 
2 £ntIU'Olorp/J4 COIpresS4 3 5 ·92 1 4 • 5 9 1202 · 96 488·42 
3 Ulp" /8CtUC4 2 5 · 67 9 • 7 8 859·60 327·41 
4 Il relfeuI4/.r 1 2 • 2 2 5 • 2 0 409 ·0 5 174 · 05 
5 Chactolorpb4 IntennJ04 9 · 99 4 · 81 334 · 55 161·08 
6 C4l1lerJM r8Ct!'OSI 9 • 6 1 5 • 1 4 321 · 72 172 · 18 
7 I.,h'etl" inCT4ss4t4 3 8 • 7 2 9 • 2 3 1276 · 54 308·91 
8 L IJt!It4t4 20 ·1 4 5 • 9 8 674·54 200 • 0 1 
9 I. disco/del 1 7 • 9 0 7 • 1 9 599·33 240 · 61 
10 ClIont/rlls crispus 1 2 • 3 2 5 • 7 8 412 • 6 3 193·50 
11 ti4KOf4 cenl10iues 1 2 • 3 1 4 ·7 8 412·23 159 ·98 
12 C.t14r8vfl oblonl414 1 2 • 6 9 5 • 7 0 424 · 90 190·92 
13 J.pl/irtM fr4li/ / issi. " 1 9 • 5 6 6 • 3 7 655 · 13 213 · 34 
14 Ullr4IJci4 IMPiJ /OS4 8 • 6 4 4 • 6 7 289·35 156·24 
15 ',,/oni4 sp 4 • 6 4 3 • 4 6 155 · 43 115·63 
16 AC4n!Aophon spiel/en 2 7 ·89 7 • 7 4 933·97 258 · 97 
17 PiC/YO/I dicnolol8 4 • 4 5 2 • 0 9 149·04 6 9 • 84 
18 Cr4le/oupi4 JitIJopllj/4 3 • I 9 1 • 4 3 106·94 4 7 ·83 
19 l),pne4 l ucifor. is 1 I • 5 0 5 • 8 1 385·16 194·64 
Total 290. 00 I I I. 51 9711. 32 3732. 47 
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DIVIDED RECTANGlE SHOWING PERCEHUCiE CF TOTAL STANDI NG CROP 
(WEIGHf) BY M4.Gl CROUP AND SPECIES ~POSITION WITH IN EACH 
MAJCA GROJP 
Ag_ A..gorophytC'S AI - A.lg inopl'ly1es 00 - Other algae 
1 Grl id ictlo OtefOSO 17 Ch~IOm()(phO ontcmina 
2 GIOtilorio rdu\s 18 (oul ('rllo raterroso 
J Gro( jl Q ~iQ croSoSQ 19 Halimeda incross-ola 
, (irodlol"lo to littra 20 Hol imC'do pella ta 
5 Grocilo r ia cortic.olo 21 Halimeda d isc.oidto 
, Gtlid~IIQ indico ' 22 Chondn.6 cnsp.lS 
7 fad ino CJIITlnospora 23 l io gcYQ ((roOOde'S 
8 Turbo,or io ornala 24 Gala.auro oblongata 
9 TUfbinorio dC'T'lIOIO 25 Amphiroo I rag ~Iol. i fT'O 
10 Turbinori o CMOCks 26 Lourtf'cio papllbso 
1\ Sorq;:s5uln illicilo'uln 2 7 Yalonia 
'" Il SOI901own dtwlpli<.olUTI 78 A(anthophoro s.pc ife' fO 
11 xh iJ.omoel~ Ic iblon.j 79 Oi:tyoto d i:hotomo 
" 
Er"eromorp t.Q ((JTjptu.SQ 30 Grolc1oup ,o lill'q)hila 
15 UI\ 0 IO ttuca Jt HypneQ musclllomis. 
" 
U~a 1C!'t lCulOlD 
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(vi i) Chowr a 
In this island a total amount of density and 
biomass for 21 species are 417.12 + 157 .23 g/m 2 and 4135 . 71 
+ 1558 .21 t for the area of 99.15 ha.(Table 8) The 
respec tive density and bioma ss of agarophytes, alginophytes 
and other algae groups are 89.63 ~ 32 .53 g/m 2 and 888.64 + 
322.44 t; 134 . 34 + 46 . 07 and 1331.99 + 456.48 t and 193.15 + 
78. 63 and 1915.08 ~ 779.29t. Among aga rophytes Graci la ri a 
2 edulis shows an average density of 25.88 + 8 . 36 glm and 
Gracilaria corticata shows 34 .31~ 12 . 08 g/m 2 • Compared to 
Ca r Nicobar, in Chowra the intertidal part has vast area but 
because of currents, vegetation is restricted. The divided 
rectangle shows better vegetation of aga rophytes, the 
relative values are 21 .49% for agarophytes, 32 . 207. 
al ginophytes, and other algae 46.31% . (Fig. 17 ) 
(viii) Terassa 
Teras sa island exhibits a total density and 
biomass of 314 . 85 + 180. 61 g/m 2 , and 5047 .11 + 2603 .47t in 
an a rea of 160 . 30 ha . Eventhough the island has vast 
sho reline , the subtidal area is t otally supressed, and that 
may be the re ason fo r less quantity of seaweeds 
dist ribution. Here the other algae gr oup wi th 8 number of 
species shows a density and biomass of 184 . 65 + 113.34 glm 2 
TABLE - 8 
Den 5 i t y and S l and 1 n g C r 0 p B 1 om ass 0 f Sea wee d s 
CIIOWRA IS LAND 
DENSITY g / n! STANDING CROP BIOMASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
AversRe Sd Aver8Re Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
I Cr4ci/8rI4 ~vljs 2 5 • 8 8 8 • 3 6 256 · 62 82 · 86 
2 C. corlic8t8 34 • 3 1 1 2 • 0 8 340 · 17 119·75 
3 Celitliel14 8ceros8 20 • 1 2 7 • 0 5 199·47 69 • 92 
4 Celitliul riridu. 9 • 3 2 5 • 0 4 9 2 • 38 4 9 ·91 
TotaL 89. 63 32. 53 888.64 322. H 
ALGINOPHYTES 
1 Pat/in6 IPl10spor8 1 0 • 2 8 3 • 60 101·8 8 3 5 • 6 4 
2 P. tetraS(Ol8tic4 2 1 • 1 2 5 • 5 3 209 · 37 5 4 • 8 0 
3 S6rr8SSUI j/ icifol iUI 2 7 ·48 8 • 4 3 272 ·46 83 · 53 
4 S. , j,fnlif 1 5 ·5 3 5 • 4 2 153·97 5 3 • 6 7 
5 TurIJin8rI6 ornata 26 • 88 8 • 6 5 266 ·54 8 5 • 7 5 
6 T. turbin"t" 1 3 • 4 7 7 • 0 4 133 · 59 6 9 • 7 7 
1 T. dent"!,, 1 9 • 5 8 7 • 4 0 194·18 73·32 
Total 134.34 46.01 1331. 99 456. 48 
OTHER ALGAE 
1 £ntero.orph8 co'preSS8 1 9 • 8 2 9 • 6 4 196 · 52 95·58 
2 t4u/erpa 18%1/0//4 1 6 • 3 3 6 • 3 3 161·94 6 2 • 7 5 
3 U/"'8 /aelve8 1 6 • 1 4 4 ·85 160 ·03 4 8 • 0 3 
4 Murenci" papii los8 2 3 • 3 3 5 • 5 2 231·12 5 4 • 7 3 
5 A.pIJir04 fr8111/ issi." 2 0 • 5 1 5 • 7 5 203 · 39 5 6 • 9 4 
6 litnopnyllv. sp, 15·63 4 • 5 3 154·94 4 4 ·85 
1 1811led8 peIt8!" 9 • 6 4 5 • 6 6 9 5 • 5 5 5 6 • 0 5 
8 K. incrasS4 la 36·23 1 1 • 9 4 359 · 26 118 • 3 7 
9 iC8nlhop!Jora spiel/era 1 5 • 8 7 6 • 5 7 157 ·35 6 5 • 1 0 
10 '"/oni,, sp, 1 9 • 6 7 1 7 • 8 4 194·98 1 76·8 9 
Total 193.15 18.63 1915. 08 119.29 
GRAND TOTAL 417·12 157·23 4135·71 1558· 21 
2 · .. . . . . . 
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OI'IIOED RECTANGLE SHC,vIJo.(; PERCENIAGE OF lOTAL STANIlNG CROPIWEIGHl) 
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AI· Alqinop.yltS 00- Otheor algor 
I Gnxi~iQ f'dulis 12 Ent,romorpho CaTlpre.sso 
2 Gmciloria corticota lJ Coulf'fpo sp. ) Gt"lidicl!:l ::ICft"oS'Q 
" 
UI", lattuca 
4 wlid i,.J'" r iq)dum 15 lourfocio pcpillosa 
5 Pa:fi,.,c Q'imnOSt,oro 1& Amf:o"liroo 'rocillcsi:-rl': 
& PDdif'\O ItlrCS!rOrm l;tQ , 7 ll~ hoJ:~.yl 'Jm ,~ 
7 SorliJ~".Irr. i! liciIO l i~m :! H3 li nl.'OO p,lloto 
8 SOl QCSS".Irr. '.'I i<:1",1i; ,; H:Jl i,.,...,cb incrasso\o 
9 lurboir.:.,;c ~'I'\O:C 20 Ac.::nlhophoro spcil.ro 
10 T·"'!: :r ':;'rI;:l :L:rl,) ;rG ~Q ~1 VOlonia sp. 




and 2959.96 + 1389.48t respec tively 
2 
alginophytes with 106.55 + 48 . 42 g/m and 
and agarophytes with 23.65 ~ 18 . 85g/m 2 and 
and followed by 
1707.96 + 945 . 46t 
379 . 19 + 268 .53t 
(Table 7) . From the divided r.ectangle (Fig. 16) which 
exhibits the percentage of other algae with 58.65 followed 
by alginophytes with 33 . 84 and agarophytes with 7.51 
illust r ate that here also all species have their own 
individual representtion in their respective groups . 
( ix) Bumpoka Island 
From Bumpoka overall density and biomass of 265.64 
+ 127 . 81 g/m 2and 1741.08 + 882 . 91 t has been derived from the 
survey data of 20 species in an area of 65.54 ha. The 
recorded density values for agarophytes, alginophytes and 
other algae are 12.59 + 5 . 41g/m 2; 122.58 + 47.05 g/m 2 and 
130.47 + 75.35 g/m 2 respectively (Table 9). The standing 
crop biomass exhibits with almost equal values for 
alg inophytes and othe r algae viz. 803.48~ 388 . 68 tonnes and 
855 . 09 + 457.70 t . But the agarophytes show very less 
quanti t y of 82 . 51 ~ 36.56t. The divided rectangle shows a 
low percentage for agarophytes (4 . 74) but the alginophytes 
(46 . 15) and other algae (49 . 11) show almost equal 
percen t age . (Fi g. 18) 
TABLE - 1 
Dens ty and Standing Crop Biomass of Seaweeds 
TERASSA ISLAND 
DENSITY ./01 STANDING CiOP BIIASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
AYUAGE Sd AVERAGE Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
I Cr4ci/4rI4 Mu/is 1 8 - 1 6 1 5 - 4 2 291-18 227-19 
2 C. cortic4 fa 5 - 4 9 3 - 4 3 8 8 - 0 1 4 1 - 3 4 
Total 23.65 18.85 319. 19 268.53 
ALGINOPHYTES 
I Padil18 K1"OOspor4 3 6 - 5 4 1 3 - 0 5 585 - 72 312-43 
2 TvrIJin4rJ8 lurninBt8 2 1 - 2 3 8 - 7 1 340 - 36 193-31 
3 r. conoides 9 - 6 3 4 - 8 7 154 - 30 9 4 - 4 1 
4 S4rr4SSU. ii/ieffoliul 39 - 1 5 2 1 - 7 9 627 - 58 345-31 
Total 106.55 48. 42 1101.96 945. 46 
OTHER ALGAE 
I enlt!rolorph" COlpreSS4 9 - 3 5 3 - 3 6 149-86 5 3 - 7 6 
2 0/P4 IIClvc8 5 - 7 2 2 - 5 3 9 1 - 7 6 4 5 - 8 8 
3 t4ulerJ)6 IM/t4!4 6 - 8 4 2 - 9 2 109-72 5 4 - 8 6 
4 18111etl8 incnss8t8 4 3 - 6 4 3 0 - 0 8 699 - 50 341-32 
5 L~1t4t4 3 6 - 0 6 1 7 - 7 9 577 - 99 272-49 
6 A.pltir04 rilide 1 1 - 9 0 6 - 4 7 190-73 140-32 
1 l.turenci8 papil/oS8 5 0 - 0 4 4 2 - 4 0 802·21 349-46 
8 JC8ntnopnon spicifer8 2 1 - 1 0 7 - 7 9 338-19 131 - 3 9 
Total 184. 65 113.34 2959.96 1389.48 
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DIVIDED RE(TANCLE SHONINCi PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 5TAI'lCtNG CROP 
(WEK;HT) BY MAJCR GROUP AND SPECIES COMPOSITION WITHIN EACH 
MAJOR GROUP 
"9 - A.gQrt)p¥es AI - Algi nophyles 00 - Othtr alger 
I Gfocaorio eduls & Ulvo locluc.o 
2 Grocilorio cort icolo 9 Coule:rlJ(l pd:olo 
3 Podino gymnosporo 10 Halim eda incross-ota 
( Turb inorio turblna to 
" 
HoI",edo ~~clo 
5 Tu.~binorio coooides 12 Amphirco rig .do 
• Sargossu:n iU iti toli.Jm 13 l ourencio pc;J illosa 7 Enl eranorpha comprtssa \I. Aconthophor:l spicilero 
TABLE - 9 
Den sty and S tan din g C r 0 p b i 0 mas S 0 r Sea wee d 5 
BUMPOKA ISLAND 
DENSITY 1/01 STANDING CROP BIOlASS IN TONNES 
No SPECIES 
Average Sd Average Sd 
AGAROPHYTES 
1 Ce/it/it:1I4 4ceros4 5 • 8 3 3 • 07 38 · 22 1 6 • 34 
2 Cr6cil.tn4 et/o/is 6 • 7 6 2 • 3 4 4 4 ·29 20 • 1 9 
Total 12.59 5.41 82.51 36.53 
ALGINOPHYTES 
1 P"uin4 tetr4st0l4tic4 2 0 • 1 3 7 • 1 3 131·95 8 4 • 3 1 
2 P. U'/lOspor4 1 2 • 4 7 5 • 2 4 8 1 • 7 3 4 1 • 4 8 
3 Turbj/J4rJ6 turoinala 4 7 • 4 8 1 3 • 8 2 311 · 84 110 · 49 
4 T. conoitles 1 3 ·20 7 • 3 8 8 6 • 54 39 • 38 
5 S4rl8ssul i/ici/'o/iul 2 0 • 5 4 8 • 7 1 134 · 63 7 1 · 63 
6 S. IJlnUj 8 • 66 4 • 4 7 5 6 • 7 9 4 1 · 39 
Total 122. 58 41. 05 803. 48 388. 68 
OTHER ALGAE 
1 L'nterrJlOrpl1 .. cOIpresSl 1 1 • 5 0 8 • 3 4 7 5 • 3 7 4 1 • 7 2 
2 CIJ4t!tolOrpn.r .tlllennll1" 6 • 5 1 3 • 1 4 4 2 • 6 6 1 3 • 7 9 
3 U/Y8 1"clue8 4 • 6 6 2 • 1 3 3 0 • 5 2 1 6 • 4 3 
4 C4uJerp.r r8CUOS8 3 • 4 4 1 • 0 8 2 2 • 5 6 1 1 • 6 9 
5 C. "" /tlltll 1 ·33 o • 9 2 8 • 7 4 4 • 7 3 
6 UUrenCJ8 IMPil/oS8 3 • 6 1 1 • 3 1 2 3 • 6 4 1 6 • 7 9 
1 1,,/J'M4 incr8SS8/8 2 1 • 7 3 1 4 • 4 9 14 2 · 42 8 1 • 6 4 
8 I. oponlill 1 5 • 4 2 1 2 • 3 1 101 · 08 9 3 • 3 1 
9 .I.pIJir04 fr4Ii//issi'8 1 7 • 88 6 • 7 8 117·18 89 • 34 
10 AC8ntOopnon spicifer8 7 • 2 4 3 • 9 3 4 7 • 4 7 1 2 • 9 1 
11 1.1 tnipn, / J 8' sp. 1 5 • 1 7 1 2 • 1 4 9 9 • 4 2 3 3 • 6 4 
12 lypnt!1I l ucifor.is 2 1 • 9 8 8 • 7 8 14 4 • 0 3 4 1 • 7 1 
Total 130.41 15.35 855. 09 451.10 
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FlCURE - 18 
OIIIDED IECTANClE SHU' INC PEICENTACE or TOTAL STANDINC ClOP (' EICHT) 











Celldlella acero •• 
Craetl,rt. edulla 
P.dln. tetra.tol .ticI 
P. l1ono.po.. • 
Turbln.rla turbinal. 
T. conoldu 
Sar.anu. l llcJtollu l 
S. ' iahlll . 














C. pel tata 
laurenela paptlos. 
Rall . ed. Inera&'ltl 
B. opunth 
hphlroa {rllilllnl .. 
Acanthophora spitt fer. 
Llthopbyilu l ,po 
Iypnc. l uclfarai. 
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B. Comparative position of agarophytes, alginophytes and 
other algae in the surveyed islands 
A t ota l seaweed density of 3318.8 + 1331. 78 2 g/m 
has been derived for the nine islands, in which the 
agarophytes, alginophytes and other algae r ep r esent 260 . 51 ~ 
136 . 89 g/ m2 ; 1655 .46 + 579. 88 g/m 2 ; 1426.61 ~ 615 . 01 g/m 2 
respectivel y . The alginophytes show overall dominance (Table 
10) . The aga rophytes show maxi mum densities of 89. 63 + 
32 . 53 g/m 2 from Chowra . The alg inophy tes show over all 
dominance with max i mum density of 361 .60 + 94.79 g/m 2 fro m 
Havelock and in over all they have good vege t ation, but in 
Ni cobar group they have been slightly su~ressed. 
Conside ring standing crop biomass in a total area 
of 2227 .02 ha (9 islands) the esti ma ted value is 85124.57 + 
33401 . 06 tonnes, in which the alginophytes exhibit with high 
values of 44590 . 22 ~ 15757.2 t and the aga r ophytes with only 
7055 . 32 + 3563.37 t (Table 11) . The s t anding crop biom ass of 
Chowra and Ca r Nicoba r show better values fo r aga rophytes 
and the alginophytes with overall dominanc e . Fr om this point 
of view it can be assumed that the volcanic or iented soil of 
Anda man g roup suppo rts fo r alginophytes, the coral or ient ed 
Nicobar gr oup supports fo r agarophytes be tter than 
alginophy t es . 
TABLE - 10 
COMPARATIVE POSITION Of S E AW EEDS IN DE N SITY 
No ISLANDS ACAROPHYTES ALCINOI'IIYTES OTHER ALCA[ TOTAL 
herue Stand - A"craKe Stond- AvetaR;c Stand- AYerSRC Stand-
Density .rd Density .rd Density .rd Density .rd 
Devla- Devls- Oevla- Dcvla-
. / nI t Ion . / nI t Ion , / nI tlon . / nI tl on 
1 South Anduan 32.35 16. 21 365. 51 H 5. 15 221. 15 85.65 619.61 2H. 01 
2 larabunder -- -- 11 3.18 50. 90 37.88 15.21 151. 06 66. 11 
(I IDDLE ANDAIAN ) 
3 Dlgllpur -- -- 11 0. 65 /1 . 11 21.88 11. 64 138. 53 28. 15 
(NOiTI ANDAlAN ) 
4 Neil 29. 99 20. 15 210. 41 9B. 15 281. 13 94. 64 582. 13 213. 54 
5 Havelock 23. 48 16.88 361. 60 94. 19 59. 10 29. 04 420. 10 140. 11 
6 Car Hicobar 48. 82 26.80 10. 58 31. 64 290.00 111.51 409. 10 169.95 
1 Chol ra 89. 63 32.53 134. 34 46. 01 193. 15 18. 63 411. 12 151.23 
8 f eruse 23. 65 18. 85 106.55 48. 42 184.65 113.34 3U. 85 180.61 
9 Bu.poka 12. 59 5. 41 122.58 41. 05 130. 41 15.35 264. 64 121.81 
T 0 T A L 260.51 136. 89 1655. 46 519. 88 1426.61 615. 01 3318.80 1331. 18 
TABLE - 11 
COMPARATIVE POSITION OF S EAWEEDS I N ST A ND ING CROP 
B 1 0M ASS ( l ET I EICHT ) 
No. ISLANDS ACAiOPHYTES ALCINOPIYTES OlllEi ALCAE TOTAL AREI 
Average Sd Avenge Sd Average Sd henge Sd IN 
in in in in 
Tannes l eones l eones Tonnes IECTARE 
1 South 2266. 39 118.61 10458. 91 4191. 90 6385.32 3116. 03 19110.68 8U6.60 401. 00 
Andaun 




3 Digl ipur -- -- 2411. 43 1188. 15 690.88 419. 45 3432.31 1601.60 241. 11 
(NOiTH 
INDAUN) 
4 Neil 809.56 543. 61 1298. 91 2364.99 1604. 46 2553. 41 15112. 93 5462. 13 269. 91 
5 Havelock 994. 02 116. 16 153H. 31 4021. 99 2508. 32 1232.14 18849. 11 5910. 29 424. 42 
6 Car- 1635.01 891. 31 2363. 93 1059. 30 9111. 32 3132.41 13110. 26 5689. 14 334. 81 
Hicobar 
1 Chou a 888. 64 322. 44 1331. 99 456. 48 191 5. 08 119.29 4135. 11 1558. 21 99. 15 
8 Terassa 319. 19 268. 53 1101.96 945. 46 2959. 96 1389. 48 5041. 11 2603.41 160. 30 
9 Bu.poka 82. 51 36. 53 803. 48 388. 68 855. 09 451. 10 1141. 08 882. 91 65. 54 
o TIL 1055. 32 3563. 31 44 59D. 22 15151. 20 33H9.03 U080. 49 85124. 51 33401. 06 2221. 02 
• 
- ,., ... ",. 
"Fr 
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4 . 3 Model 
The results obtained from the data of South 
Andama n which are collected from five fixed stations 
fortnightly for the purpose of modell ing and system analysis 
are presented in three levels according to the model flow. 
In the first level the results of population 
characters like frequency, abundance, density, coverage, 
dominance, population size and di s tribution are included. 
Relative frequency, r elative cover and rel ative density a r e 
considered as i mportant value indices to understand the 
devi ation of the three main groups (OA, AL , AG ) of seaweed 
co mmunity in different seasons. 
The second level of results expresses the 
co mmunity composition in the form of diversity studies and 
community comparison in the form of s i milarity studies. 
In third level , the system wi th environment has 
been analysed with help of multiple regression analysis and 
hiera rchical cluster analysis . The r esult s of multiple 
regr ession are presented to show significant relationship in 
the f orm of posit i ve or negative correlation between the 
forcing factors and the seaweeds . Here the forcing factors 
( Environmental pa r ame ters ) are conside r ed as independent 




and negatively) by environmental factors are considered as 
dependant variables . 
4.3.1 POPULATION LEVEL 
Data obtained fortnightly fo r 20 mon ths from 
Augus t ' 88 to March '90 on individuals, biomass in 
freshweight and coverage of seaweeds are used to obtain the 
results for the above said population parameters and the 
results are expressed for 5 stations with two parts 
( Intertidal and subtidal) in three different seasons 
(monsoon, premonsoon and postmonsoon) are shown in the 
Tables (12a-17c) 
The three different seasons (monsoon, premonsoon 
and post monsoon) are separated based on the salinity trend 
(1 ) a period of high salinity with very little f luctuation 
during Feb ruary to April, the Pre-South West monsoon period, 
(2) a fairly long period of comparatively low salinity with 
greater fluctuations during May to November, the period of 
the two monsoons and (3) a period of recovery during 
December and January, the Post-North East monsoon period. A 
total number of 35 species are considered and analysed in 
detail. 
( i ) Frequency distribution 
Seasonwise degree of dispersion of individua l 
seaweed species in 5 s tations are exp r essed in the form of 
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percentage frequency (Ta ble 12a, b, c). Almost in all 
stations the monsoon and post mo nsoon show high percentage of 
frequency . Eventhough the salinity is low during the monsoon 
period, the seaweed shows good frequencies from the last 
three months of monsoon and post mo nsoon period. Since 
premonsoon period has the initial growing stage for mos t of 
the seaweeds, it should have got more percentage frequency , 
but here the species are ment to grow in cluster even large 
number of species coul d cover only few quadrats . 
Fro m the table of percent age frequency, it can be 
understood that the species of seral community have the ma in 
dominant flow in all the stations as well as in the 
intertidal and subtidal parts. The Halimeda spp - ( 70%, 80%, 
60%) (60%, 30%, 100%) (50%, 60%, 70%) (60%, 80%, 100%) (70%, 
80% , 60%) ( 50%, 90%, 60%) ( 60%, 60%, 70%) (707., 607. , 80%,) 
(50%, 60%, 60%,) (40%, 60%, 100%) has the mo re frequencies 
in all the 5 stations in intertidal as well as in the 
subtidal part in all three seasons and like this in the 
intertidal part the species Enteromorpha compressa ( 407., 
80%, 607. , ) (50'7., 40'7. , 807. , ) (407. , 407., 60%) represents with 
some what good frequencies in all three seasons. In the 
subtidal part the spec ies Padina gymnospora has the va lue of 
(40%, 90%, 40%,) (50% , 60% , 30%,) (30%, 70%, 30%,) (40%, 
60%, 20%,) (40%, 30%, 30%). In gene r al , almost al l climax 
species have better frequencies, on the other hand in the 
TABLE - 12. 
SEASONIISE FREQUENCY ( IN I ) DISTRIBUTION OF SEA lEEDS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-l STATION-2 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post · 
Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
1 ( OA )£l1t~rolorplll COlprUSI 40 80 60 
2 Ulrl spp. 50 40 
3 Cb6~(a.or~. Int~nnJn. 20 60 40 
4 Clldophor. I lrJiM 
5 c..u/~rP4 SPP. 40 50 40 40 10 60 
6 Jc~t4bullrJ6 Cl/,rulus 10 50 80 40 
1 Cotliu. spP. 20 60 20 20 20 ~O 30 40 60 30 10 50 
8 141 JIM. SPA 10 80 60 60 30 100 50 60 10 60 80 100 
9 1'8/oniopsis p.tcltJ'n~11 60 50 60 10 
10 J'ct0C4rpvs silfcu/osus 40 50 
11 Pic/YOlof tlicllolOlI 60 50 10 10 60 10 40 
12 ffydroclltllrvs c/ltllrltv 
13 J.pllin:J,J SPP. 40 60 40 30 10 60 
U /lnJ'" rukns 30 60 
15 Cr4t~/ovpjl SP/J. 50 20 10 
16 l,pn~4 spp. 40 20 40 60 
11 6'oJII.rlur" 06/on1411 50 50 
18 C~ruju, .fYI/onl 60 40 
19 uurenci" Plpi/osl 
20 ( AL)Pltiil11 tetrlstolltiCl 
21 P. 1".Dospor. 30 30 50 40 90 40 40 40 30 50 60 30 
22 S.UIISSU. iJicifo/ivl 20 30 60 30 40 60 30 20 30 ~o 80 ~o 
23 S. ' j'rios,sta 
24 S. t!vplic4/UI 
25 S. lenneriul 40 60 10 
26 S. ,iK!Jtii 20 10 50 30 30 60 10 80 20 40 40 20 
21 TurDin4ri. conoitles 30 80 60 20 60 40 30 60 50 20 60 60 
28 r. om"/,, 30 50 40 30 10 10 30 10 30 10 40 40 
29 r. (ur/nnltl 20 80 50 
30 ( AC)Cditlivl lI~t~rop/ltvs 20 20 30 10 20 40 30 30 20 50 
31 Ct!/iilie/Illcer051 30 30 40 
32 GrIef/IT/I cortfelll 60 
33 C. crISS. 
34 C. duh's 
35 C. fo/if~n 
T 0 T 1\ L 300 180 650 310 650 150 310 910 620 360 650 690 
TABLE - 12b 
SEASONI ISE fREQUENY ( IN J ) DISTR IBUTI ON Of SEA l EEDS IN DiffERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-3 STATIO N-~ 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTEKTlDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Pos t - Pre- Post Pre- Post -
Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. lion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
I (OA)£ntelVlorpIJ8 co.preSS4 50 40 SO 40 40 60 
2 P/Y4 spp. 50 60 40 40 
3 ca6etolorpn6 dO/eOOJn" 30 50 
4 CJ4dopnOril larin" 50 
5 uv/erp4 spp. 50 SO 30 
6 Acel8Du/8rJ6 C4/YCU/us 60 40 
1 Codivl spp. 20 10 30 30 40 40 
S SallIed" SPP. 10 SO 60 50 90 60 60 60 10 10 60 SO 
9 }'aloniapsis paclIyne.8 10 
10 £ctoc8rpus silicu/osus 40 50 
II PictYOt4 (/iCbot0l8 30 
12 llydroc/8thrus cl4t/mllo 40 30 60 10 
13 A.pninJ4 spp' 30 50 30 40 60 SO 
14 /8018 rUDens 40 90 40 40 40 20 40 60 
15 6'r8Ie/oupi8 SPIl 20 30 40 30 
16 lypne8 spp. 60 60 50 30 
11 C,,18I8vT8 00/oDK814 40 10 
IS Cer8.iu, 81'11004 40 30 60 
19 uurenci4 IMpllos" 30 60 50 30 40 50 40 10 
20 ( AL) Patii Il8 t etr8stol8tic8 60 10 40 SO 30 60 100 90 
21 P. If.oospore 50 20 40 30 10 30 40 40 80 40 60 20 
22 S4rK8ssul ilicifoliul 20 30 60 20 50 20 30 30 10 60 10 60 
23 S. l yrios},sU' 20 30 10 30 40 40 50 10 30 30 30 30 
24 S. t/uplic8tVI 20 20 50 100 
25 S. tenneriu. 30 
26 S. , i,otif 30 60 100 30 40 10 40 30 50 20 50 30 
21 Turbill8ri" conaides 20 60 80 20 40 60 
2S l'. oro8/8 20 30 40 20 80 30 
29 T. turbiIl8!" 30 30 20 40 40 10 20 
30 ( AG )Celidiul nett!rop/8tus 60 20 40 40 20 
31 Celitliel/88ceros8 50 30 10 60 
32 Cr8ci18rfl cortfc4t4 20 60 30 40 40 90 
33 C. cr4SS4 20 10 10 20 20 40 
34 C. ~ulfs SO 20 
35 C. follIen 60 40 
T 0 T A L 400 920 910 210 SID 510 440 140 910 430 110 990 
TABLE - 12c 
SEASONIISE FREQUENCY ( IN I ) DISTRIBUTION OF SEA l EEDS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIONS ). 
STi\TION - 5 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTEI1T1DAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- PO'st Pre- Pos t -
Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. lion. 
1 (OA)Ent~~.orpn6 COlpr~SS8 
2 PhI spp. 
3 l»6~ta.orpn4 4nlennlo6 
4 CI4oopnor4 '.frin" 20 90 60 
5 C4u/erp.J spp. 30 
6 Jcet"ou/4ri4 calyculus 
1 Codivl spp. 
8 H4/J'M4 spP. 50 60 60 40 60 100 
9 '"foniapsis p.fcltyne." 70 70 30 90 
10 £ctoc8rpus si/fcu/osus 50 20 40 
II Die/yoll tiiC/JOt0l4 90 60 50 40 
12 Hytlroc/4tnros C/.rtIUiftu 60 30 30 
13 A.pnirrM spp, 40 60 60 
U /411'6 rUDens 60 60 50 50 
15 Cr4te/oopi8 SPA 
16 J'ypne4 spp. 60 20 20 30 
11 C"/.r14ur4 a%olfl!" 
18 Cerll. iv. 8raloD" 40 60 60 
19 14urenci4 IMpi/OS4 40 60 50 50 100 40 
20 (AL) P4t/iI14 tetr4stO'4tiC4 10 30 100 80 
21 P. Ky.oospor4 30 60 20 40 30 30 
22 S4rK4ssul ilicifoliul 40 70 10 30 40 30 
23 S. . yriosyste. 20 70 20 20 
24 S. tlVp/iC4tUI 40 
25 S. tenneriul 
26 S. 'J,lllii 40 40 70 80 20 10 
27 Turoin4ri8 conoides 30 30 70 30 10 60 
28 T. ornltl 40 30 40 50 80 20 
29 T. turllin4 t4 
30 ( ACjCel itliul neterop/atus 
31 CelJilie/18 "ceros" 60 30 30 90 
32 Cncii8ri6 cortic814 30 40 10 50 10 . 60 
33 C. cr8SS8 70 30 30 30 
34 C. ellu/is 80 40 
35 C. fo/ffer" 30 30 
T 0 T i\ L 390 900 1090 500 110 1100 
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seral species, eventhough their life is reduced in one 
period they have their own percentage frequency in one or 
two seasons. The species Cladophora marina in station 5 
shows 90% and 60% in both tidal parts during postmonsoon 
period. Like this, species Padina tetrastomatica has maximum 
percentage frequency of 100 in the monsoon period in the 
subtidal part of the station No.5 . From the result, the 
fluctuation may be concluded that the availability of climax 
community in all the three seasons must be nearly to random 
level are the possible reason to have good distribution in 
all seasons. 
The species like Codium spp., Halimeda spp., Padina 
tetrastomatica, Sargassum ilicifolium, S. wightii, 
Turbinaria conoides, and ~ ornata show better distribution 
during three seasons and in both intertidal and subtidal 
parts . The species Enteromorpha compressa and Caule~pa spp . 
show better distribution only in the intertidal part . The 
species like Amphiroa spp . , Grateloupia spp . and Gelidium 
heteroplatus show better distribution in the subtidal part 
and these are the only species available throughout the 
yea r. 
To know the real numerical strength of the species 
in its distributed area, seasonwise abundance in number a re 
presented in table 13a. Here the original areas of study 
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(Quadrat ) are not taken into account, and only the species 
available are taken into consideration. In that area, 
numerical strength of the individual species are presented 
in the max i mum relative frequency at 10% in anyone of the 
season in both subtidal and intertidal parts . The species 
like Halimeda spp . and Padina gymnospora exhibit above 10% 
relative frequency in anyone of the seasons in both tidal 
parts, and the species like Enteromorpha compressa, 
Acetabularia calyculus, Padina tetrastomatica, Sargassum 
tennerium, and Turbinaria conoides show above 10% in subtial 
part . 
ii) Abundance 
Table 13a, band c list the abundance of all 
species recorded at all stations in both tidal parts . In 
general, the majority of the seaweed species at any 
particular sampling location (Sta tion) are widely 
distributed, eventhough at some of the s tations they may 
have low abundance. Evaluating spec i es abundance with 
r espect to the 3 major seasons, this trend is more apparent . 
In fact the subtidal and intertidal parts of each station in 
different seasons have a distinct group of species generally 
r estricted to the zone with com mon species fo r both tidal 
pa rts . The r e is an increase in the number of species 
TABLE - 13 a 
SEASONI ISE ABUNDANCE ( IN NUMBER) OF SEAl EEDS IN DI FF ERENT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS ,. 
STATION-I STATION- 2 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Pos t - Pre- Post - Prc- Post Pre- Pos t 
Mon. Mon. Ion. ron. lion. lion. Ion. l on. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
I (OA ) En(erolorpoa co.pressl 29 16 41 
2 UlrlsPP. 3 7 
3 Chaeta.orpoa antennlPa 26 3 12 
• C/.,o'op/Jora 14rill4 5 C4ulupa spp. 5 4 5 8 6 • 6 JcetaDu/aria calyculus 12 30 12 30 
7 Codivl SPP. 6 5 6 5 4 4 5 3 3 7 4 4 
8 1"IJ.eda SPA 12 8 14 14 5 3 19 16 4 15 5 8 
9 f8 /oniopsis paenynell 5 6 16 2 6 
10 l'ctocarpus s i lica/usus 10 10 
II Pic/yota diebolo." 4 5 3 I 2 4 5 
12 Iyt/roc/aloras c/"tnratu. 
13 J.phinJ4 spp. 6 5 8 3 4 7 
14 /41114 rubens 14 9 
15 Cr4te/oupi8 SPA 4 6 3 
16 lypne8 SPA 5 6 5 I 
17 C .. laI8ura 0010llK818 4 2 
18 Cer8.iu. Iya/on" 2 4 
19 14vrencia J14pi/OS4 
20 ( AL) PatliI18 l e/rlstolatia 
21 P. KJ'.nospor8 II 5 7 10 3 4 8 5 6 10 3 3 
22 S'.JrK8ssul i/ici/o/fu. 6 7 4 6 7 3 5 4 10 4 4 2 
23 S. .yrios),ste. 
24 S. cup/latv. 6 10 
25 S. fenneriul 15 5 • 5 26 S. , irn/if 6 6 8 3 4 8 13 5 • 3 3 27 27 I""r6j/1I1£14 conaides 4 8 4 8 3 5 5 25 5 5 3 5 
28 r. Or71at4 6 6 7 8 4 6 7 7 3 8 7 4 
29 r. turbin8/a 11 5 7 
30 ( AG )ee/idflll Aeuropl8(VS 20 16 5 4 1B 5 7 10 8 6 
31 Celitliel/8 Iceros8 3 5 5 
32 Cr4ci /4r./4 cortic414 7 
33 C. crISS., 
34 C. edulis 
35 C. r o/irt"fa 
T 0 T A L 93 99 189 87 75 80 102 115 109 69 67 91 
TABLE - 13b 
SEASON II SE AB UN DANCE ( IN NU IBER ) OF SEAIEEDS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-3 STATION-4 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTEiTlDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Pos t Pre- Post Pre- Post -
ron. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Mon. Ion. Ion 
I (OA)Enlerolorpoa co,preSS6 21 24 25 10 25 
2 VI"" spp. 4 6 2 10 
3 Chaetolorpna aotenolD8 5 
4 C/8dopnora larina 
5 C4ulerp.t spp. 1 1 4 
6 AcetaDu/aria calyculus 20 20 1 
1 Ctx/ivl spp. 8 5 6 4 5 
8 16 hleda spp. 11 10 5 18 9 15 1 3 14 8 11 5 
9 r,,/oniopsis ""ellyn!!'8 2 11 
10 £cloc8rpus silicu/osus 11 
II Piclyot8 dieholol8 10 
12 Iydroc/athrus clalhr8tu 3 6 3 4 
13 A.phiroa spp. 5 2 12 4 4 6 
14 /8014 rUbens 3 3 3 15 4 25 4 9 
15 Cr8te/oupi8 SPP 6 4 2 5 
16 Hypoea spp. 3 5 4 6 
11 C"laIaur8 obl0068f4 4 3 
18 Ceruiu. 8Y810n8 1 1 
19 Lturencia IMpllos", 8 1 4 6 2 2 5 3 3 
20 (AL) P8din8 tetr8stol8liC4 15 5 22 6 14 13 9 11 
21 P. IPnospor8 11 4 10 10 20 10 1 9 2 8 11 4 
22 S4rK8ssuI ilicifolivl 1 5 3 1 11 9 6 4 5 4 10 2 
23 S. .,riosys!e. 9 5 4 4 14 21 4 8 2 5 4 8 
24 S. dup/fealDI 62 9 8 
25 S. tenneriul 16 
26 S. '-'KAlii 5 7 9 5 9 4 3 5 8 10 5 16 
21 Tvr/)ioari" conoides 5 12 2 5 16 8 
28 T. Ont"!,, 8 31 4 6 4 9 
29 T. turoina 18 5 16 25 1 10 4 20 
30 ( AG)Celidiul neleroplalvs 1 11 3 4 4 
31 eel itliel/I Icerosl 6 3 12 2 
32 Cr8ci/4ri4 cortic4t4 8 2 13 5 2 5 
33 C. cnSS4 5 5 21 11 9 10 
34 C. t:tlulis 2 5 
35 C. folifer4 5 
T 0 T A L 102 162 119 11 226 176 11 102 165 68 110 120 
TABLE - 13c 
SEASON II SE ABUNDANCE ( IN NUMBER 1 OF SEA IEEDS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS l . 
STATION-5 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post -
Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. 
I (OA)Ent~rv.orpn4 co.preSS4 
2 Plrl spp. 
3 Ch4efo,orph8 an/cnnlna 
4 Cladophora larina 8 I 4 
5 Ctu/erp8 SPP. 7 
6 ~cet8ovl8rI8 calyculus 
7 CotIiul SPP. 
8 84 ",ed8 SPP. 14 8 6 15 7 20 
9 ,,,Ion/apsis p4Cnyol!l8 7 6 4 9 
10 Ectoc8rpus silicu/osus 8 16 7 
11 PictYOt4 dicool0l8 3 6 9 12 
12 lydroc/8/hrus C/oftnr8lu 7 4 4 
13 J,phifTJ4 SPP. 7 5 5 
14 /8016 Tubens 2 2 5 13 
15 Cr8te/oupi8 SPA 
16 lypne8 SPP. 8 4 5 9 
17 C,,18%8Ur8 00100K814 
18 Cer8, iul 8Y8/0n8 3 3 4 
19 14urenci8 p8pi/oS8 6 7 6 5 8 5 
20 (AL}P4(hn8 tt!trBStO'8tic8 8 9 9 12 
21 P. ly.nospor8 10 8 8 5 3 16 
22 S4rK8sslI. jlicifoliu. 5 3 13 3 7 8 
23 S..yrios),ste. 2 5 4 4 
24 S. tlupiica/III 8 
25 S. t~neriu. 
26 S. , flntif 3 3 12 2 6 6 
27 Turbin8rI4 conoitles 7 29 4 5 8 4 
28 T. orn8/11 4 5 5 4 4 4 
29 T. turbin8!8 
30 O.G)Celitliul heterop/8tus 
31 eelitliell" 8ceros8 4 6 4 2 
32 Cr8ci/8rJ4 corlfcltl 4 4 16 4 8 5 
33 C. craSS8 6 5 8 7 
34 C. etlulis 2 6 
35 C. folifer8 6 4 
T 0 T A L 71 130 136 66 108 159 








recorded at each consecut ive station in both tidal parts and 
the relative magnitude of these changes is significant, for 
pre mo nsoon to postmonsoon. when considering the seasonal 
changes, the frequency of the genus Sargassum one of the 
mos t important species according to economical point of 
view, varies seasonally form tall pl an t in the last period 
of monsoon upto postmonsoon and to mos t ly short basal 
holdfasts and primary axis in premonsoon pe riods. The re a re 
re la tively few species like Chaetomo rpha antennina, 
Acetabularia calyculus, Dictyota dichotoma, Padina 
tetrastomatica, Sa r gassum tennerium and Gracilaria corticata 
which have rest ricted distribution toge ther with 
compara tively high abunda nce , 
On consolidated reef rock the vegetation generally 
is much hi gher and denser than the adjacent loose rubble and 
muddy area which may be occasionally overtu r ned, preventing 
light re aching the turf on the unde r surface. It has been 
understood f r om stat ions, 1st, 2nd and 3rd that the poor 
vegetation is because they don't have more consolida ted reef 
nea r the inte rtidal part ( Plate Ia ) . Also t he 4th and 5th 
s t at i ons have good vegetation because of the consolidated 
reef and r ock as substra tum for the seaweeds (P late 1b ). 
The seasonwise abundance tota l of all species 
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66 
part than the subtidal part . (2) monsoon and postmonsoon 
have mo re abundance of seaweeds than premonsoon in most of 
the s tations. Comparing all the , stations, the subtidal part 
of station 1 has the low t otal abundance of 87, 75, and 80 
in all three seasons . 
iii ) Density 
The strength of the species in the total study 
area in the form of numerical strength and biomass is 
presented as density in the tables (1 4 and 15) . The density 
(numbe r ) represents maximum values during premonsoon periods 
in most of the stations, but the density in biomass ( fresh 
weight ) represents higher density during postmonsoon periods 
than other two seasons in mos t of the stations. Both tidal 
parts of station III and intertidal part of station II are 
the exceptions where the nume rical density is higher in 
postmonsoon periods. Since most of the species have their 
earlier growth during premonsoon, the species represents 
higher nume rical density and lower density in biomass in 
most of the stations exhibit that during earlier growth the 
numerical density is highe r for all species, since they 
have got lot of small number of species . When the species 
g row due to survival of the fi ttest, only limited species 
r each the matured stage. At the sa me time growth, which 
expresses the increment of weight and length of the 
TABLE - 14 a 
SEASONJISE DENSITY ( IN NUMBER I nll OF SEAl EEDS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS l . 
STATION-l STATION -2 
SI. 
No. SPEC IES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTI DAL 
Pre- Pos t Pre- Post - Pre- Post - Pre- Post -
Man. Mon. Ion. Mon. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Mon. ' on. i on 
I ( OA}~nterolorph8 co'preS$8 12 13 24 
2 D/Y8 spp. I 3 
3 Chaelo.orph8 anlenOIDa 5 2 5 
4 C/aoopnor8 l arina 
5 Cav/er{JIJ spp. 2 2 2 3 5 2 
6 Ace/abu/arIa calyculus 9 15 10 I 
1 Cottlu. sPP. I 3 I I I 2 2 I 2 2 3 2 
8 lIa/ l IMa spp. 9 6 9 8 I 3 9 9 3 9 4 8 
9 'a/oniopsis pacnyne.8 4 I 4 
10 £ctocarpus silieu/osus 4 5 
II Picfyota dicIJotOl8 2 3 2 I 1 2 
12 ~ydrvcl8thrus cla thrate 
13 A.p/Jiroll spp. 2 3 3 1 3 4 
14 /8014 rubeRs 4 5 
15 Cr8te/oupj" SPA 2 1 2 
16 J'ypnea spp. 2 1 I 
11 Ca/aIaur" obloRK8fa 2 1 
18 Cera,iul 81'8/0118 I' 2 
19 14urencia IMPllos8 
20 ( AL} PadiI18 tetrastalll/ic8 
21 P. Ky.nospor" 3 2 3 4 3 2 3 2 2 5 2 I 
22 S4rK8ssu. iJicifoliul I 2 2 3 3 2 2 I 3 2 3 I 
23 S. l yr/osFs/e. 
24 S. t/uplic8tU' 2 4 
25 .s: tenneriul 6 3 3 2 
26 S. Illlltii 1 4 4 1 1 5 I 4 1 1 1 5 
21 TurlJJI18rJ8 conoides I 6 2 1 2 2 2 15 2 I 2 3 
28 T. om8!.! 2 3 3 2 I 4 2 5 1 I 3 1 
29 T. turlJi/18 la 2 4 4 3 
30 ( AC) Celidiu, he/erop/al us 4 3 2 I 2 2 3 3 3 
31 Cellllfe/hI8cervs4 I I 2 
32 Cr4ci/4ri4 cort ic4t4 4 
33 C. cr4SS4 
34 C. edulis 
35 C. f olifer4 
T 0 T A L 32 60 81 21 34 34 34 19 32 21 30 41 
TABLE - I~b 
SF.ASON II SE DENSITY (IN NUIBER In!) Of SEAf EF.DS IN DIFfERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIO NS l. 
STATION-3 STATION - 4 
51. 
No. SPECIES INTEiTlDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post 
Ion. Ion. Ion Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
I (OA)£ntefVlorpo4 COlpreSS4 14 8 20 II ~ 15 
2 fll'4 spp. 2 3 I 4 
3 CIt"etOlorp/J4 8ntennin4 2 3 
~ C/8dophor" .Irin., I 
5 C4uh:rjld spp. 4 I I 
6 Icet,,/;v/4rJ6 col/rev/us 12 8 
7 Codiul spp. 2 3 2 2 2 2 
8 14 hIed" SPP. 8 8 3 9 8 9 4 2 10 6 6 4 
9 '''/OflJOPSJS Jldcltyne'8 I 
10 £ctoc8rpus silica/osus ~ 6 
II Pictyotof dieholOl" 3 
12 Kydrve/of/brus c/8lltr8tu I 2 2 3 
13 A,plJi rtM spp. 2 1 4 2 2 5 
14 /81118 rubens 1 3 1 6 2 5 1 6 
15 Cr8te/oupi" SPA 1 I I 2 
16 Iypoe" SPp. 2 3 2 2 
17 C"I"I8ur.r oblonl818 I 2 
18 Cer8.iuI8Y810118 3 2 
19 14urenci8 papilos" 2 I 2 2 1 I 2 I 2 
20 ( AL)P8t1in8 tetr8slo18tia 9 ~ 9 5 ~ 8 9 10 
21 P. ly.oospor8 6 I 4 3 14 3 3 4 I 3 10 1 
22 S4rr8SSU' ilicifoliul 1 I 2 I 9 2 2 I I 2 7 2 
23 S. I,rios),ste. 2 2 3 I 6 8 2 I 1 1 1 3 
2~ S. dup/ic8tUI 12 2 ~ 8 
25 S. lenneriul 5 
26 S. Tllntij 2 4 9 I ~ 3 I 2 4 2 2 4 
27 Turbin8rJ6 conoides 1 7 1 1 6 5 
28 r. omltof 2 10 2 1 3 3 
29 r. furbill"t.r 2 5 5 3 4 3 4 
30 ( AG )Celidiul/Jl!lerop/8tus 4 3 I 2 I 
31 Celluie/I.t 8CI!TOSof 3 I I I 
32 Crofcf/ofrfof cortfc4tof 2 1 ~ 2 I ~ 
33 C. cr4SSof I 3 2 2 2 ~ 
34 C. I!du/fs I I 
35 C. /Ol.f/I!fof 1 2 
T 0 T A L 45 77 70 21 90 61 37 44 74 25 53 66 
TABLE - I~c 
SEASONII SE DENSITY ( IN NU MBER tni) Of SEAlEEOS IN DiffERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION - 5 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTEiTlDAL· SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post 
Ion. Ion. Ion. Mon. Ion. Ion. 
I ( OA)£nt~~lorpn6 CQ.preSS4 
2 II/rl spp. 
3 C!J6etolorpn6 6ntennin6 
~ Claoopnor8 16ril14 2 I 2 
5 uu/erp.J SPA 2 
6 Acet4hu/aT18 C4/YCU/us 
1 Codiul SPA 
8 88/J,etI.t SPA 1 5 ~ 6 4 20 
9 J'4/oniopsis /l4Chyne'8 ~ ~ I 8 
10 Ectoc4rpus si/icu/oSQS ~ 3 3 
II Pic/yotl (/lcllol0l4 3 ~ ~ 5 
12 8ytfroc/4tIJrus cla/Aratu ~ I I 
13 A,phiro4 SPA 3 2 3 
I~ /4014 rubeos I I 3 6 
15 Cnte/oupi4 SPA 
16 lypne8 SPA 5 I I 3 
II C"I"I4ur8 ab/onrala 
18 Cer8.iv. 4Y41004 I 2 2 
19 l.4vrenci8 papi/OS8 2 ~ 3 2 8 2 
20 (Al)P4t/in8 tetrllstol6(ic4 I 3 9 9 
21 P. ly.nospor4 3 5 2 2 I 5 
22 S8rl4ssul iJicifoJiul 2 2 9 I 2 2 
23 S. I),riosysle. I ~ I I 
2~ S. ouplic81uI 3 
25 S. tenneriv. 
26 S. , irbtii I I 8 I I 4 
21 Tvr/Jilllfri,f conoitles 2 9 3 I I 2 
28 r. orn"tof 2 2 2 2 3 I 
29 r. turbina l4 
30 (AG) CeJitliv. /Jeterop/8Ios 
31 Celidit!ll8 "ceros" 2 2 I 2 
32 Cr8cihlrJ8 cortic4t8 I 2 2 2 I 3 
33 C. crllSS8 4 I 3 2 
3~ C. edu/is I 2 
35 C. foli/cr4 2 I 
T 0 T A L 21 56 65 25 41 85 
TABLE - 150 
SEASONIISE DENSITY ( IN BIOIASS/ni l OF SEAlEEOS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEIS ( STATIONS l . 
STAT I ON-l STATION-2 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTEiTIDAL SUBTID.\l. INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
lOll lOll lOll lOll lOll lOll 1m l Oll Ion. Ion. lOll Ion 
I (OA) tntero.otpjs capressa 10.90 U O IUO 
2 PI", ""'" 0. 90 3. 90 
3 OJaettMOrpU 6IJtennifJII 2. 10 2. 70 
~ Clatbp'Jonl lUi"" 1.40 I. 60 I. 20 2. 10 
5 Caul""", SRI 2. 10 
6 Acel4bv14rJ4 a/)'Cu/us 
7 Cahill s,a:l I. 50 3.30 2.00 I. 90 1.70 I. 80 6. 80 4.80 3.80 5.90 4.00 19. 80 
8 llalJlerfaSRI 3.90 I. 80 10.10 5.60 6.40 3.90 4.40 4.30 I. 20 8.40 
9 k/C.,iopsis /l"1d1yneM 3. 90 3. 10 2. 90 
10 £CtOClUJXlS siliculasus 4.30 5. 70 3.10 3.60 4.30 taO 
II Pictyota diclJotON 4.00 I. 20 I. 20 
12 Hjdroc/at/Jros c/atIJratus I. 80 2.50 2. 60 2. 30 3.10 
13 bphiroa s~ l. 60 2.10 4.80 I. 20 I. 30 2. 50 6.40 
14 /41JJ4 roOens 1.50 4.90 1.70 5.60 
15 Cnfe/oupi6 spp 0. 90 1. 50 4.90 0.80 I. 00 2. 60 
16 ffnne6 ""'" 17 C81/WlUnI obl0nt{6ta I. 20 I. 80 2. 10 
18 CeJ1llilJllY8/OI14 2. 70 2. 10 2. 20 4. 10 2. 90 2. 30 8.10 2. 10 
19 18Un!f1CJ4 pepii0S8 1.70 0. 70 0.80 2.10 0.30 I. 50 0. 80 2. 80 9.40 9.40 
20 (AL) Pathi14 t~tnlSt_tiC4 4.10 1.90 9.10 10. 10 3.10 4. 90 I. 50 I. 90 I. 00 4.90 
21 P. KJ'DOSfXJr.J 2. 60 3.60 I. 20 3.30 9. 90 0.80 2.10 2. 20 8.90 I. 00 2.10 2. 40 
22 Saf]laSS1JI fJicifo/ilJl I. 10 1.20 0.50 2. 10 1. 30 I. 50 0.40 3.80 0.80 0. 80 
23 oS lyrJarystell I. 90 0.80 0.50 1.40 1. 20 2. 50 3.10 
24 .r dup/fatlll 4.1 0 8. 40 
25 .r tennerilJl I. 30 I. 20 8.40 1.20 I. 20 4.10 
26 .r , iptii 1.10 I. 50 4.20 I. 90 2. 40 4.80 2.00 8.80 3.00 I. 40 0.80 2. 20 
21 TudJilJ6fi4 cmoitlt!s 1.70 L50 1. 80 1. 90 3. 10 0.80 
28 T.onuta 
29 1: turbinat.! 2. 90 4.00 3. 10 3.90 
30 (AG) Celidi,. heteropl4tus 3. 30 1.10 1. 50 0.80 
31 CeJidielJa 8Ct!1"OS4 2. 90 0. 80 1. 20 I. 20 2.10 1. 80 1. 20 2. 10 
32 Craci/arl8 cortia14 I. 60 0.90 3.90 2. 10 0.80 4. 10 1. 30 1.70 1. 60 2. 10 0.80 2. 90 
33 6: CnI.SS8 2. 10 1. 80 4. 10 4.20 1.40 2. 50 2. 00 
34 C. etlulis 1.40 0.90 1. 20 2. 30 
35 6:foliftmJ 1.10 2.10 1. 80 I. 20 
T 0 T A L 35.90 41. 80 12.40 25.50 53.10 62.10 26.40 55.90 63.80 25.40 41.50 86. 90 
TABLE - 15b 
SEASONIISE DENSITY ( IN BIOIASS/ nI ) OF SEAlEEDS IN DIFFERENT SYSmS ( STATIONS ). 
STAT I ON-3 STATION-~ 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
i on. i on. i on. i on. Ion. Ion. ion. Ion. Ion. ion. i on. ion 
1 (OA) Enterr.>rp'a CUpresSB 6.69 18.34 18. 34 
2 Ulra s~ 4.86 5. 71 
3 OmetOlOrp'Ja IlI1fennina 2. 87 2. 87 2. 94 
4 Cladop'Jon lIIIril14 1. 64 
5 Caulerp1 S{Jf1. 1. 93 1. 64 2.14 1. 91 1.44 
6 Acetabului4 ca/yr:u/us 4.18 6. 70 12. 01 7. 15 
7 CotiilJl spp. 1. 67 3.48 3. 04 1. 60 I. 89 3.34 1.71 1. 81 2. 83 1.83 3. 15 2. 63 
8 ffolildla spp. 45. 74 61.85 27.50 42. 33 1. 23 14.84 41. 13 59.85 4. 93 46. 18 42. 92 24. 14 
9 I8kmOpsis jJiJcI1ynem 5. 73 9. 93 1.53 7.94 
10 £Ct0C4rpt1S siJicuJosvs 0.63 1. 27 
II Pic/yote diclJota&J 8.47 5.87 4. 13 1.43 1. 81 4.14 
12 Hytfnx/atIJrus clatllratus 
13 bpIJiroa Sj.Jl 3.66 9. 82 10.93 2. 88 8. 13 12. 01 
14 J8/118 robens 6. 27 6.43 
15 Cl11te/oupi4 SRl I. 34 2. 41 1. 25 
16 1)Ipf1t!8 SPA- 3. 14 I. 54 4. 93 O. 95 
17 CsI.uavl71 oblCV1K8ta I. 26 1. 84 
18 Ceruilll 8r.r/0fllI 1. 02 1. 02 
19 lauTel1ci8 PllPi/osa 
20 (AL)Padina tetnst_tic.r 
21 P.gymospon 16. 1 3. 94 22. 51 14.37 9. 14 6. 52 lLl4 1.44 1.54 15. 16 3. 48 I. 28 
22 Stugassu. ilicifolilJl 5.4 3. 41 16.42 4.93 3.65 4.84 3. 94 1.82 1.14 6.32 2. 94 0.84 
23 oS Iyriosystt!l 
24 oS dupJiatlll 7. 13 7. 79 
25 .£ tennerilll 26.85 12. 13 17.30 8. 10 
26 .£ ' lil/ltii 4. 8 42.56 10. 78 3.31 4.84 9.83 4. 22 7. 85 1. 50 3.38 2. 90 9.67 
27 Turoil18ria COlOides 4. 9 43. 41 26.35 4.21 14.93 3. 23 4.32 34. 93 I. 20 2.64 3. 34 4.33 
28 T. omata 5.2 26.85 18.02 4. 93 0. 81 3. 21 4.93 22. 43 1. 02 2.13 12. 03 I. 53 
29 r. tUrDinala 6.10 11.41 7.00 
30 (AG)Celitfilll !Jeteroplatus 14. 33 3. 61 3.51 0.81 U3 8.13 1.53 3. 14 4.93 0.34 
31 (kllt/ie//a .rcerosa I. 41 6. 76 0.96 
32 CnlCiluia cor/faa 14.52 
33 C. t:rIISS8 
34 c: Muils 
35 C. folifen 
T 0 T A L 92. 5 251. ~ 186. 8 89.0 92. 60 93. 60 79.55 171.8 40.1 85.00 108.2 78.84 
TABLE - 15< 
SEASONI ISE DEliSITY ( IN BIDMASS/ n! ) OF SEAIEF.OS IN DIFFERENT SVSTEIS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-5 
SI. 
No. SPEC IES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre- PosI-
l Oll lOll Ion l Oll l Oll lOll 
I (OA}EnrmMfJrp;. txtpressa 7.97 11. 10 14.83 
2 gil" SJ¥1, 6.10 4.80 
3 OJ8etOfJOFP'M 8I1tennil14 
4 Clm:/op'IOra IIIJriiM 
5 CBu/el'pJ SPA 2. 63 I. 20 1.43 
6 Acel6/;ularia Cd/yeU/US 18.53 4.13 
7 axtiU6 spp. 
8 1131 ireda spa 36.32 52.31 13. 03 43. 13 49.83 18.44 
9 f6/0I1lOpsis Il1c1J)'1IeI!3 I. 50 
10 £CtocarptJs silicu/asvs 
II Dicl)'Ol8 diclJotOM 3.83 
12 II;rlroc/atIJros c/8thl1ltus I. 09 3. 20 
13 A8p7irw SPA 3. 13 2.71 12. 29 
14 /llI1ia n;beps I. 41 4. 13 O. 94 7.87 
15 Crareloupia spp 1.12 2. 41 
16 lI)'ple4spfl 3.61 2. 13 3.07 2. 84 
17 C418.Uun oblt:Kl,f8la 1.46 1.42 
18 CeruilJl 81"8/01111 
19 tdUrenciB P'lpi/0S4 3. 53 I. 05 5.88 
20 (Al)Patli/J!l tetrastOl18tiCII 34. 03 5. 04 34.08 24.83 
21 P. KJZI1OSpora lUI I. 93 4.83 II. 04 27.35 8. 41 
22 Saf"KllSSlJI i/ Jcifof fill 4.93 2. 73 2. 02 5.94 52. 67 3.41 
23 .r ,},riosystel 7.25 3.53 16. 16 6.94 59. 89 11.40 
24 .r duplicetlll 22. 45 8.90 
25 .f lennenu. 14. 93 
26 of "pIli 1.14 26.10 11.51 4.13 39.D4 10.13 
27 Tur/JilJtUia conoides 1.54 29.30 D.84 3. II 43. 41 24. 10 
28 l OI7J8/a 2. 63 30. 64 I. 25 2. 06 3. 94 18.90 
29 T. rur/Jil18/8 D. 35 26. 12 10.00 
3D (AG}~/idil1ll!eterop/8tus 19. 82 
31 Celidie/l/l 8t:e11)S6 
32 enci/aria cortieat8 
33 C. crasS4 1. 32 4.71 2.89 
34 C. Mulis 
35 C. folifea 
T 0 T A L 83. 71 247.2 95. 29 81. 92 383. 93 167.61 
67 
organism, automatically shows increased in density in 
biomass. 
iv ) Cover (Tables a, b, c) 
Cover is an expression of the area covered or 
occupied by different species, here it is presented in 
percentage (%) cover . Cover is of great ecological 
significance because alth?ugh the frequency and density 
(number) have more values fo r small plants than bigger ones, 
yet the dominating influence of bigger plant s may be greater 
in the community because of their mo re extensive canopy 
cove r age, especially species like Sargassum and Turbinaria 
have the do mination. In gene r al the monsoon presents the 
more cover in mos t of the cases and r es t is by postmonsoon. 
Here also Halimeda spp. have the higher level of percentage 
cove r, followed by the Sa r gassum spp. and Turbina ria spp . The 
maximum coverage of 42.2% has been recorded in the 
intertidal area of station V, during monsoon followed by 
39 . 40% (S3ST) 32.5 in both S5IT & ST. But comparing to 
station I and II the station III, IV, and V show very good 
coverage . Most of the lowest percentage cove r a re exhibited 
in the premonsoon season . The postmons oon pe riod shows the 
pe rcen t age cover nea rly to monsoon because of their matured 
s t ages in the g r owth of most of the species during this 
se ason. In station IV and V most of the species have mo re 
coverage t ha n the other s tations . 
TABLE - 16. 
SEASONI ISE COVERAGE ( IN I ) OF SEA leEDS IN DIt'FERENT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS ). 
S T ATION - I STATION- 2 
SI. 
No. SPECI ES INTERTIDAL SUBTI DAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Pos t - Pre- Post Pre- Post -
Man. Mon. Ion Ion. Ion. Ion. lion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
1 ( OA ) £nterolorph8 co.preSS4 I.S 1.9 2. S 
2 I/IY6 spp. 1.3 U 
3 C!J"etolorpn6 4ntennill4 1. 0 1.2 0. 9 
~ C/8dopnor4 • .frI04 
S Cau/erp.t spp. 0. 9 U 0. 9 I. I 1.0 0. 8 
6 '{cet4/JU/4ria calyculus 1.0 1. 6 0.9 U 
1 eodiu. spp. 0.8 1. 3 I. S 0.9 O. 3 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 U 1.1 
8 #81J.ed8 SPA 4.8 8.3 1.3 U O. 3 U 3.6 1.8 0.1 4.1 3.0 I.S 
9 '"Ioniopsis PdChyne. 8 0. 6 0. 8 5.1 0. 3 I.S 
10 £ctoc8rpus silicu/osus 0.6 0. 9 
II Die/yot" dieno/alll 2. 0 U 1.8 O.S 0.8 0. 3 1. 0 
12 ~J'tlrocI81"rus c/8thr.Btu 
13 A.phiro8 spp. 1.7 2. I 2.1 1.5 1.4 2.2 
14 /8n18 rubens 1.2 1.1 
IS Cr8le/oupi8 SPA 1. 2 0.9 0.4 
16 Kypne8 spp. 1.0 0. 4 1.1 0.2 
11 C"I"I8vr8 ob/onK4t8 0.4 0.4 
18 Cer8. iul 41'6/008 0. 3 0.8 
19 l.4urenci8 IMPi/os8 
20 ( AL)P4tii1l8 tetr8stO'4tic8 
21 P. ly.nospor8 1.8 O. S 3. 0 1.9 2.0 0.9 1.3 0. 6 1.1 2. I 1.8 0.3 
22 S4rg8ssul ilicifoliul 0.9 O. 1 2. I 0.9 1.2 0.8 0. 8 0.3 0.6 1.0 0.6 O. I 
23 S. I),rios),ste. 
2~ S. dvp/ic8tVI 1.7 1.1 
25 ..s: tenneriu. 2.4 2.0 1.1 0.8 
26 S. , i,ntii 0.8 3.0 1. 9 0.8 0. 6 2.0 I. I U 0. 3 0.6 0.7 1.3 
27 FurbinlTi8 conoitles 1.0 2. 2 2.9 I. I U I.5 1.3 U 0. 4 0. 5 1.2 1.0 
28 T. orn"!8 0.8 2.7 1.7 0. 9 O. 1 0.1 1.1 3.2 O. 1 0.4 1.8 0.4 
29 I'. turoin8t" I. 1 1.9 1.3 
30 (AGjCelidivl heterop/al us 0.6 0.9 1.1 0.2 1.1 1.1 0.4 0. 9 1.1 0.3 
31 Ce/idi~//a 8cerosa 0.4 1.3 O. S 
32 Cr8ci/aria corlicat8 3. 4 
33 C. cr8SS4 
34 6': Mulis 
35 C. fo/if~r8 
T 0 T A L 13. 3 29.7 25. 7C 14. S 18. 3 23. 1 13.4 27.8 11.1 13. 9 17.8 12.41 
TABLE - 16b 
SEASONIISE COVERAGE ( IN ~ ) OF SEAIEEDS IN DIFFER ENT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS ) . 
STATION - 3 STATION-4 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Pos t 
Kon. Ion. Ion Ion. Ion. )Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
1 (OA)Enfera.orpn. co.preSS8 1.9 2.1 1.4 1.2 2. 5 
2 Ulrl SPP. 1.0 1.2 0.4 1.0 
3 ~8eta.orpn8 BotennlHa 0. 6 0. 9 
4 CJ4t1opnor. '.Irinl 0.6 
5 Cavlerp.t SPA 1.4 0. 5 0.6 
6 ice/Bbu/ln'" calyculus 1.5 0.6 
7 Cot/iul spp, 0. 7 1.4 0.6 0. 9 0. 4 1. 0 
8 1I/111eda spp. 4.0 5. 4 0. 1 4. 1 6. 4 1.2 5. 0 1.2 U 1.1 2. 1 1.4 
9 '8/oniopsis pacnyne.8 0. 1 
10 l'cfoc8rpus sf/fell/osus 0.4 0. 8 
11 Pictyota (/icnofolB 1.1 
12 ffydroclalnrvs ell/hrata 1.9 2. 1 1.5 1.5 
13 J.pninJ4 spp. 1.4 0. 8 2. 6 1.1 I. 1 1. 2 
14 Jani. rubens 0. 9 0.8 0. 3 I. 1 1.0 1.0 1.4 1. 0 
15 Cr4te/oupi4 SPA 0.9 1.1 0.8 0.9 
16 lypne8 SPA 1.0 0. 5 1.2 0. 9 
11 C.14I8ur. ob/ooK8ta 0. 4 0. 4 
18 Cera.i ul 81'81008 0.4 0.8 
19 14urenci" papi/OS8 0. 1 0. 6 1.2 0.1 0. 1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.9 
20 ( AL) Patlio8 tetr8stolaticB 3. 3 2.5 3. 3 5. 1 I.2 5.4 3. 5 6. 1 
21 P. I}"oospora 2.3 1.0 0. 8 1.6 3.9 2.0 1.2 1.8 0. 3 1.4 3.6 1. 0 
22 SBrl8ssu. i/ief/o/iv. 0. 9 0. 8 0.5 0.9 3.6 0. 5 1.0 0.1 0. 3 1.0 4. 2 0. 1 
23 S. Iyriosyste. 0. 6 1.4 0.1 0.1 2. 1 2.2 0.6 0.4 0. 3 0. 8 1.1 0. 5 
24 S. gOp/feBlvl 4. 0 1.5 1.3 4.2 
25 S. lenneriv. 2. 1 
26 S. IIKhlii 0.9 1.4 1.4 0.1 3. 0 2. 0 0. 6 0. 3 1.8 0.1 3. 2 2.9 
21 TurIJin8rJ6 conoides 1.1 1.1 0. 2 D. 9 1.4 1.4 
28 r. orn8tIJ 1.2 4. 9 0.4 0.9 0. 9 1.6 
29 r. lurDinat" 0.4 1.9 2. 1 1.4 1.4 1.1 3. I 
30 (AG)Ce/idi". heterop/atus 3. 1 0.1 0. 5 0.8 0.2 
31 Celldle/II "ceros" 1.1 0.2 0. 4 0.5 
32 Craci J4n4 cor/fell!" 0.6 O. 1 3.1 0.5 0. 4 1. I 
33 C. CfllSS8 0.3 1.5 0. 9 0.3 0.6 0.9 
34 C. egu/is 1.2 0. 3 
35 6'. folifer8 0.4 0. 6 
T 0 T A L 13. 5 31.5 15.1 12.4 3U 21. 2 13. 5 16. 4 21.1 9. 3 26. 0 28. 9 
TABLE - IGc 
SEASONIISE COVERAGE ( IN I ) OF SEAIEEOS IN DIFFERENT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-5 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL · SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post -
Ion. .on. • on Mon. . on. Ion . 
1 (OA )£nlera.orpn6 cOlpressof 
2 PIYI SPA 
3 Ch4etolorpn4 ofntennJRof 
~ C/"tlop!Jorof lofrin4 1.0 1.1 0.9 
5 c;,v/~rP4 spp. 0.7 
6 ice/IOU/off}'" coflycuius 
7 Codiv. SPA 
8 84 ""ed" spp. 1.3 2.6 2.1 2. 6 U 5.6 
9 }'of/oniapsis p6cll),ne'4 8. 1 1.0 0. 6 1.4 
10 £ctocofrpus sf/feu/asus 0. 5 0.3 0.4 
11 Piclyot" diena/D'.! 1.3 2.1 1.8 1.5 
12 lyt/roc/IIArl/s ell/brl/U 1.5 0. 9 0. 6 
13 ".phiI'D" sPP. 1.1 1.9 0. 7 
I~ /41114 ru/Jf!bS 0.9 0.4 1.9 0.4 
15 Crofle/oupi4 SPA 
16 8ypne6 SPA 8. 5 0. 9 1.8 0.8 
17 C"/.tIofur4 oll'onKof/4 
18 Cerof.iul "YIIOD" 4.3 0. 4 0. 9 
19 L4urel1ciof plpiJoS4 0.9 1.5 0.5 0.7 4.0 0.3 
20 (AL) P4t1in4 lelr4stol4ticof 0.9 1.0 7.5 2.9 
21 P. 1J'lnosporof 1.1 2. 9 0.8 0. 9 0.8 1.5 
22 SlrK4ssuI iJicifoJiul 1.0 1.2 2.5 0.6 0. 9 4. 1 
23 S..,riosJ'slf!1 0.3 3.0 0.4 1.6 
24 S. tll/pliel/vl 5.9 
25 S. lellneriul 
26 S. n'Klttii 0. 6 1.8 4. 9 0.4 1.9 3.8 
27 Turoinofrll conaitles O. ~ 1.8 2.9 0.3 1.3 U 
28 r. omIt. 0. 8 1.2 1.9 0.5 0.9 0.4 
29 T. turoin"t4 
30 ( AG)Celitliv. peterop/4tvs 
31 Celli/iell" 8cerosof 0. 7 0. 5 0. 4 0. 6 
32 Cr4cii4ri4 cortie.!14 0. 4 0. 5 0.4 0. 4 0. 3 0. 8 
33 C. crlSSof 0. 6 O. ~ 0.6 U 
34 C. etlulis 0.6 O. 9 
35 C. folif~r6 0.5 0.8 
T 0 T A L 8.3 42. 2 32.5 8. 7 32. 5 30. 7 
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v) Dominance (Tables 17a, b, c) 
The results of dominant species which have 
strongest control over energy flow and the environment in a 
given habitat are presented in the table. According to 
the index of dominance, the communities where more than one 
species contribute very highly the dominace is quite high 
showing values more than 0.5 and when all or mos t of the 
constituent species share the number of biomass almost 
equally and the dominace values are l ow . But if one 
individual dominates the rest of the species then it gives 
the highest index of dominance (0 . 829) . In South Andaman 
because of more than one species domination in all stations 
during all three seasons, the value shows below 0.5. Among 
the individual species the Sargassum spp., Turbinaria spp. 
and Halimeda spp. show the dominant index in all stations. 
The average of dominant index values in both intertidal and 
subtidal parts of all five stations have been given in the 
tabular for m. The maxi mum dominant index values are derived 





premonsoon and gradually increases upto post monsoon 
Since the pre monsoon allows the earlier growth for 
the species, the dominant flow is shared by many 
of species during the premonsoon period . But when 
they at tain ma ture state the number of dominant species 
reduces and only climax specie s and few seral species have 
TAB!.£ - 11. 
SEASONIISE Sf.AlEEDS INDEX OF OOIlNANCE IN DIFFERFJlT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-I STATIO N-2 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Mon. Ion. Ion Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
I (OA}Entero«JfP'Ia a:lpressa 0.131 0.046 0. 090 
2 V/I'1lSRl 0.001 0.001 
3 OJaetMOrp1J6 4Iltennim 0. 001 0. 014 
• C/11(/op'Jor6 _iM 0.004 5 Cau/eIP'l SRl 0.003 0. 001 0.001 0. 009 0.004 0.003 
6 Ifce14bvlari4 a/j'Cu/us 0.020 0. 034 0.019 0.019 
1 CaiilJl SPIl 0. 001 0. 002 0. 002 0.001 O. 001 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.006 O. 010 0. 003 
8 ff4/ilerlasPfl 0.012 0. 010 0.011 0.092 0. 002 0.005 0.019 0.019 0.004 0.120 0.011 0.038 
9 '8lmiapsis p!JCb}'l1e$8 0.012 0.039 0.001 0.011 
10 £Ct0C4rptJS siliculosus 0.015 0.005 
II Pict.rrJla dicllofO&J 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.002 
12 8}UrrxlBtlJrvS clafliralus 
13 uplliroe SRI 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.001 0. 010 0. 010 
14 /1lI1l4 rvbens 0.015 0.011 
15 CliJt~/OUpi8 S/¥1 0.006 0. 001 0.002 
16 $)'/YJe6 SPfl 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.001 
11 Ca/IWIUnl ob/07,flIt4 0. 003 0.001 
18 Ceruiu. 811iJ/0fJ/I 0.001 0.002 
19 UUrt!f1CJ6 papil0S6 
20 (AL)PmfiM tetrasta.tiC4 
21 P._PUnl 0. 012 0. 001 0. 002 0. 020 0.009 0. 001 0. 009 0. 001 0.002 0.035 0. 004 0.005 
22 Saf]{8SSlJl ilfeifo/fUl 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.005 0.008 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.005 0.004 0.010 0.001 
23 $.Iyriosyste. 
24 .r dup/icatlll 0.004 0.010 
25 S. tt!l1l1erilJl 0. 010 0.009 0.004 0.005 
26 .r IIKhtii 0.001 0. 004 0. 002 0.001 0.001 0.013 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.001 O. 001 0.013 
21 TvrIJilJ8ri4 conoides 0.001 0. 011 0. 001 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.050 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.005 
28 T. omtlta 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.001 0.009 0.001 
29 T. tUtiJil1lJt4 0.006 0.006 
30 (AG}CalfdilJl ""temp/alus 0.002 0.013 0.002 O. 001 0. 012 0.004 0. 002 0.012 O. 003 0. 005 
31 Gelltlie/I., .tCl!rtlS4 0.001 0. 002 0. 002 0.001 
32 Cracil4rI4 corticau 0.015 
33 C= 
34 G «vIis 
35 C/O/ifUII 
T 0 T A L O. 221 0.114 0.155 O. 156 0.091 0.091 O. 139 0.122 0.132 0. 181 0.085 0.101 
TABL£ - 17b 
SEASONJISE SEAIEEr6 INDF.x OF OOIINAlICE IN DlFFF.RF.NT SYSTEMS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-3 STATION -4 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTEiTlDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
l Oll Ion. len Ion. Ion. l Oll Ion. Ion. Ion. lOll lion. Ion 
I (OA}li7f~rD«Jrp!4 awprt!SS4 O. 106 O. OIl 0.080 0. 092 0. 010 O. 0~2 
2 Vl .... _ 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003 
3 OI8eta.orpV 4IItenniIU 0.003 0.001 
4 CllItIop/Jont ..riM 0.002 
5 Cau/~rpI_ 0. 008 0.001 0.003 
6 lat4/Ju/ui4 C4i}'Cu/us 0.025 0. 013 
1 Co:iilJl SRt 0.002 0. 006 0.001 0. 006 0.001 0. 001 
8 I14li_ SPIl 0. 033 0.012 0.002 0. 115 0.008 0.02~ 0.012 0.002 0.020 0.050 0.020 0.004 
9 '"Ion/apsis pac/Jfl1t!IIII 
10 £Croc::uptJs si/ictJlasus O. Oil 0.019 
II DictftJ(4 tiic/Jota- 0.002 
12 8}rlrocl4t11roS C/4tiJratus 0.001 0. 009 0. 002 0.002 
13 bpltirotl SPIl 0.005 0.001 O.OO~ 0.004 0.002 0.006 
14 /411.J1 J'VbenS 0. 003 0. 002 0. 002 0. 016 0. 001 O. OOS 0. 001 0. 008 
15 Cnteloupi8 spp 0. 003 0. 001 0. 001 0.001 
16 ff}'1nC4 _ 0.001 0. 002 0.001 0.001 
11 CaIU4Unt oblonpf4 0. 001 0.001 
18 CeruilJl "'W/au O.OO~ 0.001 
19 14urenci4 PllPiJ0S8 0.003 O. DOl 0.001 0. 002 0.001 0.001 0. 001 0.001 
20 (Al) PatlilM t~tnstO"UiC4 0. 013 0.003 0. 010 0. 001 0. 010 0. 012 0.030 0.025 
21 P.KPfIOSPOnt 0.019 O. DOl 0.003 0. 020 0. 024 0. 002 0. 005 0. 001 0. 001 0. 011 0.035 0.001 
22 S!u;t{a.ssuI ilicifoljlJl 0. 001 0. 001 0. 001 0.004 0. 009 0.001 0. 002 0. 001 0. 001 0.019 0. 001 
23 oS Iyriosystt:. 0. 001 0.003 0. 004 0.019 0. 003 0.001 0. 001 0.001 O. DOl 
24 .r t1uplialUl 0. 019 O. DOl 0.003 O. OIl 
25 S It:nnt!TilJl 0. 003 
26 .r Tlptij 0. 001 0.003 O. DIS 0.004 0. 002 0. 002 0.001 O. DOl 0.003 0.006 0.002 0.006 
21 TurIJil14ri4 a:noitles O. DOl 0.010 0.001 0. 002 0.005 0. 001 
28 1: Ol714t4 O. DOl 0.015 0.001 0.003 0. 001 0. 002 
29 T. turoim!4 O. DOl 0.003 0. 001 0. 005 0.003 0.003 0. 004 
30 (AG}c..lit/iUl ;"'lerwl4tvs 0. 003 O. 009 0.001 0.001 0.001 
31 Ct!JidJ~JI4 .tCl!rru:.J 0. 005 0. 001 0.001 0.001 
32 Cr.rcilui6 CDrtiC4f4 0. 102 0.002 0.001 0.003 0. 001 0. 001 0. 004 
33 t<CntSS8 0.002 0. 001 O. DOl 0. 001 0. 001 0. 004 
34 c: erlulis 0.001 O. DO l 
35 t< fol1ft!nl 0.001 O. DO l 
T 0 T A L 0.216 O. 103 0. 132 0. 221 0. 095 0. 103 0.146 0.019 0.190 O. I13 0.1 21 0.088 
TABLE - l1e 
SEASONI ISE SEAI EEDS INDEX OF DOMINANCE IN DIFFEREilT SYSTElS ( STATIONS ). 
STATION-5 
SI. 
No. SPEC IES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
lion. lion. Ion Ion. lion. lan. 
I (OA)Enf==-o!7k txWpress8 
2 Vb'll spp, 
3 O1IIetOlJOrp/18 8I1tenniM 
4 CI4tiop'Jonl lUil18 0. 004 0. 001 0. 001 
5 CiJu/~rpJ _ 0.001 
6 "cetaIJuJ4fl8 Cd/)'rtIJuS 
1 a.:tiUl StJl 
8 ffali,eria SI¥' 0. 066 0. 001 0. 004 0. 060 0. 001 0.052 
9 fa/on/apsis jlJcIJ}'1Jt!&f 0.006 0.005 0. 001 0.009 
10 £CtOCllrpt/S si/icu/osus 0.022 0. 003 0.013 
11 Pict}7Jt8 tliclJotO&f 0.003 0. 003 0.008 0.003 
12 ffJrfroclaf!Jrvs c1af/Jnltus 0. 004 0.001 0.001 
13 kpiirotJ Sl¥' 0. 011 0. 004 0. 001 
14 /41114 I7lbens 0.001 0.001 0. 003 0.005 
15 CralelOtJpia SR1 
16 /!yf:rIe4 Sl¥' 0.001 0.001 0. 001 0. 001 
11 (;a/ArBOn obllK1/lZlt8 
18 Ul7JlilJl ""'lI/(Jf14 0.001 0.001 0.058 
19 Laurene/a pspi/0S4 0. 001 0.005 0.002 0.008 0. 028 0. 058 
20 (AL)l!1tIil18 f~fnlSf_fiC8 0. 001 0.002 0. 038 0.012 
21 P. K}-.nrJSlXJn 0. 014 0.008 0.001 0.006 0. 001 0.003 
22 SaT,fllSSlJI ilk/folilll 0. 006 0. 002 0.019 0.002 0. 002 0. 001 
23 oS Iyriosy.stl' 0. 001 0.005 0.001 0.001 
24 .r dvpliC4tUl 0. 002 
25 .r tt!l1l1f:rilJl 0.002 0.001 0.011 0.002 0. 001 0.002 
26 .£ Tlj{nlij 0. 006 0.025 O. 002 0.003 0.001 0. 001 
21 TurlJil14r.J6 t:t:¥XJides 0.004 0. 001 0.001 0. 006 0. 004 0.001 
28 T. of7Jl1ta 
29 T. lurtJilJ8!4 
30 (AG)~/itfiUl IJeferoplafus 
31 Ct!/Itliel/a lIct!ros.J 0.001 0.001 0.001 0. 001 
32 Cnci/an8 cortiC4ta 0.002 0. 001 0. 001 0. 007 0. 001 0. 001 
33 C.CnlSS4 0. 004 0.003 0.003 0. 001 
34 C. Mulis 0.001 0. 001 
35 Cfolifen 0.001 0. 001 
T 0 T A L 0. 134 0. 019 0. 014 0. 122 o. 106 0. 214 
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the dominant flow which may be the probable reason for 
getting high dominant index in postmonsoon season . Overall, 
the indices of dominant responses' below 0 . 5 by allowing more 
than one species in the dominant flow of the community. 
vi. Patterns of distribution 
The structure of the natural community depends on 
the way in which plants are distributed or dispersed in it. 
The pattern of distribution depends on both physico- chemical 
nature of the environment as well as the biological 
peculiarities of the organisms themselves. The infinite 
variety of such patterns that occurs in nature can be 
roughly grouped under three categories (i) uniform or 
regular distribution where the individuals are evenly spaced 
in the community (ii) random or chance of occurence where 
the individuals are scattered in some places and grouped at 
othe rs (iii) clumped distribution whe r e the individuals 
always occur in groups and are rarely seen individually 
spaced apart . 
(a) Morista's index 
Morista's indices of dispersion have the advantage 
of being relatively independent of the type of distribution , 
the number of samples and the size of the mean . The 
ca lculated value of Morista's index exhibits a total value 
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of 1.707 ~ 0 . 31, 1.545 + 0 . 25 and 1.771 + 0.36 respectively 
to premonsoon, mo nsoon and post-monsoon (Ta ble 18) 
According to Morista's index, when the value of 
the index is one' , it indicates a random distribution, when 
the value of the index is mo re than one the distribution i s 
clumped or aggregated. When the distribution is uniform or 
regula r, the index will be less than one. Here all the 
values are above 1 which indicated that the distribution of 
vegeta tion is almost aggregated or clumped during all 
seasons. The intertidal part of station 1 shows higher index 
of 2.05 (premonsoon) and 2.27 (postmonsoon) and subtidal 
part of station 3 (premonsoon) shows 2.20 which means the 
aggregation is very high . 
b . Statistical distribution 
Since some statistical model can be conveniently 
used to describe the distribution of agg regation in space, 
here the Poisson series has been used to evaluate the 
pattern of the distribution (Table 19 ) . Acco rding to Poisson 
distribution, when the variance S2 is equal to the mean, the 
distribution confirm to the Poisson series and is therefore 
r andom . If the variance is less than the mean a regualr or 
uniform distribution is implied . When the va riance is larger 








'TABLE - 18 
SPECIES DISTRIBUTION 
( MORISTA'S INDEX) 
TIDAL PART PRE- MONSOON POST-
MONSOON MONSOON 
Inter Tidal 2 • 0 5 1 • 57 2 • 2 7 
Sub Tidal 1 • 5 6 1 • 2 4 1 • 4 6 
Inter Tidal 1 • 5 3 1 • 8 1 1 • 9 7 
Sub Tidal 1 • 8 8 1 • 1 8 1 • 4 6 
Inter Tidal 1 • 9 7 1 • 6 5 2 • 2 8 
Sub tidal 2 • 2 0 1 • 5 3 1 • 3 3 
Inter Tidal 1 • 7 5 1 • 3 6 1 • 9 6 
Sub Tidal 1 • 2 8 1 • 8 9 1 • 4 8 
Inter tidal 1 • 4 7 1 • 4 0 1 • 4 9 
Sub Tidal 1 • 3 8 1 • 8 2 2 • 0 1 
AVERAGE '" 1. 7071 1. 545t I.77H 
Sd. O. 31 0. 25 0. 36 
TABLE - 19 
S TAT 1ST I CAL DIS T R I U UTI 0 N (POISSON) 
OF SEAWEEDS 
St. TIDAL PART PRE liON SOON MONSOON POST MONSOON 
No lIean Sd Mean Sd lIean Sd 
Inter Tidal 46.30 1592.84 34.83 1212.95 68. 19 4131. 93 
1 
Sub Tidal 3t 10 668.29 ~ I 95.1g 31. 36 356.96 
Inter Tidal 34.03 631.58 41.63 1503. 10 26.65 626.38 
2 
Sub Tidal 33.47 838.31 ~ I 15.2TI 32. 78 518.19 
Inter Tidal 49. 25 1657.23 n. 37 1325.00 45.32 2382.69 
3 
Sub tidal 28. 26 906.51 53.82 1502. 20 31. 48 727.84 
Inter Tidal 31. 48 127.84 24.30 197.88 40.56 1564.09 
4 
Sub Tidal 25.51 217.11 42.68 1079.80 42.11 111. 45 
Inter tidal 27. 15 332.50 32.59 290.67 33. 15 537.28 
5 
Sub Tidal 21. 46 159.60 40.58 892.46 53. 10 2729.78 
AVERAGE & 33. 10 773. 79 37.60 817.57 40. 65 1495.32 
Sd. + 8.77 514.97 10.37 592.67 12.69 1407.06 
-
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aggregated. He r e in all the stations the S2 (va r iance ) 
higher than the m (mean) and therefore confirm that the 
seaweed vegetation of South Andaman is under gr ouped or 
aggregated . 
4 . 3. 2 COMMUNITY LEVEL 
Individual organisms and the population formed by 
them live as an assemblage of species population in any 
given area forming a community . These are (1) seral species 
occur in the same area, (ii) it is possible to r ecognise a 
com munity type since the same group of species with a mo re 
or less constant composition occur in space and time and 
(iii ) communities tend to es t ablish a dynamic stability . Any 
disturbance in this steady state tends to be set right by 
self-regulation, or homeostasis . Here (1 ) the results of 
community structure in the form of phytosociograph has been 
represented to know the position of the seaweed communities 
during the season. (2) The com munity composition has been 
represented by the diversity results to know the 
relationship between the number of species and individuals . 
(3) The community comparison has been analysed with the help 
of 
of 
similarity index to understand the comparative position 
seaweeds in both tidal parts of all s tations during the 
three different seasons. 
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(a) Community structure (IVI and Phytograph) 
In any community structure, the quantitative value 
of each of the frequency, density, abundance and cover has 
its own importance . · In order to have a real overall picture 
of ecological importance of a species with respect to the 
com munity structure, the percentage values of the relative 
frequency, relative density (biomass ) and relative coverage 
are added together and this value out of 300 is called the 
important value index or IVI of the species. With help of 
divided circle phytographic method called phytograph has 
been drawn for both tidal parts for all 5 stations in 
three seasons by using above said important value 
indices ( IVI ) which give the nature of sociological 
structure of community and the di mension of relative values 
of frequency, density and coverage. Such illustrations are 
presented in (Fig. 19a, b and c) for two tidal parts of all 
5 stations to understand the deviations in community 
structure during the different seasons . 
The seaweed species which form community in the 
interdial and subtidal parts of station I are presented in 
the figure (19 a). Here the s ma ll dashes explain the 
community structure of premonsoon, long dashes for mon soon 
and lines for post mo nsoon . In intertidal part, the relative 
values of frequency and cover increase fr om premonsoon to 
• 
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monsoon and again it reduces below the monsooon values, 
during post monsoon. But in the c ase of density (Biomass) 
shows gradual increment and IVI stands nearly equal during 
monsoon and post mo nsoon . The IVI values during premonsoon, 
monsoon and postmonsoon are 70, 120 and 120 respectively. 
The subtidal part exhibits almost gradual increment in all 
relative values from premonsoon to postmonsoon. The IVI 
values show 70 at premonsoon and 120 for both monsooon and 
post monsoon . Therefore it can be inferred that the 
community structure of station 1 has almost the same 
vegetation in both tidal parts. 
In station 11 which has been presented in the 
figure (19 a), exhibits a totally different structure, it 
increases from premonsoon to monsoon, but in post mo nsoon 
again it reduces, the community structure stands between the 
premonsoon and monsoon values and notably the relative cover 
value of post-monsoon data reduces even lesser than 
premonsoon data . The IVI values clearly express the 
deviation by the index value of 65 in premonsoon, 145 in 
mo ns oon and 85 during postmonsoon in intertidal part. On the 
otherhand the subtidal part represen ts a community structure 
of gradual incremen t in the rel ative values of density 
(bioma ss) and frequency . But in relative cover like 
intertidal 
below the 
part, the postmonsoon data again reduces even 
premonsoon va lue. The IVI values show the 
FleURE - 19. 
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community stur cture that, there is a remarkable difference 
in all three seasons, the values are 75-100-110 dur ing 
pre monsoon , monsoon and postmonsoon respectively . 
In station III (Fig. 19b ) the community st r ucture 
has good increment from pre monsoon to monsoon, except during 
postmonsoon where the values touch al most nea r or below the 
level of pre monsoon for relative level of monsoon data . But 
the relative cove r of intertidal part has gradual increment 
fro m premonsoon to monsoon and the IVI values of 60- 125 - 100 
indicate fluctuation from monsoon to postmonsoon . The 
communi t y structure of subtidal part shows remarkable 
differences with positive increment in all relative values 
and the IVI has the values of 45-150- 105 during premonsoon , 
monsoon and pos t monsoon respectively, since the mangroves 
al most dominate in the intertidal part in station III , it 
affects t he com munity s tructure of the seaweeds during all 
seasons especially during postmonsoon. 
In station IV (Fig . 19b ) both tidal parts show 
clear cut i mpr oved values from premonsoon to postmonsoon . 
The IVI shows 70-95-140 for Intertidal part and 60-100-1 40 
f or subtidal part . It may be assumed that here competition 
f o r survival of the species against its require ment is not 
much and re markable i ncrement in the relative density 
supports the above said reason. 
.0 
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In station V (F ig. 19c) also both the tidal parts 
have almost same community structure during three seasons. 
But like other cases here in the subtidal part, the relative 
cover value of the postmonsoon is lower when compa red to the 
monsoon. The IVI values of interdi al part are 45-120- 130 and 
for subtidal part are 45-110-135 for pr emonsoon, monsoon and 
postmonsoon respectively . 
To conclude when we consider the relative density , 
all parts except the intertidal parts of station II and III, 
have the gradual increment from premonsoon to 
period in all stations . Since, the density 
postmonsoon 
(biomass ) 
increases according to plant growth it can be unidirectional 
with gradual incre ment in weight. But the exception comes 
when the plants undergo remarkable mortali t y, and stunted in 
growth because of competition for the nutrients and 
subtratum availability. Here the intertidal par~of station 
II & III (Burmanala and Cheriadapu) a re totally covered by 
mangroves in most of the regions, are the prime factors that 
affect the seaweed growth . The mangrove causes problems by 
making the environment with nutrient sca rcity, muddy bottom 
and also oxygen deficiency. So automatically these affect 
the seaweed growth in the parts of intertidal in these two 
s tations . The rest of the intertidal pa rts and all subtidal 
parts show that normally the density has gradua l increment 
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The plant cover which can be increased by the 
growth of species in the community will be affected at the 
same time by mor tality during earlier and middle of the 
growth period. If the mortality is higher during the middle 
of the growth it affects considerably. This is clear in the 
intertidal part of station I and II . Chances of increased 
mortality is more in station I, (college area) and in 
Burmanala due to civilization and abundance of mangrooves. 
The sta tion II, which is affected by both mangroves and 
civiliza tion nea r the shore shows more reduced value than 
the college area (ST.I) 
Finally the frequency which has more fluctuation 
is considered . While comparing the frequency values of 
monsoon season with that of postmonsoon the values come 
down in both tidal parts of station II and V, and in 
intertidal part of Station I and III. So the frequency is 
the prime factor here to define the com munity structure. 
Since frequency deals with the number of species and its 
occurence, it varies always, because, the mortality at first 
affects the frequency level . But according to pattern of 
distribution results in South Anda man almost the vegetation 
is aggregated or clustered in distribution. So that it can 
be concl ud ed that the cluster having numerous species with 
little mortality may not change mo re in frequency value . But 
if the cluster contains only few species and due to the 
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influence of the dominant species of that region, 
considerable mo rtality will result . Since the cluster 
contains only few species it affects the f requency values 
considerably. Considering this in St at i on II and V the 
cluster is with only few number of the specie s in both tidal 
parts, and in station V the competition is mo re because of 
more number of species . The intertidal part of station I has 
the mo re mortality because of shore nea r civilization 
whereas it is because of mangrooves in Station III. 
So in South Andaman the seaweed community 
structure is ma inly affected by frequencey (numerica l 
strength ) , followed by cover and density. Almost the 
intertidal and subtidal parts have same co mmunity structure 
in most of the stations except the intertidal parts affected 
by mangrooves and civilization . 
(b) Community Composition • 
The dive rsity which is termed as the ratio between 
the number of species and the total number of individuals is 
• 
considered for the communi ty composition study and results 
are presentd in the tables (20 and 21). The Simpson's 
dive rsity is used to analys e the sub co mmunities like seral 
and climax co mmunities (on the basis of ava ilability of 
species throughout all seasons) and agarophy te, alginophyte 
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and other algae group sub com munities (on the basis of 
economical i mportance). To know the individual species 
position in the total diversity level Shannon-\~eaver 
diversity method is used and the results are presented in 
the table ( 21). 
Simpson's diversity 
The both tidal parts of the all 5 stations 
communities of different seasons, sub divided into above 
said five sub com munities. The results of Simpson's 
diversity have been presented for all five sub communites 
and also for community as a whole ( total community), (Table 
20 ) Except few stations, the sub community of climax species 
(on the basis of availability of species) and the 
alginophytes (on the basis of economical i mportance) almost 
dominate in all stations. The intertidal parts of station IV 
and V support higher diversity values than other stations. 
In stations I, II & III, subtidal parts support high 
diversity values . The total community diversity supports 
higher values during the monsoon followed by postmonsoon and 
low in premonsoon, since the post monsoon and monsoon have 
more number of species than pre mo nsoon. For some seral 
species, the earlier growth starts du ri ng postmonsoon and 
monsoon . This reason can be attributed for getting mo re 
TABLE - 20 
S I MP SON'S D IVERS I TY FOR DIFfERENT COMMUNITIES 
IHTERTIDAL- I SUBTIDAL- I IHTEiTlDAL-2 SUBTIDAL-2 
SI. CO n UHITY 
Ho. COIPOSITIOH Pre- Post Pre Post Pre- POST Pre- Pos t -
Ion Ion Ion Ion Ion Ion . on .on . on . on Ion . on 
I Diversity in Total 0. 71 0.88 0. 85 0. 84 0.91 0.91 O. 86 0. 89 0. 88 0.81 O. 92 0.90 
2 Seral Co •• unity -- 0. 97 0.99 0. 98 O. 98 O. 98 0.98 O. 97 0. 90 -- O. 99 o. 97 
3 eli.ax Community 0.71 0. 93 0. 80 0.88 0.91 o. 97 0.88 0. 91 0. 98 o. 81 o. 93 O. 92 
4 Agarophytes -- 0. 99 o. 99 o. 99 0. 99 o. 99 0. 99 0. 99 0. 99 0. 99 O. 99 O. 99 
5 Alainophytes 0.98 O. 97 0.99 O. 99 0. 94 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.96 0. 97 
6 Other Algae 0. 79 0.73 0.86 0.89 0.95 o. 93 O. 89 0.95 0. 90 0.87 0.96 O. 93 
IHTERTI DAL·3 SUBTIDAL-3 IHTERTIDAL-4 SUBTIDAL-4 
SI. COU UHITY 
Ho. COIPOSITIOH Pre- Post Pre- Post - Pre- Post Pre- Pos t -
Ion . on Ion Ion Ion .on Ion . on Ion .on Ion Ion 
I Diversity in Total O. 83 o. 92 0. 87 0. 78 O. 99 0.91 0. 85 O. 93 0.90 0.88 o. 89 o. 92 
2 Seral co .. uni ty 0. 89 O. 97 0. 98 0. 99 0. 97 0. 97 o. 98 o. 95 0. 97 0.99 o. 96 0.94 
3 Climax co •• unity 0. 83 O. 95 0.90 o. 79 0.95 o. 94 0. 87 0.96 0. 93 O. 89 0.93 o. 98 
4 Agarophytes 0. 90 o. 99 -- 0.99 0.99 o. 99 0. 99 O. 99 0.99 0. 99 0.99 0.99 
5 Alginophytes 0. 98 0. 97 0. 98 0. 96 o. 93 O. 95 0. 99 0. 99 0. 99 0.94 0. 94 0.91 
6 Other algae 0. 85 0.94 0.90 o. 82 0.98 O. 95 0.88 0. 95 0. 92 0.93 0. 94 0. 95 
IHTEKTlDAL·5 SUBTIDAL-5 NOTE 
SI. COUUHITY 
Ho. COIPOSITION Pre- Post Pre- Post - I Here COllluni ty in Total includes 
Ion Ion .on Ion Ion Ion all populations in a Tidal part. 
I Dive rs i ty in tota l 0. 81 0.92 O. 93 0. 88 0. 91 o. 19 2 Sera l , el i.ax co.munities and 
2 Seral cOllluni ty 0. 97 0. 98 o. 98 0. 99 0. 99 0. 90 ARarophy tes. Aiginophytes and 
3 Cli.ax co •• unity 0. 89 0. 95 0.97 0. 89 o. 95 0.88 Other algae groups are cons idere 
4 Agarophytes 0.99 0. 99 0. 99 o. 99 0. 99 o. 99 8 S Sub e~a-unities respectively. 
5 Aiginophytes 0. 91 0. 96 0. 97 0.98 o. 99 0. 99 
6 Other !Iaae 0.90 0.97 0. 98 0.91 0.9 1 0.80 3 . --. Refers no vege tai on or 
negl tgible. 
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number of species, individuals and increased diversity 
index . Among the economical group alginophytes show higher 
diversity than the other algae and aga rophytes. In general, 
the reason may be, since the agarophytes have lower number 
of species than alginophytes and other algae, it has low 
value of diversity index than others. But in case of other 
algae, eventhough it has more number of species than 
alginophtes, where the number of individuals play majo r 
role, it means the other algae group has more number of 
species than alginophytes and also less number of 
individuals than alginophytes. But the dive rsity deals wi th 
the r atio between the numbe r of s pec i e s and the total numbe r 
of individuals, so automatically the alginophytes dominates 
than the other algae. And according to Si mpon's diversity 
, -;::-:':::5 the mons oon season gives remarkable support t o sub 
community of seral species climax com munity. The reason may 
be that due to stability of all seasons the climax co mmunity 
has fewer number of species and fewer number of individuals , 
so it has al mo st lower diversity index than seral co mmuni t y 
which has a limited season for growth wi th numerous 
individuals which automatically dominates. 
Shannon-Weaver diversity 
The diversi t y index values have been presented in 
the t able ( 21a, b and c ) . During the pr emonsoon season the 
... ... '" 
TABLE - 21. 
SPEC I ESW I SE SHANNON-WEAVER' 1) I V E R SIT Y 
STATION-I STATION-2 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre- Post 
Kon. Ion. Ion Ion. lon . Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. l on. Ion 
I (OA } Entero.orpha co,preSS4 D.361 0. 33 0. 361 
2 Ulrd SPA 0.08 0. 11 
3 Chaeto.orpha an/ennlHe O. 17 O. 08 0.251 
4 C/aoapIJora laTin8 
5 Cau/erpa SPA 0. 16 O. 11 0. 08 0.22 0. 17 O. 15 
6 jcelaDu/lJri8 calyculus 0.27 0.31 0. 27 0.35 
7 Codiul SPA O. II O. 14 0. 06 0.12 O. 09 0.12 0.14 0. 07 O. 13 O. 19 0.23 O. IS 
8 lie/ i.etia SPA 0. 35 0.23 0. 23 0. 36 O. 13 0. 18 O. 35 0. 27 O. 17 0. 36 0.26 0.31. 
9 I'a/oniopsis pachynel8 0. 24 O. 32 O. 10 0.23 
10 £ctocarpus silieu/asus 0.25 O. 18 
11 Pictyota dienolol8 O. 12 O. 10 0.17 0.07 0.07 0. 05 O. 14 
12 Iydroc/atnrus C/8(or8Iu 
13 ".ph/roll SPA 0.21 0.2 1 O. 19 0.10 O. 23 0.23 
14 Jan i4 rubens 0.25 0.26 
15 Cr8te/oulJ14 Spp. 0.20 0.12 O. 13 
16 /lypnea SPA 0. 10 0.09 O. 18 0. 07 , 
17 Ca/8.raur8 oo1onK4ta O. 16 0.09 
18 Cerllliul 8Y8!ona 0. 07 0.12 
19 laurencia papi/os8 
20 ( AL)PaoiI18 tetras/olatfea 
21 P. Ky.nospora 0. 24 0. 09 0.13 0.27 0. 22 O. 121 O. 22 0. 09 0. 13 0.31 0. 17 0.08· 
22 S8rK8ssu. ilicifoliul O. 12 0.11 0.09 0.18 0. 21 O. 14 ' O. 14 0.05 O. 18 0.17 0.23 0.06 
23 S. Ij'riosystel 
24 S. "up/fatuI 0.17 0.23 
25 S. tenneriu. 0.23 0. 22 0. 17 0.18 
26 S. ""nlii o. 12 0.11 0.14 0.11 O. 12 0.24 O. 12 0. 17 0.07 O. 13, 0.13 0.26 
27 Turoill8ria conoides O. II O. 23 0.10 0.15 O. IS O. 15 0. 14 0. 33 O. 15 0. 11 0.16 O. 18, 
28 T. ornata O. 16 O. 15 0. 11 0.20 O. 05 0.23 O. 17 O. 18 0.07 O. 10 0.22 O. 12 
29 I'. turoinata 0.19 0.20 
30 ( AG ) Celitliu, he/erop/alos O. 14 0.24 O. 14 0.04 0.24 O. 17 0.14 0. 24 O. 15 0.18, 
31 Celidlella 8cerOS8 0.06 0.07 O. 13 O. 10 
32 Crllcf/llr18 cortfCII(1l 0. 25 
33 C. crllsslI 
34 C. eduh·s 
35 C. fol ffera 
TOTAL I. 77: 2. 32 2. 26 2. 08 2. 50 2.42 2.15 2.43 2. 45 1 1. 95 2. 53 2.42. 
NUMBER OF SPECIES 9 1 4 1 5 1 0 1 4 I 4 1 I I 6 I 6 1 0 I 4 1 4 
TABLE - 21b 
SPECIESWISE 
. SHANNON-WEAVER' D I V E R SIT Y 
ST A T I ON-3 ST A T I ON-~ 
SI. 
No. SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post Pre- Post · Pre- Post Pre- Post 
Ion. Ion. Ion Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion. Ion 
1 ( OA)£nte~lorpn4 COl p r eSS4 0.36 0. 23 0.35 0.36 O. 22 0. 32 
2 U/P6 spp. 0. 09 0.14 0.08 O. 15 
3 ClJae!olorp!Ja 8ntennioa 0.15 0. 12 
4 C/adapnor., larin" O. 12 
5 C4u/erp.J SPA O. 21 0. 04 O. 07 
6 JcetabuJarJ6 C8lycu/us 0. 29 0. 24 
7 CotIiul spp. 0.13 0. 20 0.09 O. 19 O. II O.IO( 
8 Kabled" spp. 0.31 0.24 0. 13 0. 36 0.21 0. 28 0.24 O. 13 0. 27 0. 33 0. 25 0.17 
9 ,.,Ioniapsis jJ4Cnyne'B 0. 01 
10 i'ctocarpU5 sil iculosus 0.25 0.27 1 
11 Dictyota dicnot0l8 0.1 2 
12 lyo'roclafhrus clatbrata 0. 04 0. 101 O. II O. 12( 
13 J.p/JirtJ4 SPA O. 18 0. 05 0. 16 O. 17 O. 12 O. 19: 
14 Jani.r Tukns 0. 06 O. 13 0. 05 0.23 O. II O. 18 O. II 0.21 
15 Cn tefoulJJ4 SPA O. 15 0.05 O. 12 O. 10 
16 Iypnea SPA 0. 09 0. 13 0. 09 0. 10 
17 C4faraur8 0111001818 O. II O. 10 
18 Ceroiu. IY8 / 008 O. 17 O. 10 
19 i.Jurencia P8pi/OSB O. 16 0.04 0. 09 0.14 0.06 0. 05 0.20 0.03 0.08 
20 (AL)Par/iIJ8 tetrastol8 t ic8 0. 24 O. 15 0.08 O. 20 0. 22 0. 24 O. 30 0. 29 
21 P. Iy,nospora 0. 271 0. 04 0. 16 0.27 0. 29 O. 141 0. 19 0.21 0. 06 0. 26 0.31 O. 05 
22 S4rpssvl il1cifoliol O. 10 0. 07 0.08 O. 17 0.22 0.10 0.14 O. 10 0.03 0. 02 0. 27 0. 08 
23 S. , yriosysfe, 0. 13 0.08 O. 12 O. 15 O. 17 0.27 O. 15 0.07 0. 03 O. 16 0.08 0.1 2 
24 S. r/uplic8tUI 0. 27 0. 10 O. 16 0.26 
25 S. t enneriul 0. 15 
26 S. , irntif O. 12 O. 16 0. 25 O. 17 0. 12 O. 15 O. 10 O. II O. 16 O. 19 0. 14 O. 19' 
27 Tur bj/J8rJ4 conoides O. 09 O. 22 0. 07 O. 13 O. 18 0.20: 
28 r. oroata O. 12 0. 25 0.08 O. 15 0. 11 O. 14 
29 T. turbinal" 0.08 O. 15 0. 261 O. 18 O. 16 O. 16 O. 171 
30 (AC)Ce/itliul neterop/atos O. 16 0.21 0. 09 0. 08 0.06 
31 Celidiell" 8ceros8 O. 18 0.05 0.08 0. 07 
32 Cr6c.ii6rJ4 cort ie6!6 O. 13 0. 08 O. 15 O. 20 0.06 0. 17. 
33 C. er6SS6 O. 13 0. 12 O. II 0.20 0. 11 0.17 
34 C. Mulis 0. 07 0. 06 
35 C. folift!r6 0.06 0. 11 
TOTAL 2. 07 2.5 1 2. 47 I. 913 2. 53 2.551 2. 21 2. 491 2. 60 2. 28 2.45 2. 51 
NU MBER OF SPEC IES 1 1 1 7 1 8 1 0 1 7 1 5 1 2 1 8 20 1 1 1 8 1 8 
SI. 
No. 
TABLE - 21c 
SPECIESWISE 
: SHANNON-WEAVER : D I V E R SIT Y 
STATION-5 
SPECIES INTERTIDAL SUBTIDAL 
Pre- Post- Pre-






._._ ... - ..... _-_._---- ._--
.--
I (OA)Enferolorpo4 co.preSS4 
2 U/Y4 spp. 
3 C06etolorpn4 4otenolh4 
4 C/.,tf4pnor4 '.Irin" O. /10 O. 075 0.090 
5 C4v/erp.ll Spp. 0.123 
6 Ace/lbu/lrf., c4/fculus 
1 Cod/VI SPP. 
8 14 h.t.:tI" sPP. 0. 349 0.211 0.168 0. 339 0. 207 0. 337 
9 ',,/oniopsis jMChyne.B 0.200 O. 182 0.092 0.226 
10 l'c(oc4rpus si/fcu/osus 0.282 0.161 0.248 
11 j)iclyot4 glenolo.4 O. 161 O. 162 0. 216 O. 160 
12 lydrocl4thrvs c/"tnr4tu O. 114 0.092 0. 059 
13 Alpllira4 SPP. 0. 233 0.169 O. 199 
14 /4014 rubeos 0.083 0. 015 0.154 O. 192 
15 Cr4te/oubi4 SPP. 
16 lypne4 sPP. 0. 213 0. 055 0.081 O. 105 
11 C.,14I4ur4 0610nr8/8 
18 Cera.iu • .fYI/OoI 0.083 O. 101 0.343 
19 1.4urenci8 papi/os8 0. 201 0. 193 0.140 0.21 8 O. 300 0.343 
20 ( AL)Padil18 tetrasto'8tic8 
21 P. KJ"oospor8 0. 252 0. 213 0. 088 0. 194 0.081 O. 162 
22 S4rK8ssu. flfeifoliul O. 201 0. 127 0.215 0. 127 O. 137 O. 099 
23 S. .)'rlosysfe. 0.06l 0. 183 O. 109 0. 068 
24 S. tfup/fellvl O. 141 
25 S. (enneriu. 
26 S. 'IKhtii O. 148 0. 083 0.261 0. 144 O. 092 O. U4 
27 Turbio8rJ4 conoides O. 196 0.291 O. IH 0. 160 O. 068 0.093 
28 T. orn8ta 0. 111 0.091 0.101 0. 194 0.111 0. 043 
29 1: lur"111818 
30 (AG)Ce/idfu. nelerop/8tos 
31 eel/tlie/I" .Jceros", O. 123 O. 101 0. 092 0.090 
32 Cr.uil8rJ6 cortic4t4 0.148 0.107 0.092 0. 206 0.068 0.019 
33 C. cr4SS4 0. 119 0. 160 O. 154 0.081 
34 C. edulis 0.015 0. 096 
35 C. folJf~r4 0. 101 0. 059 
TOTAL 2.19l 2.713 2.839 2.332 2. 561 3.107 
NUIBER OF SPECIES I 1 I 8 2 1 1 2 1 8 2 1 
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mode rate range of diversity index of 1 .7 8 to 2.33 has been 
recorded for all stations . The monsoon and postmonsoon show 
nearly higher diversity of 2.33 to 2 .71 and 2 . 08 to 3 . 1 
respectively. I n general the maximum values of t he tot al 
diversity index fo r all 5 stations both tidal parts, 
eventhough they have difference in species , are almost 
simila r. The monsoon and postmonsoon support mo re number of 
species and individuals too. 
(c) Community Comparison (Tables 22-26) 
The r esults of relative similarities between all 5 
stations during the three seasons, which a r e consider ed for 
the study of community comparison, has been presented into 
different tables. The tables consider the following details 
respectively (1 ) comparison withi n the system (2) comparison 
between the systems ( 3) comparison between the intertidal 
parts (4) comparison between t he subtidal parts and (5) 
compar i son be t ween subtidal and intertidal parts . The data 
of common and unco mmo n species between the comparing system 
is analysed t o get index of s i mila rity and quotient 
similarity . 
Here the index of similaity considers the real 
value of common species and it is always higher in number 
than the unCOmmon species, and it positively increases when 
common species a r e highe r in number than unCOmmon species . 
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In general, the index of similarity have high value when the 
difference betwee n the common and uncommon species is 
higher. Here the val ues of similarity index of more than one 
is also considered as 1 (100%) . 
In the first level of comparison which consider s 
the co mpa rison between the stations exhibit almost 100% 
similarites except in station II , where the premonsoon has 
only 33% of similarities . So this result also supports the 
view of community structure of all s tations where the 
intertidal part and subtidal part of all stations show 
almost same species during all three seasons . 
The relative similarity of comparison between 
systems (s tations ) show the total va lue of 28% to 100% 
during premonsoon, 15% to 62% during monsoon and 12% to 61% 
during postmonsoon. It can be understood that the number of 
uncom mon species slowly increase from the pre monsoon t o 
postmonsoon and in postmonsoon it shows the lowest 
similarity index. In case of the comparison between the 
intertidal parts which exhibits a va lue of 55% - 100% during 
pre monsoon , 25% t o 100% during monsoon and 23%-100% during 
postmonsoon show almost 100% similarities in almost all 
seasons and the range inceases from premonsoon t o 
postmonsoon. The 100% simil arit y during all seasons has been 
r eco rded in a l mos t all in 2nd l eve l compa rison and few in 
TABLE -22 
COMMUNITY COMPARISON 
1 • COMPARISON IITIIIN TilE SYSTEMS 
PREMONSOON MONSOON POST MONSOON 
SYS· 
No. TEl Conon~ Un Relative C01l130~ Un - Rel ative COlIIIO ~ un-...l Relative 
Spcc- Couon Sillilarity Spcc- con on Simi lari tv Spec- co •• on Si.ilarity 
ies Spec- ies Spec- ies Spec-
ies Index Quotient ies Index Quo tient ies Index Quoti ent 
1 1 7 5 2.80 -3.50 9 1 0 1. 80 9. 00 1 0 9 2. 20 -1 0.00 
2 11 8 5 0.33 -2.61 1 0 I 0 2.00 0. 00 I 0 I 0 2.00 0. 00 
3 1lI 7 6 2.33 -1.00. I 0 1 4 l.43 2.50 1 1 1 1 2.00 0.00 
4 IV 8 7 2.90 -8.00 1 3 9 2. 89 -3. 25 1 4 1 0 2.40 -3. 5 
5 Y 1 0 1 0 6.61 -1. 43 1 5 6 5.00 -1. 61 20 2 20.00 -1. 10 
TABLE - 23 
COMM U N I TY COMPAR I SON 
2 • COPARISON BETWEEN THE SYSTEMS ( Stations) 
PREMONSOON MONSOON POST MONSOON 
SYS 
No TEl p> •• on Un Relative Co .. o~ Un- Re I a t i ve Cono! Un-J Relative 
Spec- Co .. on Si.i1arity Spec- co .. on Si.i Iari ty Spec- co •• on Si.ilarity 
ies Spec- ies Spec- ies Spec-
i es Index Quotient ies Index Quotient ies Index Quotient 
1 AB 7 1 2 1.11 1.40 8 26 O. 62 0.44 8 27 0. 59 0.4 2 
2 AC 6 1 5 0.80 0. 61 6 38 0. 32 0. 19 6 38 O. 32 0.19 
3 AD 5 2 2 0.46 0. 29 5 43 0. 23 O. 13 5 47 0.21 O. 12 
4 AE 6 I 8 0.61 0.50 7 36 0.39 O. 2~ 8 39 O. 41 0. 20 
5 BC 6 I 5 0.80 0. 61 6 4 0 0. 30 0. 18 7 35 0.40 O. 25 
6 BD 5 24 O. 42 0. 26 6 4 1 0. 29 O. 11 4 52 O. [5 0.08 
1 BE 6 20 O. 60 0. 43 8 34 0.41 0. 31 7 4 4 0. 32 0.19 
8 CD 5 2 3 0. 43 0.28 7 4 1 O. 3~ 0. 21 8 39 O. ~ I 0.36 
9 CE 7 1 5 O. 93 0. 88 9 34 0.53 O. 36 9 39 0.46 0.30 
10 DE 7 I 8 0. 18 0. 64 9 35 0.51 0.35 1 1 36 0.61 0.44 
11 ABC 6 24 0. 15 0. 33 6 58 0.31 O. 12 6 52 0.35 0.13 
12 ABO 5 28 O. 5~ 0. 22 5 63 0. 23 O. 09 4 73 O. 16 O. 06 
13 ABE 6 27 0. 67 0. 29 7 52 O. ~ o 0. 16 6 6 5 0. 28 0. 10 
14 ACD 4 38 0. 32 O. 12 4 73 O. 16 0.06 4 76 O. 16 0. 06 
15 ACE 6 2 6 0. 69 0. 30 6 62 0. 29 0.11 6 68 0. 21 O. 10 
16 ADE 4 4 1 0.29 O. 11 4 7 5 O. IS 0.06 4 85 O. I~ 0.07 
17 BCD 4 4 0 0.30 . O. II 4 75 0. 16 O. OS 4 77 0. 16 O. OS 
18 BCE 6 28 O.S~ 0.28 7 68 0.31 0. 12 7 36 0.33 0. 13 
19 BDE 4 4 3 0.28 O. 13 4 77 0. 16 0. 06 4 86 0.14 0. 05 
20 CDE 5 36 0.42 O. 16 7 63 0.33 0.01 6 77 0.23 O. 09 
21 ABCD 4 5 I 0. 31 0. 09 4 95 0.17 O.O~ 4 98 O. [S O.M 
22 ABCE 6 35 0. 69 0. 21 6 80 0. 30 O. 08 6 86 0. 28 0. 08 
23 ABDE 4 54 0.30 O. 08 4 99 O. 16 O. O~ 4 107 0. 15 O . O~ 
2~ ACDE 4 53 0. 30 0. 82 4 101 0. 16 O. O~ 4 110 0.15 O. O~ 
25 BCDE 4 54 0.30 O. 08 4 103 0. 16 O. O~ 4 111 O. 14 O.O~ 
26 ABeD 4 6 I 0.30 0. 07 4 123 0.16 0.03 4 132 O. 12 0. 03 
A • Syoteo-I . B • Systeo- l l C • Sys teo-1I1 D :. Systell-IV E '" Systn-V 
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3rd level comparison. Comparing to intertidal part the 
subtidal part shows better range in almos t all three seasons 
ie. 90 to 100% similarity during premonsoon, 44 to 100% 
during monsoon and 42 to 100% during postmonsoon . Here even 
in post mo nsoon the 4th level comparison shows 100% relative 
similarity index . But at last when we consider the 
comparison between the intertidal parts as a whole (Table 
24), it r epresents 60% simila rity at pre monsoon, 16% at 
monsoon and 3% at postmonsoon. It can be concluded that the 
different stations have their own t ype of species , and the 
common species has a number of 4 during all three seasons 
but the uncommon species increases from 66-123-132 during 
premonsoon, monsoon and postmonsoon respectively. 
4.4 SEAWEEDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
The relative ecological position of the species 
against environmental factors were analysed in two ways. (1 ) 
hierarchical cluster analysis and (2) Multiple regression. 
The results of cluster analysis have been represented t o 
know the hierarchical distribution in the form of numerical 
distance of seaweed species in different seasons and the 
re sults of multiple regression a re presented to show 
significant rel ationship in the form of positive or negative 
corre l ation between the forcing factors and the seaweeds . 
TABLE - 24 
COMMUN ITY COMPARISON 
3 • CO.PARISON BETIEEN INTERTIDAL PARTS 
PREMONSOON MONSOON POST MONSOON 
nter 
Co •• o~ Un- Un - I Relative No idal allan Un- Relative Re 10 t i ve COIIO 
arts pec- COlllon Si.i lad ty Spec- callan Siai larity Spee- COlson Siailarity 
ies Spec- ies Spec- ies Spec 
ies Index Quotient ies Index Quotient ies Index Quotient 
I AB 8 4 UO -2.00 10 10 2.00 0.00 II 9 2.H -5. 33 
2 AC 8 4 4. 00 -2.00 II 9 2. 44 -5.50 10 13 1.53 3.33 
3 AD 6 9 1.33 2.00 8 16 I. 00 I. 00 10 15 I. 33 2.00 
4 AE 7 6 2.33 -7.00 10 12 I. 67 5. 00 8 20 0. 80 0.67 
5 BC 8 6 2.67 -4.00 II 11 2. 00 0.00 12 10 UO -6.00 
6 BD 7 9 1.56 3. 50 10 14 I. 43 2. 50 9 18 0.50 I. 00 
7 BE 6 10 I. 20 1.50 II 12 1.83 II. 00 9 19 O. 95 0.90 
8 CD 7 9 1.56 3. 50 II 13 1.69 5.50 12 14 1.71 6.00 
9 CE 8 6 2.67 -4. 00 13 9 2. 89 3.25 11 17 1.29 1.33 
10 DE 9 5 3.60 -2.25 12 14 1.71 6.00 13 15 1.73 6.50 
II ABC 7 10 2. 10 2.33 9 20 I. 35 O. 82 8 25 O. 96 O. H 
12 ABD 5 17 0.88 0.42 5 33 0. 46 O. 18 7 30 0.70 0.30 
13 ABE 6 13 1.39 0.86 7 27 O. 78 0.35 6 34 0.53 0.21 
14 ACD 5 17 0. 88 O. 42 6 31 O. 58 O. 24 7 32 0.66 O. 28 
15 ACE 6 13 0. 92 0.86 8 33 0.73 O. 32 6 36 0.50 0. 20 
16 ADE 4 21 0. 57 0. 24 5 35 0. 43 0.17 5 39 O. 39 0. 15 
17 BCD 4 13 O. 92 0.44 5 36 0. 42 0. 16 5 39 0. 39 0.1 5 
18 BCE 6 15 0. 80 O. 67 9 24 I. 13 0.60 8 31 0.77 0. 35 
19 BDE 5 19 0. 79 O. 36 4 39 0.31 O. II 4 40 0.30 O. I I 
20 CDE 6 16 I. 13 O. 60 8 29 0.83 0. 38 7 38 0.55 O. 23 
21 ABCD 4 27 0. 59 O. 17 3 53 0.23 0.06 4 53 0.30 O. 08 
22 ABCE 6 18 1.33 0. 50 7 37 0.57 0.1 9 6 46 O. 52 0. 15 
23 ABDE 4 27 0. 59 O. 17 4 50 O. 32 0.09 4 56 O. 29 0.08 
24 ACDE 4 27 0.59 0. 17 4 51 0. 31 0.09 4 58 0.28 0.07 
25 BCDE 4 29 0.55 0. 16 4 53 0.30 0.08 4 59 0. 27 0.07 
26 ABCD 4 34 0.74 0.13 4 63 O. 25 0. 07 4 70 0.23 0.06 
A • IT of Syoteo-I B • IT of Syoteo- II C = IT of Syoteo-III D • IT of Syoteo-I V 
E • IT of Syoteo-' ( IT = Intertidal part ) 
TABLE - 25 
COMMUNITY C OMPARISON 
4 • COI PARISON BEn EEN SUBTIDAL PARTS 
PREMONSOON MONSOON POST MONSOON 
Sub- COill:lO~ Un- COIIIO~ Un-J Relative NO t idal Co .. o - Un Rela t ive Relative 
Part Spec- Call lion Si mi larity Spec- COlIIIDon Sill i Inri ty $pec- COllion Sili lari ty 
cies Spec- ies Spec- ies Spec-
ies Index Quo t ient ies Index Quotient ies Index Quotient 
1 AB 9 2 9. 00 -I. 29 II 6 3.61 -2.20 II 6 3. 61 -2. 20 
2 AC 1 5 2.80 - 3. 50 9 13 I. 39 2.25 8 13 I. 23 I. 60 
3 AD 6 9 1.33 2. 00 9 13 I. 39 2. 25 8 16 I. 00 I. 00 
4 AE 1 8 I. 15 1. 00 II 10 2. 20 -11. 00 II 13 I. 69 5.50 
5 BC 6 8 1.50 3. 00 II 9 2. H 5.50 8 13 1.23 I. 60 
6 BD 1 1 2.00 0. 00 1 11 0.82 0.10 1 18 0. 18 0.64 
1 BE 1 8 1.15 1. 00 9 14 1.29 I. 80 10 15 I. 33 2. 00 
8 CD 1 6 2.33 -1. 00 12 10 2. 40 -6. 00 12 9 2. 61 - 2. 40 
9 CE 8 5 3.20 -2. 61 13 9 2.84 -3.25 12 12 2.00 0.00 
10 DE 9 5 3. 60 -2.25 13 9 2.89 -3.25 14 II 2. 55 -4 . 61 
II ABC 6 11 1.64 1.20 1 24 0.88 0. 41 1 22 0. 96 0. 41 
12 ABO 6 13 I. 39 0.86 1 24 0. 88 0. 41 5 31 0. 48 0.19 
13 ABE 1 II 1. 91 I. 15 8 22 I. 09 0.51 9 29 0. 93 0. 32 
14 ACD 5 15 1. 00 0.50 6 30 0.60 0.25 6 29 0.62 0.32 
15 ACE 1 10 2. 10 2.33 8 24 I. 00 0.50 9 23 1.11 0.64 
16 ADE 5 18 o. 83 0.39 6 31 0. 58 0.40 1 32 O. 66 0.28 
11 BCD 6 12 I. 50 I. 00 6 30 0.60 o. 25 5 32 0.41 O. 19 
18 BCE 1 10 2.10 2. 33 8 25 0. 96 0.41 1 29 O. 12 0.32 
19 BDE 5 18 0.83 O. 39 5 34 0.44 O. 11 5 38 0.40 O. 15 
20 CDE 6 14 1. 30 O. 15 10 22 1. 36 O. 83 9 21 I. 00 0.50 
21 ABC D 5 20 I. 00 O. 33 5 42 0. 48 O. 14 5 41 0.40 O. 14 
22 ABCE 1 13 2.15 I. 11 6 39 0.62 O. 18 1 36 0.18 0.24 
23 ABDE 5 23 0.81 0. 28 5 43 O. 41 O. 13 5 41 0.43 0.12 
24 ACDE 5 22 0.91 O. 29 5 46 0. 44 0. 12 5 48 0. 42 0.12 
25 BCDE 5 22 0. 91 O. 29 5 46 0. 44 0. 12 5 48 0. 42 O. 12 
26 ABCD 5 21 0. 93 0. 23 5 55 0. 46 O. 10 5 51 0.44 O. 10 
A • ST of Sys tea- I B : ST of Sy. tea-1 1 C • ST of Sy.tea- III D : ST of Sy.tea-IV 
No. 
I 
E • ST of Syst. a- V ( ST • Subtidal part) 
TA BLE - 26 
COMMUNITY COMPARISON 
5 • COIPARISON BETI EEN INTERTIDAL AN D SUBTIDAL PARTS 
PR E MONSOON MONSOON POST MONSOON 
SYS 
TEl :OllllDon: Un Re lative COIIIIIIO~ Un- Relative Cono~ Un - J Re lative 
Spec- CODmon Simi la ri ty Spec- COllllon Si.i lari ty Spec- COli lion Si.iJarily 
cies Spec- ies Spec- ies Spec-
ies Index Quo ti ent ies Index Qu otien t ies Index Quoti ent 
I 4 66 0.6 1 0. 01 4 123 o. 162 0. 03 4 132 0.12 o. 03 
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4.4.1 Hie r archi cal cluster analysis 
The relative ecological positions of the species 
with respect to environmental· factors are estimated 
simultaneously using agglomerative hierarchical cluster 
analysis (Norusis, 1986 ), and the results are presented in 
the form of dendrogram for both the tidal parts separately 
and combined results during 3 seasons are tabulated. Here 
the species of all stations in South Andaman are grouped 
together for convenience . Because of the dissimilar units of 
the respective paramete rs, mean values for each species and 
parameters are tranfor med into zero (0) scores, such that 
each parameter showed a mean of '0' and a standard deviation 
of 1. Cluster are combined using average linkage between 
groups; squared distances formed the similarity measure for 
each variable . All parameters are weighed equally . The 
resulting dendrogram (Fig. 20-22) shows the relationship 
between species and species groups in the study area, with 
respect to mean values of the environmental parameters . 
During 
intertidal part 
the premonsoon season, 
shows two sub groups 
the result of 
of species, 
Enteromorpha compressa and Hali meda spp. form a group and 
rest are grouped seperately (FIg . 20a ). At the same time in 
the subtidal part the species have onl y one group with 
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FIGURE - 20. 
DEN D R 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL INK AGE (BETlEEN GROUPS) 
INTERTIDAL PART IN PREMONSOON SEASON 
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fIGURE - 20b 
DEN DR 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL INK AGE (BEnEEN GROUPS ) 
SUBTIDAL PART IN PREIONSOON SEASON 
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FIGURE - 20c 
DEN 0 R 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL INK AGE (BETJEEN GROUPS) 
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FIGURE - 21. 
D ~ N D R 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL I NK AGE (BETlEEN GKOUPS ) 
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F1GUIlE - 21b 
DEN 0 R 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL INK AGE ( BETlEEN GROUPS ) 
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FIGURE - 2Ic 
D EN D R 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL INK AG E ( BETlEEN GROUPS) 
BOTB TIDAL PARTS TOGETHER IN MON SOON SEASON 
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FleURE - 22. 
DEN 0 R 0 G RAM U SIN G A V ERA GEL INK AG E (BETIEEN GROUPS) 
INTERTIDAL PART IN POSTIONSOON SEASON 
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FlCUKE - 22b 
DEN 0 R 0 G RAM U S IN G A V ERA GEL I NK AGE ( BETJEEN CROUPS ) 
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FIGURE - 22c 
DEN D R 0 G RAM U S IN G A V ERA GEL I NK A GE ( BETlEEN GROUPS) 
BOTB TIDAL PARTS TOGETBEi IN POSTMONSDON SEASON 
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20b). However the dendrogram of both tidal parts together in 
postmonsoon express all species in one group with the 
Halimeda spp., Enteromorpha compressa and Pad ina gymnospora 
in domination (Fig. 20c ) . 
During monsoon season , in contrast to premonsoon, 
the intertidal part has only one group with usual 
Enteromor pha compressa in the top (Fig. 21a). On the other 
hand , in the subtidal par t there are four distinct groups in 
which Turbinaria conoides alone dominates among all the 
groups (Fig. 21b ) . Here , in the combined tidal parts 
dendrogram reveals that, there are three main groups with 
more than three species at the sa me time the species 
Enteromorpha compressa controls the overall domination as a 
single species in one group . (Fig.21c ) 
Finally in postmonsoon season, the intertidal part 
has four subgroups, where two are main subgroups having 




of these groups, one is dominated by the 
Enteromorpha compressa , another gr oup is by 
conoides and Padina tetrastomatica is followed 
Tu rbinaria 
after the 
above two groups . (Fig . 22a) . But in the subtidal part , 
though there are four distinc t g r oups , the group which has 
the s pecies of Sa rgassum duplicatum, Padina tetrastomatica, 
Padina gy mnospora , Sa rg assu m ilicifolium and Halimeda spp. 
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have the overall domination against all other three groups. 





(Fig . 22c) 
combined tidal parts show two distinct group 
where the species of Acetabularia calyculus, 
compressa, Turbinaria conoides and Halimeda 
in one group and the rest form another group. 
In general, the species Enteromorpha compressa 
dominates in intertidal part in all three seas ons and the 
Halimeda spp . dominates in both tidal parts in all three 
seasons. But in subtidal part the species of alginophytes 
always have their prominant domin ation in certain level in 
all three seasons, mo re over it increases gradually fro m 
premon soon to post mo nsoon . On the basis of economical 
of view it is clear tha t during monsoon and postmonsoon 




do minate. Even though the species Enteromorpha compressa and 
Halimeda spp . which come from other algae group have the 
domination in all three seasons, the alginophytes cover 
major area with mo re number of species and support the idea 
that South Andaman is totally sui t able for alginophytes 
culture. 
4.4.2 Multipl e regression analysis(AnnexureD ) 
The result s of mul tiple regression are presented 
to show significant rel at i onship in the form of positive or 
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negative correlation between the forcing factors and the 
seaweeds . Here the forcing factors (Environmental 
parameters) are considered as ind"ependent variables and the 
seaweeds which are affected (positively and negatively) by 
environmental factors are considered dependant va r iables. 
The multiple regression results contain F test and T test as 
main features. (Tables Ia - Va and Ib - Vb) The significant 
results are also presented in the table (27) . Here, all 40 
observations (fo rtnightly 20 months ) have been included 
which contain groupwise biomass (agarophytes, alginophytes 
and other algae) and the environmental factors like tide, 
rain, relative humidity, wave, depth and light as common 
forcing factors and atmospheric te mperature, water 
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, phosphate, nitrate, 
nitrite and silicate as specific forcing factors. 
In station I, the significant result of F . test 
supports other algae with 99 . 79% at Intertidal part, 
alginophyte with 95.97% at subtidal part, and totally for 
all species with 98.01% . In station II ( the intertidal part) 
F . test does not support any group, at the same ti me at 
subtidal it supports with 98.04% which is significant for 
all groups ( total). In station III for the subtidal and 
intertidal parts , F.test result is highly 
all g roups. In station IV intertidal 
significant for 
part is highly 
TABLE - 27 
INTERRELTIONSIlIP IJETWEEN 
SYSTEM AN D fORC I NG (ENVIRONlENTAL) fACTORS 
f - TEST T - TEST (Level of significance) 96 
SYS- DEPENDENT 




Ti R RH , D L TJ T2 S DO · PO NO NO . Si 
Inter Other Algae 9 9 · 79 
idol Aigi nophytes a 7 • 4 5 ~59 
Agarophytes 50·53 
1 In Totol-1-87. 04 
Sob Other Algae 3 7 • 5 2 
Tida l Alg inophyte5 9 5 • 9 7 ~59 
Agarophytes 5 4 · 27 
In Totol- f- 98.01 59 59 
Inter Other algae 79·37 
Tida Aig inophyte5 a 6 • 1 7 
ARarOphytes 6 0 • 2 0 
2 In Total-1-79. 76 59 
Sub Other algae a 7 • 7 5 59 
Tidal Aiginophy tes 92·14 59 
Agarophytes 5 a . 3 a 59 
In Totol- - 98.04 59 
Inter Other alRae 9 9 · 90 59 
Tidal A1ginophyte5 9 9 ·97 59 59 
Agarophy tes 9 9 • 2 5 ~59 N59 
3 In Total- -99.98 59 59 P59 
Sub Other algae 9 5 • 3 5 P59 
Tidal Aig inopby tes 9 a . 9 1 ~59 ' 
Agarophytes 9 9 • 9 9 '59 W59 P59 
In Total- - 98.42 
Inter Other algae 9 4 ·00 59 
Tidal Alginophytes 9 7 • 0 0 '59 
Agarophytes 9 a . 7 6 '59 
4 In Totol- -98.07 - '59 
Sub Other algae 9 9 • 9 3 59 59 
Tidal Alainophy tes 79·56 
Agarophy tes 70·63 
In Total- - 78.19 
Inter Other algae 9 9 • 9 9 '.9 ~59 59 Ps9 
Tidal Alginophytes 9 9 • 9 9 '59 ~59 P59 P59 
Agarophytes 99·90 ~s9 59! 
5 '--In Total- -99.99 - '59 59 59 
Sub Other algae 9 9 ·90 N59 P59 
Tidal AIRinophytes 9 9 • 9 7 's9{ 59 
Agarophytes 9 9 • 7 9 59. '.9 
In Total '--99.95 '59 '59 
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significant supported by the environmental factors for all 
groups except other algae whereas the subtidal part is 
highly singnificant only for other algae group. Station V 
shows that the environmental factor is highly significant 
for all groups like that of station III . 
In general according to F.test the alginophytes 
and other algae have been supported by highly significant 
environment in six tidal parts but at the same time the 
agarophyte has got 5 tidal parts . So it can be concluded 
that the environmental factor is highly significant for all 







From T - test the significance of independent 
(specific and common forcing factors) has been 
individually in detail and the results are 
in table 27. The content of the result is as 
In 
by 
station I, the intertidal part is 
rain only. The intertidal part of 
negatively 
station I 
area) is situated near the civilized area. Due to 
rain, chances of seawage deposition near the shore is more 
and may reduce the seaweed growth considerably . In the 
subtidal part most of the rocks are exposed out of the sea 
from the subtidal part and may affect the bottom seaweeds by 
breaking the waves at the top which may influence erosion at 
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the bottom. The Nitrate also has the positive significant 
value . The intertidal part of the station II which is 
situated near the Burmanala region is positively affected by 
the Phosphate and the subtidal part has the salinity in 
positive significance. 
In station III (Cheriadapu ) , the intertidal part 
has been negatively affected by rain, at mospheric 
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and silicate. Here 
the intertidal part is full of mangroves, due to over rain 
the nutrients accumulate only near the bottom of the 
mangroves, which may reduce the intertidal salinity 
considerably and silt deposition also will increase. Due to 
over temperature the mangroves undergo photorespiration 
cause (characteristic of C3 plants) which ultimately release 
more Carbon dioxide and may cause the dissolved oxygen 
defficiency for the seaweeds. In subtidal part the light and 
nitrate has positive significant correlation and the 
silicate which affects the intertidal part also extents 
negative correlation upto subtidal part. The mangroves of 
the intertidal part extends its branches towards 
considerable subtidal area and affects the light penetration 
to subtidal region. 
Station IV (Pongibalul has long intertidal part, 
due to long period of exposure to the tide shows positive 
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significance at the same time so many creeks and excessive 
rain gives negative significant correlation. In the subtidal 
part like station I the exposed rock from the subtidal part 
affects the seaweeds by breaking the waves, and the reason 
for influence on salinity may be due to creek and over rain. 
Station V (Wandoor) has long intertidal part, due 
to long exposure period the tide has the positive 
correlation and since it is near open sea area heavy waves 
show negative significant values. Due to over exposure the 
tempe rature affects negatively and the scarcity of dissolved 
oxygen also affects positively. The creeks near the shore 
may be affected by reduced salinity and deposition of mo re 
silt (Si) . At the same time in subtidal part because of 
over silt the turbidity may disturb the light penetration. 
Apart from this the salinity and nitrate also affects 
considerably . 
To conclude this, in general the common forcing 
factors like tide, rain, light, wave and specific forcing 
facto rs like at mospheric temperature , salinity, dissolved 
oxyge n, phophate, nitrate and silicate play major role by 
affec ting positively (or negatively ) the seaweed growth 
conside r ably has been proved by the T-test . 
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5,DISCUSSION 
In the present study, the survey on seaweed 
resources were carried out in ' 9 islands of Andaman and 
Nicobar group of islands. In which, the Andaman group 
comprises South Andaman, Mayabunder (Middle Anda man), 
Diglipur (No rth Andaman), Neil and Havelock islands. The 
Nicobar group includes the following islands namely Ca r 
Nicobar, Terassa, Chowra and Bumpoka . So far, except 
Terassa, Chowra and Bumpoka islands, the rest of the 
island's seaweed resources have been studied qualitatively 
by Ma rtens (1965), Hills (1959), Srinivasan (1965, 1969, 
1973), Taylor (1966) . But for the first time, the potential 
resources of seaweeds of above said islands are analysed 
quantitatively. Furthermore, in South Andaman the seaweed 
ecosystem is approached with a newly developed model (Fig . 
23). The population and community level of interaction, and 
also the influence of envi ron mental factors on seaweed 
ecosystem are analysed thoroughly. 
5.1 SURVEY 
From the ove rall survey results, it is observed that 
the alginophytes have the maximum standing crop biomass and 
it is predominantly highe r in Andaman g r oup (Table 11) . It 
means the a l ginophytes standing crop biomass covers mo re 
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than half of the total standing crop biomass of all 
seaweeds. The alginophytes covering 44590.22 ~ 15757.20t and 
the total standing crop biomass of all seaweeds was 85124.57 
+ 33401.06t in the survey area of 2227.02 hectare. On the 
other hand, the agarophytes are estimated only with 7055.32 
+ 3563 . 37 t, comparatively 6 time s lesser than the 
alginophytes quantity. 
In all the islands, the alginophytes estimated 
were in good quantities, but the Andaman group has the 
max i mum biomass than Nicoba r group. Havelock island has the 
highest alginophytes biomass than the rest of the islands 
(15347.37 + 4021.99 t). From the total alginophytes biomass 
(44590 . 22 + 15757 . 20 t) almost one third comes from 
Havelock, in which the genus Turbinaria represent the 
maximum biomass followed by Sargassum. Apart from Havelock, 
South Andaman also has the second maximum bioma ss of 
alginophytes (10458.97 + 4191 . 90t ) . Though all the islands 
have comparatively good alginophytes vegetation, the 
Havelock and the South Andaman cover mo re than half of its 
total alginophytes biomass (25806.34 t out of 44590.22t ) . 
Jagtap (1983), in his littoral flora studies, observed good 
growth of alginophytes in Andaman islands, similar observat-
ion was also made by Gopinathan and Panigrahy (1983) . 
Considering aga rophytes, though it has only 
7055.32 + 3563 . 37 t for the whole a rea of all surveyed 
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islands, the South Andaman (2266.39 + 778.67 t) and Car 
Nicobar (1635 . 01 + 897 . 37 t) are the maximum contributers. 
From the table 11, it is clear that except Mayabunde r and 
Diglipur (Middle and North Andaman) r est of the islands have 
the aga rophytes biomass in considerable quantities. 
In a total area of Andaman g roup (1567 . 16 ha . ), the 
alginophytes biomass iS38112. 86 and the agarophytes has 
4069.97 t. On the other hand in Nicobar group, the 
alginophytes and agarophytes biomass are 6207.36 and 
2985 . 35 t for the area of 659.86 hectare. That means, 24 . 32 
t of alginophytes and 2.6 t of agarophytes are obtained per 
hectare from Andaman group, at the same time 9 . 407 and 4.527 
t of alginophytes and aga rophyt es biomass per hectare are 
available from Nicobar group . From this view, the Andaman 
group supports for alginophytes vegetation and the Nicobar 
group supports for agarophytes. 
Among other algae group the coral related genus 
Hali meda spp. has the highest biomass in the intertidal area 
in all the islands. Neverthless the genus Enteromorpha also 
one of the good competitor against Halimeda spp . in the 
intertidal area. 
In general, from this discussion it is true that the 
Andaman and Nicoba r islands are good in alginophytes 
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vegetation . Apart from these study area, even in main land , 
India, most of the survey reports have been published with 
alginophytes dominant vegetat ion. The seaweed resource study 
of Subbaramaiah et al. (1979) for the area of Athenkarai to 
-- --
Rameswaram in the Palk Bay; Sreenivasa Rao et al. (1964) and 
Chauhan and Mairh (1978) for Gujarat coast; Gulf of Kutch by 
Chauhan and Krishna murthy (1968); the survey report of 
Bhanderi and Raval (1975) for Okha-Dwaraka coastal line; 
Maha rastra coast by Chauhan (1978); Andrapradesh coastal 
line by Umamaheswara Rao (1978) and Idinthakarai to Pamban 
(TamilNadu ) by Krishna murthy et~ . (1967) are the reports 
wi th good alginophytes vegetation in Indian coastal line. 
In Mayabundar and Diglipur the overall seaweed 
vegetation is below the normal, a t the same time the 
alginophytes exhibit comparatively better vegetation . Since 
these two a re as have many culture cites, the possibility of 
further culture studies certainly lead to improve the 
seaweed vegetation, similar observation is also available 
from the report of Gopinathan and Panigraphy (1983) . 
In Neil Island, Gopinathan and Panigrahy (1 983) 
reported that alginophytes we re growing less in quantity, 
but during this study they are observed with a good quan tit y 
of (7298 . 91 + 2364 . 99~) and also has comparatively bee n 
better th an of Mayabunda r and Diglipur re g i ons . In Ca r 
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Nicobar also the same author observed poor seaweed 
vegetation, but in this study area 34 species are identified 
in which agarophytes and alginophytes are seven species 
each . Here, eventhough the standard deviation shows high 
fluctuation in biomass, it has been noticed that the most of 
the alginophytes and also agarophytes have good vegetation. 
In general, totally all 9 islands give a good support 
for the alginophytes. The Andaman islands represent higher 
quantity of alginophytes than Nicobar group of islands, on 
the other hand the Nicobar group of islands show better 
vegetation for agarophytes. 
The marine algal resource report of Lakshadweep islands 
(Subbaramaiah et al., 1979b) represents the agarophytes with 
better quantities than alginophytes. Since both the Nicobar 
and Lakshadweep group of islands are coral oriented, it may 
be possible to conclude that the coral oriented islands may 
support for agarophytes vegetation, than alginophytes . 
According to Chapman (1975), the Andaman islands may be 
a ttributed to volcanic soils. During this study alginophytes 
are predominant in all surveyed And ama n Islands, especially 
in Mayabunder (Middle Andaman) and Diglipur (No rth Andaman) 
though the aga rophytes are less in vegetation, the 
alginophytes are obse rved with better biomass. Thus, it may 
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be possible to conclude that the volc~nic soils of Andaman 
is good for alginophytes. 
In Andaman group the subtidal part has better 
vegetation than intertidal part, it may be due to mangrove 
vegetation. Jagtap (1983) reported that the mangrove 
vegetation was more dense towards Middle Andaman compared to 
the Little Andaman and South Andaman. Particularly about 
1150km of Andaman and Nicobar group of islands are covered 
by mangroves (Blasco, 1977). On the other hand in Car 
Nicobar the intertidal part supports better vegetation than 
the subtidal part. Here, the intertidal area are mostly free 
of mangroves and also the shore has dead coral rocks in most 
of the a rea. The uneven depth and local currents supress the 
seaweeds in the subtidal part. Also the seasonal tidal 
behaviour and other changes in the physical condition of the 
marine environment brought about by monsoon that are 
responsible for the fluctuation in the growth and abundance 
of the intertidal algae .(Umamaheswara Rao and Sreeramulu, 
1964; Umamaheswara Rao, 1972; Ganesan et al., 1991). 
Apart from this, absence of suitable substratum 
which appears to be one of the important factor influencing 
the distribution and abundance of seaweeds (Burns and 
Mathieson, 1972). Also the influencing factors include 
te mperature, salinity, light, nutrients availability, 
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biological competition, grazing, pressure, wave exposure and 
substrata (D ring, 1982). In Andaman islands the coral 
related genus like Halimeda and Padina have better 
vegetation during all seasons, especially mang rove covered 
intertidal area. Similar observation was also made by King 
(1990) in Papua New Guinea. 
Finally, during this study, the information of 
seaweed potential is estimated only for 9 islands and also 
discussed that the alginophytes have promisable biomass. 
However, intensive survey for a long pe riod in other islands 
of Andaman and Nicobar group would give much light on the 
resources occurring in the natural habitat and on the r aw 
mate rial available for expanding the seaweed industry in our 
country. 
5.2 THE MODEL 
Since computer modelling has the pr~found effect 
on scientific research, many phenomenon are now investigated 
by complex computer models (Jerome Sacks et ~., 1989). An 
attempt was made to form a rational model for the seaweed 
ecosystem of South Andaman . It has three main 
viz., first to consider the populat i on 
objectives, 





socio logical relationship at commun ity level and finally the 
effec t of environment on seaweed ecosystem. Regarding this 
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a compartment model has been developed (non-mathe ma tical ) 
for the above said study, the necessary quantitative 
analysis were carried out by related ma the ma tical for mula. 
The model has five syste ms (stations) , in each 
system it has two parts na mely intertidal and subtidal. In 
each part the system variables (seaweeds ) are observed in 
different seasons. Since the study is aimed for economical 
i mportance, the seaweed species are grouped into 
agarophytes, alginophy tes and othe r algae . To know the 
availability of the species in differen t seasons, again they 
are further divided into two groups like seral and climax 
co mmunities. 
The compartment model, which has been developed 
for these studies exhibits the function in detail (Fig.23) . 
It contains five systems with two parts namely subtidal and 
intertidal, the system variables have g iven in the form of 
other alga e g roup (OA), alginophytes group (AL ) and 
agarophytes (AG) , the arrows show the possible interac tions 
within the group and between the part. The input area which 
contains the forcing factors are two types, one is specific 
forcing fact ors for each individua l sys te m and second one is 
Common forcing factors for all sys te ms. In figure 24, one 
sys te m has been represented with its forcing factors. The 
sys t em variable s tudy has been explained in fi gure 25 . It 
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starts with sa mp ling method, population details , grouping, 
diversity approach for a part (subtidal or intertidal ) and 
co mmunity rel ationship between the t wo parts of system in 
the form of similarity study. 
The overall study approach with these ma in 
objectives has been represented in figure 26. Here, the 
first level of study starts from population level to know 
the details of frequency, density , abundance , coverage, 
dominance and patterns of distribution . The second level 
starts with com munity composition in the form of diversity 
for different seasons community comparison study with 
similarity analysis. It is used to understand the species 
that grow at a particular place to form 
different seasons and their diversity 
pattern . . 
a community in 
and similarity 
Several environmental factors that influence the 
distribution and abundance of the algal communities are 
examined in third level in the na me of co mm on forcing factor 
for all systems and specific forcin g factor for each part of 
the system . In community composition study, the diversity 
pattern has been analysed in three ways . First it has been 
analysed a community as a whole, secondly the community has 
been subdivided into t wo g r oups on the basis of s peci es 
availability like climax and se r al sub communities . 
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The figure 27 expresses the 5 possible 
compositions (i) comparison within the system, (ii) 
comparison between the systems ( iii) comparison between 
intertidal parts , (iv) comparison between subtidal parts and 
(v) comparison between intertidal and subtidal parts. 
Finally , figure 28 explains the possible comparison in 
different levels when the five parts are taken separately 
for the study . 
5.2.1 POPULATION LEVEL 
In South Andaman, totally 55 species were recorded 
during the period of investigation. For the sake of 
developing a suitable model, some of the less economically 
significant species were pooled and represented by 35 in 
number . Among these 8 species are included in climax sub 
community on the basis of availability in all the seasons 
and the rest are included in seral community . 
The monsoon and postmonsoon show high frequency 
distribution. Since the premonsoon period has the initial 
growing stage for most of the seaweeds , it should have got 
more % frequency, but the cluster form of distribution may 
be the reason for the low frquency during premonsoon . 
The subtidal part shows mo re abundance than 
intertidal part . notably the station I has the lowest total 
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abundance. Density (numerical s trength) has the maximum 
values during premo ns oon and gr adually reduces up t o 
pos t monsoon. On the otherhand the density (wet weight ) is 
high during postmonsoon and ~radually increases f r om 
premonsoon to postmonsoon. This inverse relationship may be 
concluded like, during earlier growth, the numerical density 
is higher for all species since they have numerous s mall 
number of individuals and when the species grow, the 
co mpetition for necessory require men ts leads to survive only 
the fittest species . At the same time g rowth which expresses 
the incre ment of we i ght and length of the organism 
automatically shows increased density (wet weight). When 
considering %cover , the lowest %cover is exhibi ted in the 
premonsoon season and the post mo ns oon period shows the % 
cover nearly equal to that of the monsoon because of their 
ma tured stages in the growth of mos t of the species during 
this season. The dominance is always cont r olled by more than 
one species in all the seasons . The spec ies of Sargassum, 
Turbinaria, and Halimeda define the dominant index in all 
the seasons for both tidal parts. The dominant index is low 
during premonsoon period and gr adually increases upto 
postmonsoon period . Since the premonsoon allows earlier 
gr owth for most of t he species, the dominant flow is shared 
by ma ny number of species and when they attain ma turity the 
nu mber of dominant species are reduced . Finally the pattern 
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of distribution of seaweed species in South Andaman is 
cluste r (aggregated) in form and only during monsoon it 
slightly nears the random distributions. In general the 
alginophytes namely Sargassum~, Turbinaria ~, and 
Padina ~, the other algae species like Halimeda ~ and 
Enteromorpha compressa have the strongest population control 
among all species. On the basis of availability throughout 
the season Sargassum spp. and Padina spp. ( alginophytes ) 
have the relative importance with Halimeda spp· (other al gae ) 
5.2.2 COMMUNITY LEVEL 
Individual organisms and the population formed by 
them live as an assemblage of species population in any 
given area forming a community. A community have certain 
features in common, they are (i) sera I species occur in the 
same area (ii) it is possible to recognise a community t ype 
since the same group of species with more or less constant 
composition occur in space and ti me and ( iii) communities 
tend to establish a dynamic stability (Michael, 1984 ) . The 
results of important value index and phytosociograph express 
the social status of community structure that (i) in South 
Andaman the seaweed community structure is mainly affected 
by frequency (numerical strength) followed by cover and 
dens ity. ( ii ) Al mo st the intertidal and subtidal parts have 
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the sa me community structure except intertidal part of 
college area and Cheriadapu (bec ause of civilization and 
mang r oves respectively) . Considering the community change by 
the sub co mmunity of seral and cli max, out of 35 species, 8 
numbers come under climax group and a lso has the strongest 
control allove r the seasons . The rest of the species 
classified in the seral sub community, in which some of the 
species also control the dominant flow during certain stages 
of differen t seasons. In economically i mportant seaweed 
subgroup, the algi nophytes and the other algae group compete 
in al l the seasons at the same time subcommunities like 
climax and alginophytes almost dominates in all stations. 
The diversity index values for the co mmunity as a whole and 
also fo r the sub commun ities have been moderate during 
pre monsoon and nearly high during monsoon and postmonsoon. 
It may be confirmed that the monsoon and postmonsoon 
support mo re number of species and individuals too. The 
comparison between the systems expresses that the intertidal 
and subtidal parts of each system almost have same t ype of 
species during premonsoon. The ratio positively increases 
upto postmonsoon , but differen t stations has its own species 
specifically . The percentage of similarity is very high 
during the premonsoon season, gradually reduces and has very 
low values during postmonsoon. It is due to the increased 
level of uncommon species . 
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5.3 SEAWEEDS AND ENVIRONMENT 
The results of seaweed ecosystem of South Andaman 
have been analysed at population and communi ty level so far. 
It is expressed that the co mmunity as well as the individual 
population have seasonal changes and also differences in 
intertidal and subtidal levels. The seasonal developmen t of 
organism may be controlled (i) directly by primary 
ecological factors such as favourable conditions of light 
intensity, temperature, and nutrients ( 2) by environmental 
signals photoperiod and narrow temperature interval or (3) 
by endogenous cicannual clock which becomes synchronizer 
(Zeitgeber), usually the annual course of photoperiod and in 
algae (1) and (2) have been confirmed and reported by 
Luning and Tom Dieck , (1989 ) . Gruendling (1971 )predicted 
gross primary production of epipelic algae in Marin lake, 
British Colombia, as a function of various ecological 
factors and concluded that light and te mpe rature were most 
critical factors for the standing crop of dismids , diatoms 
and bluegreen algae, on similar line Hatcher et al. (1977) 
observed irradiance and temperature too contribute 
significantly to variance in net photosynthesis of Laurencia 
longicTuris. 
The mos t recent contribution to this line of study 
is by Mathieson and Penniman (1986). With respect to 
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photography of ma rine flora form from the isles of shoals 
USA, all the above said evidences support the view that 
environmental f ac tors cause the change in the population and 
community structure of seaweed ecosystem. 
Considering the South Andaman the results of 
multiple regression analysis state that there are strong 
control of environmental factors on seaweed ecosystem (Table 
27). The possible factors analysed here are tide, rain 
relative humidity , wave , depth , and light as a common 
forcing factors and atmospheric temperature , salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, phosphate, nitrate, nitrite and silicate 
as specific forcing factors for each system. The substratum 
and local environment have been analysed qualitatively. 
Among com mon forcing factors the tide, rain, wave and light 
influence the seaweed ecosystem. The tide is positively 
significant for all three groups (aga rophytes, alginophytes , 
and other algae) in the area of intertidal part. The 
internal zonation is considered to be primarily under the 
influence of tidal levels and secondarily by other physic al 
factors (Ma thieson et al., 1977 ) . Intertidal organism live 
in a tidal environment and there has been a search for an 
explana tion in the rhythm of submergence and e me rgence. 
Doty (1946) supports of this observation . 
lOt' 
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The rain affects the intertidal parts with 
negative significance wh ich means r educed rainfall may 
supports the seaweed growth . In South Anda man both the South 
West and No rth East monsoons influence a l eng thy nine month 
period of rain fall . The continuous flow of rain water into 
the sea may affects the seaweed vegetation. 
The wave also has negative significance in the 
intertidal seaweed community and also in the exposed plants 
in a number of ways. (1 ) by increasing drag on plants 
resulting plant re moval, (2) by creating sediment which 
erodes or abrades plants (3) by impact , caving and shering. 
Lewis (1964 ) has considered the importance of wave 
action in zonation of rocky shores. Southward and Orton, 
(19 54) and Kingspuri (19 62) have compared algal population 
of exposed and protected sides . The above repo r ts have shown 
that an increase in species diversity in the area of 
moderate to high wave action. 
The light has showed positive significance for the 
aga rophytes in the subtidal parts. The reason is that 
aga rophytes are receiving insufficient light in the subtidal 
parts, othe r wise it would have shown significant 
distribution. Mathieson and No r all (1975); King and Schramm 
(1976a , 1976b) ; Ar nold and Murray ( 1980); Dring (1981 ) are 
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reported that the agarophytes in the subtidal part are much 
influenced by ligh t . 
Among specific forcing factors the atmospheric 
te mperature , ambie nt te mperature sa linity , dissolved 
oxygen, phosphate , nitrate , nitrite and silicate play maj or 
r ole on the seaweed growth of this island . 
The both atmospheric and ambient tempreature 
affect the intertidal part considerably with negative 
significant. Ambi ent air te mperature, and relative humidity 
are the key factors contributing significantly in the mean 
monthly bioma ss (Murthy et al . , 1989) . An inverse 
relationship between mean monthly biomass and ambient air 
tempe r ature was shown by Gaur et al. (1982) for Ulva lactuc a 
Lin. from Veraval coas t of India. Murthy et al . (1978 ) 
reported the sa me for the intertid al a l gae at Port Okha on 
the Western coast of India. 
The salinity plays positive role in subtidal are a 
of certain stations (S t ation II , IV and V) and also in the 
intertidal of stations III and V. The salinity affects the 
aga r ophy t es, algi nophyt es and othe r algae considerably. 
Acco rding to Munda (1978) the sa lini t y can be an import an t 
facto r in many cases of local distribution of marine algae . 
Kend ri c e t al . (1990) in their r ecent publication de sc ribed 
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that the benthic algal species richness is lower in areas of 
high salinity . But in South Andaman the maximum salinity 
noted was nearly 35ppt . only in the area of station IV and 
V, where the results show with negative significance. On the 
other hand in station III , the salinity has very low value 
(24ppt) during monsoon and maximum value of 32 ppt., which 
also supported by Marichamy (1983 ), effects positively. The 
other related reports include Munns et al . (1983), Bolton 
(1979), Russel and Bolton (1975). 
The dissolved oxygen effects positively in the 
intertidal part of station III and V. In station III, the 
mangroves are main factors which respire with pneumatophores 
and in station V the vas t exposed intertidal part and 
competition of more number of species may be the reasons. 
Furthermore the dead mangroves may play the major role 
because Tokuyama and Arakaki (1988) reported that dissolved 
oxygen values may reach even zero in the dead mangroves 
area . 
Studies assessing the relationship between 
nutrients and algal growth have focussed almost entirely on 
the phytoplankton (Tilman, 1982 ) . This fact is unfortunate, 
in that benthic algae do play a significant role in the 
tropic water (Ca ttaneo and Kalff, 1980 ; Wetzel, 1983; 
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Strayer and Likens, 1986 ) . Here the nutrients like nitrate 
and silicate influence the seaweed growth. Phosphate shows 
highe r values in all seasons; Reddy c t al. (1968 ) also 
observed phosphate with high quantities in Andaman I slands . 
Due to over sil t ation in the both tidal area of station I 
and II show posit i ve significance . Considerable influence of 
nut r ien ts in algal seasonality have been described by HO 
(1979 ) , Luning and Tom Dieck (1989 ) . Chapman and Craigie 
(1977 ) confirmed that nut ri en t concentration as a modifying 
facto r for seaweeds. The other important relevent 
information were published by Eva Pip (1987 ) , Walker and 
Coupland (1970 ) , Seddon (1972), Reynolds and Reynolds 
(1975), Hinnery (1976 ), Helliquis t (1980) . 
5.4 SEAWEED CULTURE POTENTIAL 
During the study period, there we re many possible 
culut re si t es no ticed, espec i ally in t he Andaman group of 
islands . The area which we re enclosed by nearby islands were 
devoid of wave action . I t may support for successful seaweed 
culture. In South Andaman the Wandoor area, the surrounding 
area near Mayabunder of Middle And ama n and the Shola Bay in 
Diglipur of North Anda man have vast culture sites . 
The Neil and Havelock i s l ands were also noti ced 
wi t h few culture sites. But in Nicobar groups (Ca r Nicoba r, 
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Terassa, Bumpoka and Chowra) the culture sites were not in 
suitable condition. It may be due to the open sea influence, 
heavy wave action and water currents near the shores . 
From the survey, it wa s concluded that in mos t of 
the islands the subtidal area support good seaweed 
vegetation. So it is assumed that in all the above said 
islands, the subtidal area may support the healthy seaweed 
culture. 
Since the alginophytes have dominant distribution 
in all Anda man islands, the possibility of alginophyte 
culture especially the species of Sargassum, Padina, and 
Tu rbinaria can be recommended. The i mpo rtant agarophyte 
specie s of Gracilaria and Gelidiella we re al so noticed in 
these islands . So by doing further experiments there may be 
a chance for agarophytes culture too. 
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6. SUMMARY 
The present survey and ecological study were 
carried out for a period of 20 months from August 1988 to 
Ma rch 1990 . During this period the data were collected from 
South Andaman, North Andama n, Middle Anda ma n , Havelock and 
Neil from Andaman gr oup of isl and s and Car Nicobar , 
Te r assa, Chowra and Bumpoka islands from Nicobar group of 
i s l ands for the study. 
6.1 SURVEY 
The essential qualitative information and for the 
f irst ti me the quantitative analysis in the form of density 
and standing c r op biomass of seaweeds we re estimated for the 
above said islands . 
The qualitative infor ma tion is exp ressed with 
subtidal heal thy vege t ation and alg inophy tes do mination. The 
ma ngroves dominated intertidal part of Andaman groups with 
muddy substratum supressed the inte rtidal vegetation 
considerably . On the other hand the vas t exposed intertidal 
area with hi gh wave action , loca l currents and open sea 
influence suppressed the seaweed vegetation in Nicobar group 
of islands . 
The seaweeds are grouped as aga r ophytes which are 
yielding agar-aga r , alginophy tes wh i ch a re yielding a l gin 
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and the other algae. A t otal amount of density 3318.80 + 
-2 1331.78 gm m was derived for these nine islands, in which 
the aga rophytes, alginophytes and other 
-2 260 . 51 + 136.89 gm m ; 1655 . 46 ~ 579.88 
algae 




+ 615 . 01 gm m respectively . The estimated standing crop 
biomass for the total a rea of 2227.02 hectare was 85124.57 + 
15757.20 tonnes. The alginophy tes exhibited with the high 
values of 44590 . 22 + 15757 . 20 tonnes followed by the other 
algae g r oup with 33479.03 + 14080 . 49 tonnes. 
In gene ral , the alginophytes were dominated in all 
the islands both qualitatively and quantitatively. The 
agarophytes were recorded with better vegetation in Nicobar 
group of islands. It has been concluded that the volcanic 
oriented soil of Andaman group supports the alginophytic 
growth and the coral oriented Nicobar group supports the 
agarophytic growth. 
6 . 2 THE MODEL 
The South Andaman data were collected from five 
fixed stations fo rtnightly for the purpose of ecological 
modelling and system analysis studies . From this study, the 
population and community characters of seaweeds and the 
influence of envi ronmental f actors on seaweed ecosystem were 
analysed thoroughly . 
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The population parameters namely, frequency, 
density, abundance, cover, do minance, and patterns of 
distribution were estimated and discussed in detail . The 
community characters like community structure, composition 
and comparison were presented and discussed. The 
environmental factors were considered as forcing factors of 
the seaweed ecosystem . They we re classified into t wo types 
namely common forcing factors for all five stations and 
specific forcing factors for each system. The tide, rain 
relative humidity, wave, depth and light we re included as 
common forcing factors and the specific forcing factors were 
the atmospheric and ambient te mperatures, salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, phosphate, nitrate, nitrite and silicate. 
The relative ecological position of the seaweed species with 
respect to environmental factors were estimated 
simultaneously 
analysis . The 
dendrogram for 
by using agglomerative hierarchical cluster 
results were presented in the form of 
both the tidal parts separately. and also 
combined for three seasons . 
At population level the frequency, abundance and 
coverage exhibited high values during monsoon and 
postmonsoon. The numerical and biomass(wet weight) density 
represented with inverse relationship which means the 
numerical density gradually reduced from premonsoon to 
postmonsoon. On the otherhand) the density in bio mass was 
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just opposite . In all the seasons the dominance were 
controlled by mo re than one species. Here also gradual 
incremen t of dominant values were recorded from premonsoon 
to postmonsoon. Almost in all seasons the patterns of 
distribution of South Andaman were aggregated and only in 
monsoon it was slightly nearing random distribution . The 
species of alginophytes na mely Sargassum, Turbinaria, Padina 
and the other algal species like Hali meda and Exteromorpha 
compress a were recorded with the strongest population 
control among all other species. 
At community level the com munity structure was 
mainly affected by frequency (numerical strength), followed 
by cover and density. Almost both the tidal parts exhibited 
same community structure except College area, (S tation - I ) 
and Cheriadapu (S tation - III), because of civilization and 
mang roves respectively. The climax subcommunity showed 
overall dominance in all the seasons. The climax 
subcommunity showed overall dominance in all the seasons. 
The diversity index values for the community as a whole and 
also for the sub communities were responsed with moderate 
values during premonsoosn and were nearly high during 
monsoon and post mon soon . The comparison study expressed that 
the intertidal and subtidal parts of each system were almost 
represent ed with the same type of species from monsoon to 
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postmonsoon. But each station differed wi th specific 
species - The percentage of similarities were recorded with 
hi gh values during pre monsoon and low va lues in postmonsoon. 
The dendrogram results expressed that the other 
algae Enteromorpha compressa dominated in the intertidal 
part in all seasons; Halimeda spp. dominated in both the 
tidal parts in all three seasons and Padina gymnospora 
dominated in subtidal part. But the alg inophytes were 
represented in separate group with considerable dominance 
during monsoon and postmonsoon. 
The mult iple regression analysis with the help of 
F test and T test were used to study the influence of 
envi ronmental factors on seaweed ecosystem. The result 
stated that the re was a strongest control of environmental 
factors on seaweed ecosystem. 
Among common forcing factors, the tide and light 
we re exhibited with positive significance; the rain and wave 
were exhibited with negative signifi cance . The depth 
va ri a tion and relative humidity did not show any significant 
values . The specific forcing factors like salinity and 
dissolved 
for the 
oxygen were obser ved with positive 
seaweed growth. The atmospheri c 
significance 
and ambient 
t empe ratures showed negative significance. Among nutrients 
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the nitrate (positively ) and silicate (negatively ) 
influenced the seaweed growth . The phosphate did not show 
any variation. 
The possibilities of seaweed culture was supported 
with vast culture sites in Andaman g roup of islands since 
most of the islands were observed with healthy subtidal 
seaweed vegetation. It was assumed that the subtidal part 
may support for the possible seaweed culture. The species 
like Sargassum, Padina and Turbinaria, which were recorded 
with high density and standing crop biomass have been 
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LIST OF SEAlEEDS aJll.ECTED FROM TIlE STUDY AREA 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A. DIVISION : CHLOROPHYTA 
1) CLASS : CHLOROPHYCEAE 
i) ORDER : ULOTRICHALES 
a) FAlILY : ULOTRICH ACEAE 
1 Sc/lizr;weris leibleinii -
ii) ORDER : ULVALES 
b) FAIlLY : ULVACEA E 
2 &7teralKJfP/la COIpressa ( Linnaeus ) Grey. - - - - - - - - -
3 UII'll i3.sr10ta Delile. - - - _. -
4 fI. lactl/CB Linn ... - -
5 fI. reticulata Forsskal. - - -
6 fI. rig-ida C. Ag. . - -
iii) ORDER : CLADOPHORALES 
c) FAKILY : CLADOPHORACEA E 
7 ClJaetO/l/OfP/la BIltennin8 ( Bory ) Kuetz - - - - -
8 ClatloplJora i3scicularis ( Martens ) Kuetz -
9 C utriculO$B -
d)FAIlLY : CAULERPACEAE 
10 C4ulefll!! cuppressoides ( Vah l ) Ag. - - - -
11 C .reI toto Lamour. - - - - -
12 C rBt:eIKJSB ( Forsk.) l eber V. Bosse. - -
13 C serlulariafes ( Gmelin ) Howe. - - -
14 C forifolia -
e) FAIlLY : DASYCLADACEAE 
15 Acetobularia calyculus Quoit et Guimanl 
f) FAlILY : CODIACEAE 
16 O:xiiUII adherens Andersoll - - - -
17 C foIentOS/JI ( Hudson ) Stack house. -
18 IIali«tfa IIBcroloOo Decaisne. - -
19 Il OjJ{J/Jtia. f typica Bartoll - - - -
20 Il i/lCnlSsato ' .'. - - - - - - -
21 Ilpeltoto - - - -
22 Il discoidetle - -
g) FAIlLY : VALONIACEAE 
23 BoeqeseJ1Jo forbesii (Harv.) Feldm. - - -
24 l'aloniopsJS P'lc/J}'1leJJB (Martens) Boerga. - -
B. DIVISION: PHAEOPHYTA 
II) CLASS : PHAEOPHYCEAE '. 
i) ORDER : ECTOCARPALES 
a) FAK ILY : ECTOCARPACEAE 
I EctOCBJ]Jl1S siliculosus -
- i i -
in ORDER : DICTYOTALES 
b) FAKlLY : DICTYOTACEAE 
2 IJictyota iJutayresiana Lamour. -
3 IJictyola diclJotOl18 (Huds. )Lamour. - - - -
4 Padino IlJ'IUlOSfXJnI (luetz. )Vickers. - - - - - - - - -
5 P. p.!1l'01lica (1:. )Thivy ex Taylor. -
6 P. tetnIstOll8tica Hauck.. - - - - -
iii) ORDER : DICT YOSIPHONALES 
C) FAnLY : PUNCTARIACEAE 
7 ColjXllleOia sinwsa Derb. et. sol. - -
8 l/ytiroclatImJs clathnttus C. Ag. 
iv) ORDER : FUCALES 
d) FAKlLY : CYSTOSERIACEAE 
9 Ihaop'/ysa trif/ueta -
e) Family : SARGASSACEAE 
10 SuK;JsSIII illicifolilll (Turner) J. Ag. - - - - - - - - -
11 .£ Iyricx:ystell J. Ag. -
. 
12 .£ tenerTilll J. Ag. -
13 .£ , ig/Jtii Creri lie - - - - - - -
14 .£ duplicaflll - -
-15 Turbinaria cwoides luetz. - - - - - - - -
16 1: oma14 J. Ag. - - - - - - -
17 1: turbino 14 - - - - - - -
18 1: den14ta - - -
19 1: decurrence - -
C. D lVISlON : RHODOPHYTA 
lII) CLASS : RHODOPHYCEAE 
SUBCLASS : FLORIDEAE 
i) ORDER : NEMALIONALES 
a) FAMILY : CHAETANGIACEAE 
1 CtiI&C/J1U'lJ oIJlonga14 Lamour. - - -
ii) ORDER : GELIDIALES 
b) FAKlLY : GELIDIACEAE 
2 Celfdilll pusilllll (Stack-house) Le Jolis. -
3 C. dgidlll - -
4 C. I/eteroplatas - -
c) FAMILY : GELIDIELLACEAE 
5 CelJdie/la acer0s<9"(Forssk. )Fieldman et !lamel. - - - -
iii) ORDER : CRYPTONEMIALES 
d) FAMilY: RHYZOPHYLLIDACEAE 
6 Chondrococcus hornemani i (Mert. ) Schmi tz. - -
e) FAMILY : CORALLINACEAE 
7 Alp/u'roa anceps (lamk.) Decsne. - - - - - -
8 A. fnIK1'1lfssilJ8 (L. )Lamour. - -
9 A. dgitia - -
10 /ania robens (I.. )Lamour. -
f) FAMILY : GRATELOUPIACEAE 
11 CnIte/oupia Blicino (Julf. )J. Ag. -
12 C. IftlJoplu'la &Jer,vesen. - -
-i i-
13 //a/penia floresia (Clem. )Ag. -
iv) ORDER : GlGARTlNALES 
g) FAMILY : GRACILARlACEAE 
14 Ce/idiopsis Wlriab/is (Greville) Sehmi tz. - - -
15 Craci/aria cortIC4ta 1. Ag. - - - -
16 Croci/aria crassa (Harvey) - - - - -
11 C. er/u/is (Gmelin)Silva. - - - - - -
18 C. fo/ifem (Forssk. )Boergesell - - - -
19 C. IndiCJl. -
h) FAIILY : HYPNEACEAE 
20 ffypne.!J lusc.ifonis (lui f.) Lamour. - - - - -
21 ff)'/JIJeLI WI/entiae -
i) FAIILY : GIGARTINACEAE 
22 Cigartill8 acicu/aris (lui f.) Lamour. -
23 C/JondfllS crisprJs - -
v) ORDER : NEMALIONALES 
j) FAMILY : HELIINTHOCLADIACEAE 
24 tiagoro ceranoides -
25 t. a/ biC'JDS l.!uIoaroti,[ -
26 t. ereda Zeit. . 
vi) ORDER : RHODYMENIALES 
k) FAIILY : RODYMENIACEAE 
21 i'JJod.i.enia australis Sonder. -
I) FAMILY : CHAMPIACEAE 
28 C/JaIpia parIIY/a (C. Ag.) Harvey. - -
vii) ORDER : CERAMIALES 
.)FAKlLY CERAMIACEAE 
29 Centnxeros cJal'11/atlll (C. Ag. »ont. - - - -
30 Spyridia fi/uentosa (WIll f.) Harvey. - -
31 S fUSIfoI71is ihergeseJl - -
n)FAIILV : RHODOMELACEAE 
32 ;/C'JDt/JoplJoro spicIfero (Vahl.) Boerges. - - - - -
33 C/Jondria IlI7IBta Var. plumaris Boergesell - - -
34 CenJ#illl aWl/OIl8 -
35 Laureneia obtuSB (Huds.) Lamour. -
36 LaureneI;' papi//osa (Forssk. )Grev. - - - - - - -
,' ,' . 
, 
, 
ANNEXURE I I 
SEAIEEDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELATIONSHIP 




Dependent Variable OA or YI = OTHER ALGAE 
Equation 2 
Dependent Variable AI or Y2 = ALGINOPHYTES 
Equation 3 
Dependent Variable ; Ag or Y3 = AGAROPHYTES 
Equation 4 
Dependent Variable ; TOT or Y4 = SEAIEEDS IN TOTAL 
NOTE 2 
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 
Intertidal parts 
(Tables Ia. IIa. IIIa. IVa and Va) 
XI = TIDE 
X2 = RAIN 
X3 = RELATIVE HUMIDITY or RH 
X4 = fAVE 
X5 = lATER TEMPERATURE or TEMI 
X6 = ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE or TEM I 
X7 = SALINITY or SAL 
X8 = DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
X9 = PHOSPHATE or P04 
XID = NITRATE or N04 
XII = SILICATE or S04 
Subtidal Parts 
(Tabl es lb. IIb. IIIb. IVb and Vb) 
Xl = TIDE 
X2 = DEPTH 
X3 = fAVE 
X4 = lATER TEPERATURE 
X5 = LIGHT 
X6 = SALINITY 
X7 = DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
X8 = PHOSPHATE 
X9 = NITRATE 
XI O = NITRITE 
Xl! = SILICATE 
